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Vietnam Association for Supporting Industries (VASI) is a non-governmental and non-profit organization representing manufacturing enterprises and supporting industries in Vietnam. As part of our yearly program, this Yearbook is published to introduce VASI member companies to buyers.

In this publication, we included 224 members who are manufacturing companies in metal working, molds and fixtures, automation system, electrical & electronics components, plastic & rubber components, materials, and software solutions for manufacturing industry. We divided the companies into four sectors: Mechanical engineering, Electric & Electronic, Plastic & Rubber engineering, and Material & Others. They are among the best companies supplying to multinational corporations in Vietnam and also exported to Japan, Korea, North America, and Europe.

In order to support our members to meet global demand and requirement, VASI regularly offers capacity building and coaching courses, participating to international trade fairs and matching activities to worldwide buyers. Also, we regularly host forums and seminars, conducting market research, survey and provide data on manufacturing industries for interested stakeholders.

VASI is a trusted and dedicated partner of governmental and international organizations in the area of industrial development, such as Ministry of Industry and Trade, Ministry of Planning and Investment, overseas Vietnam Trade offices, the World Bank Group's International Finance Corporation (IFC), and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). We also successfully matched global companies around the world with our Vietnamese suppliers.

We hope you find this Yearbook useful and sincerely wish to mutually cooperate with you. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any inquiries related to manufacturing industries in Vietnam.

Truong Thi Chi Binh, PhD. in Economics
Vice President, General Secretary
Vietnam Association for Supporting Industries
INDUSTRIAL FANS
& MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES FOR SUPPORTING INDUSTRY

PRESTIGE & QUALITY ON EACH DETAIL!

CONTACT:
0917 704 186  0243 563 1130  toancau@tomeco.vn  www.tomeco.vn

Head office: 53 Nguyen Xien Rd, Ha Dinh, Thanh Xuan, Ha Noi
Factory: Km21+200 Thang Long Avenue, Ngoc Liep, Quoc Oai, Ha Noi
Southern branch: 1144 Pham Van Dong, Linh Dong, Thu Duc, Ho Chi Minh City
3D SMART FEEDER

Smart feeder & Collaborative Robot built-in Vision

TEMAS ENGINEERING JSC
Tel: +84 24 3386 1691 / +84 28 3636 6998
Website: www.temas.vn
Email: info@temas.vn
17 Mechanical company is a State-owned Company specialized in mechanical engineering machining, pressing and die casting. MC17 has been cooperating for a long time with companies come from Japan, some of whom are considered renowned corporations. We would like to deal with foreign corporations with an idea of introducing MC17 to the world.

- **Established year:** 1956
- **Number of permanent employees:** 1100
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; 5S; IWAY
- **Main products:** Metal products; Motorcycle parts; Die casting parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Die casting machine (15 units); Pressing machine (65-1000 tons) (11 units); CNC machine (120 units)
- **Main customers:** Landmann; IKEA; Jaguar; Honda; Nissin; Piaggio
- **Export Experience:** EU

**Mr Bui Viet Thang**
Vice Manager of Marketing dep.
+84-982 266 017
marketing.mc17@gmail.com
31 ELECTRO MECHANISM AND EXPLOSIVE ONE-MEMBER CO., LTD

Bai Bong, Pho Yen Dist., Thai Nguyen
Tel: +84-208-3 863 148 Fax: +84-208-3 863 209
www.eme31.com.vn
nghiencuuphattriene31@gmail.com

• Established year: 1966
• Number of permanent employees: 1425
• Turnover: 58 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015; 5S
• Main products: Metal parts for agri-machinery, motorcycle; Metal and plastic parts and components for heavy industry
• Main technology and equipments:
  CNC machine (Milling; Grinding, Lathing, etc. (95 units); Pressing machine (45-1600T) (45 units); Electro Furnace (17 units); Surface treatment (06 units); Plastic injection machines (05 units)

Established in 1966 with modern machinery and equipment system as well as good quality control, EME 31 Company has become a reputable supplier in the supporting industry in Vietnam. We specialize in manufacturing and precision machining for automobile, motorbike, engine, technical and civil plastic. We take the initiative from design, mold making to synchronous manufacture line. We confidently meet customers’ requirements from quality to delivery time as quick as possible.

Mr. Nguyen Manh Vung
Manager of R&D Department
+84-915 627 427
Nguyenmanhvungpktz131@gmail.com

Mr. Tran Van Sy
Vice manager of R&D Department
+84-985 717 686

83 MECHANICAL ONE MEMBER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Minh Quan, Tran Yen Dist., Yen Bai
Tel: +84-2163-825 183 Fax: +84-2163-825 183
cokhi183.com
cokhi83@gmail.com

• Established year: 1981
• Number of permanent employees: 700
• Turnover: 18 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001
• Main products: Steel box; Electrical parts; Fireplace’s tool; BBQ Cooker
• Main technology and equipments:
  Milling machine (66 units); Lathe machine (96 units); Grinding machine (102 units); Welding machine (56 units); Pressing machine (63 units); Casting line (22 units); Plating & Painting line (9 units)
• Export experience: ASIA; EU; Middle East; Germany; UK

83 Mechanical One member Limited Liability Company has established in mechanical products. With over 35 years of construction and development, experience in manufacturing and business together with a team of engineers, skilled technicians and experienced workers, as well as investment in modern machinery and equipment combined with the constant study and improvement of product quality, 83 Mechanical Company will be the reliable destination for customers.

Ms. Nguyen Thi Huong
Sales Assistant
+84-986 336 815
Lan.vn280787@gmail.com

Mr. Nguyen Duy Hung
Sales
Cokhi83@gmail.com
Though established in January 2011, our company has got considerable achievements. We are secondary supplier of motorbike equipments for big manufacturers such as Honda, Yamaha, Piaggio, etc. We are capable of meeting the demand for high-accuracy equipments by bending, lathing and stamping process. We have strict quality management with 100% of our products being checked thoroughly before shipment.

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 81
- **Turnover:** 1.6 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Metal parts; Motobike parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Bending machine (3 units); Lathe machine (17 units); Pressing machine 150T (3 units); Lathe machine (1 unit); Milling machine (1 unit); Welding machine (4 units); Wire cutting machine (3 units);
- **Main customers:** VPIC1, Azuma Vietnam; Yahata Vietnam, Cosmos.

Founded in 2001, AMA is a privately held manufacturer of precision die-cast, machined and assembled products in various industries. We adhere strictly to the requirements of ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001: 2015 and IATF 16949: 2016 as our fundamental basis for the quality management system.

Over the last 2 decades, we have been making continuous investment in our infrastructure, equipment, processes and people to meet your product requirement and quality standard. If you are looking for a trusted partner who will create and execute a plan to get your parts done right – AMA is the right one for you.

- **Established year:** 2001
- **Number of permanent employees:** 250
- **Turnover:** 9 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; IATF 16949:2016; ISO 14001
- **Main products:** Precision die-casting parts; Machined and assembled products (Flange; Bushing; Nut; Motor Pulley; Heatsink; Tool pocket; Spinner Shaft Flange; Base fuel; Cylinder head; Handle)
- **Main technology and equipments:** Die casting machine (18 units); Inpection machine (7 units); Precision machining machine (31 units)
- **Main customers:** LG Electronics Viet Nam; Panasonic appliances Vietnam; Dorco Vina; ACE precision international; Toyota Industrial Equipment
- **Export experience:** USA; Italy; Germany
AN VIET TRADE PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE

15 Xay Lap Dien Building, Phu Luong ward, Ha Dong Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-62 946 855
cokhianviet189@gmail.com

Established in 2006, An Viet company specializes in stamping products and supporting industry products. We provide models for FDI enterprises and processing mechanics. Despite our small size, An Viet company have been cooperating with well-known foreign companies from India, Japan, Korea and China.

With our modern equipments and hard staff, An Viet company always try to provide products that have high quality and ensures delivery process to meet different needs of customers.

- Established year: 2006
- Number of permanent employees: 30
- Turnover: 360 000 USD
- Standards: 5S; ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Mould; Mechanical equipment; Mechanical parts
- Main technology and equipments: CNC Milling machine (02 units); CNC turning machine (01 unit); CNC pressing machine (10T-120T) (25 units); Boring machine (05 units); Wire cutting machine (03 units)
- Main customers: Honda, Yamaha, Piaggio Vietnam

Mr. Dao Van Kinh
Director
+84-913 383 189
Daovankinh.anviet@gmail.com

Ms. Nguyen Thi Thanh Thuy
Sales
+84-399 020 407
thanhthuyanviet@gmail.com

AN VIET LONG CO., LTD

92/8 Duong Cong Khi, Xuan Thoi Son ward, Hoc Mon Dist., Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-73 018 888
www.anvietlong.com
info@anvietlong.com

Established in 2007, An Viet Long company (AVL) was established in 2007 with a mission: Providing people the best products at an affordable selling price.

We have an ambitious strategy for accessing to and selling the products for more than one billion people in the world. AVL provides products in the fields of: Aerospace; Dental equipments; Manufacture custom carbon fiber products; Precision Agriculture Equipments; Aluminium Anodizing; Composit Arts; Water decal; Multiple Color Chrome Plating; Motorcycle Option Parts; Telecommunication accessories.

- Established year: 2007
- Number of permanent employees: 250
- Turnover: 7 million USD
- Standards: 5S
- Main products: Precision parts for toy helicopter; Mechanical parts
- Main technology and equipments: Milling machine & Turning machine (60 units)
- Main customers: SAB Heli Division, Horizon Hobby, Helidirect
- Export experience: USA; Germany; Italy

Mr. Loc Le
Director
+84-909 889 888
avl@anvietlong.com
ANH NGHIA ANCL CO., LTD

435, 4 neighbors, Nation route 1, Thai Hoa village, Ho Nai 3 ward, Trang Bom Dist., Dong Nai
Tel: +84-251-3 982 677 Fax: +84-251-3 988 141
www.anhngbia-ancl.vn
anhngia.ancl@yahoo.com.vn

Anh Nghia ANCL Co., Ltd was established in May 2004
Factory area: 5000m2; Total staff: 150 people
Business areas: manufacturing and outsourcing kinds of precision mechanical products, molds, constructions, iron and steel
Products: high stamping mechanical parts, spare parts, stamping parts, engine detail, die mold, iron, steel, ferrous metal, mechanical instrument
Local customers and foreign customers from development industrialized countries such as UK, Italia, Japan, Korea, Taiwan

Our slogan in Business:
1. It is the ethics that decides a business; success, not the talent of its leader
2. The difference builds your success while the prestige helps you develop
3. Quality and customer is the first priority

- Established year: 2004
- Number of permanent employees: 150
- Turnover: 4.5 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Metal parts; Metal products
- Main technology and equipments: CNC Lathe machine (36 units); CNC Milling machine (8 units); Other machines (40 units)
- Main customers: FDI companies in Southern of Vietnam
- Export experience: Japan; England

Mr. Nguyen Van Nghia
Director
+84-903 816 155
Anhngia.ancl@yahoo.com.vn

Ms. Doan Thi Hai
Director Assistant
+84-937 743 095
hai2808ancl@gmail.com

ANH THY CO., LTD
Lot I-1, Road N1, Nam Tan Uyen I.Z., Tan Uyen Dist., Binh Duong
Tel: +84-28-37 272 405
www.ant.com.vn
info@ant.com.vn

Anh Thy Co. Ltd. is the leading manufacturer of electrical switchboards and sheet metal fabrication. Our products are designed and manufactured in accordance with international standards as IEC, JIS, NEMA. With our experience, high-skilled labor and modern machinery, we always meet all the strictest requirement and standards. Our factory is rated as the number one manufacturer in Vietnam in terms of high skill and professional working style. ANT’s products are classified as the high-quality products with competitive price and the products fully comply with IEC standards.

- Established year: 2005
- Number of permanent employees: 150
- Turnover: 8.5 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; ISO 26000; 5S; RoHS
- Main products: Electrical switchboards; Sheet metal fabrication; Painting service
- Main technology and equipments: CNC laser cutting Machine (1 unit); CNC cutting machine (1 unit); Bending machine (4 units); Punching machine (4 units); Shearing machine (02 units); CNC punching machine (4 units); Welding robot (8 unit); Powder coating painting line (2 units)
- Main customers: Kinden, Yurtec, Hitachi, Kurihara, Okatsune, Fujikura; Siemens, Mitsubishi,
- Export experience: Japan, Singapore, Philippines, Thailand, Germany, Chile, Mexico, etc

Ms. Le Thi Yen Thanh
Marketing Manager
+84-909 969 584
thanh.le-thi-yen@ant.com.vn
An Mi Tools Co., Ltd was established in 2009, and is the partner of choice for precision grinding, fabrication of custom made tools, recondition and modification services, contract manufacturing and OEMs. We serve customers in the automotive, aerospace, oil and gas, medical, electronic, die and mould, steel processing industries...

- **Established year:** 2009
- **Number of permanent employees:** 90
- **Turnover:** 6.8 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Jig, part of machine; Cutting tools; Pin-gauges; Machine tool accessories; Reconditioning and rebuilding services; PVD coating;
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC Grinding machine (10 units); CNC Milling machine (15 units); CNC Turning machine (5 units); Wire cutting machine (7 units); Grinding machine (30 units); PVD Coating Center (1 unit);
- **Main customers:** Yamaha Vietnam; Sumitomo; Nissey Vietnam

ATT Industrial Joint Stock Company (ATTI, JSC) is a leading company in Technology-Driven solutions. We provide casting products and services for foundry industry and manufacturing with high quality control. We provide total solutions in foundry to customer from equipment of production and quality control, Consumable and Supply chain and casting products.

- **Established year:** 2004
- **Number of permanent employees:** 15
- **Turnover:** 4 million USD
- **Main products:** Metal parts; Casting parts; Casting products; Lost-Wax Casting Products; Lost-Foam Casting Product;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Furan casting system; Casting testing system (OES Spectrometer (1 unit); Hardness tester (1 unit); Ultrasonic Flaw Tester (1 unit); Inverted Microscope (1 unit); Universal Testing Machine (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Vietnam customers
BAC VIET TECHNOLOGY JSC.

Bac Viet provides its valued customers with a comprehensive solution for the production of precision injection molds and precision plastic parts used in the electric-electronics industry.

With modern and synchronous machinery system, highly qualified human resources and successful application of quality management system ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015, Bac Viet has met the demands of Japanese and Korean customer such as Canon Vietnam, Samsung Vietnam, Kyocera Vietnam, Seowon Intech and other large corporations.

• Established year: 2008
• Number of permanent employees: 230
• Turnover: 6.5 million USD
• Main products: Precision injection mold; Injection plastic parts
• Main technology and equipments: Injection Molding Machine 60-360T (35 units); Zoller Presetter (1 unit); Vision Measuring Machine (1 unit); Cordinate measuring machine (1 unit); CNC Vertical Milling machine (5 units); CNC lathe machine (1 unit); Grinding machine (1 unit); Wire cutting machine (1 unit); EDM (1 unit); Surface grinding machine (1 unit)
• Main customers: Canon Vietnam; Muto; Kyocera; Korg Vietnam; Hanoi Seowon Intech; Estec Phu Tho Co.ltd
• Export experience: Japan, Germany; Taiwan

Mr. Vu Huu Thang
Director
+84-982 283 886
thang.vh@bacvietgroup.com

Mr. Trang Quang Huy
Vice Technical Director
+84-949 301 560
huy.tq@bacvietgroup.com

BACH TUNG CONSTRUCTIONS MECHANICAL CO., LTD

Bach Tung Company specialized in the field of processing precision mechanical parts: shaft, nut, pin, spindle, aluminum parts. Our company is capable of processing many different materials such as Carbon Steel (S45C, S50C, SS400, ...), stainless steel (SUS303, SUS304, ...), copper (C3604, C1100, ...), aluminum (A6061, A5052, A6063, ...) and POM plastic materials ...

Our company has been investing in more new machines from 2015 up to now, such as Milling Machine 05 Axis; automatic lathe machine. etc.

• Established year: 2008
• Number of permanent employees: 120
• Turnover: 2.4 mill USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015; 5S
• Main products: Metal processing; Metal parts (Shaft, Pin, nut, screw); Aluminium parts; Auto line system;
• Main technology and equipments: CNC Milling Machine 5 axis (1 unit); CNC Milling Machine (1 unit); CNC Lathe; Drilling Robot; Wire Cutter; Milling Machine; Surface Grinding Machine
• Main customers: Nidec Tosok Vietnam; Foster Electric Vietnam; Fujikura; Fukusuke
• Export experience: Japan; Korea

Mr. Nguyen Van Ngoc
Sale Manager
+84-963 790 730
ktsx02@bachtung.vn

Ms. Nguyen Ai Lien
Sale
+84-392 711 540
sale02@bachtung.vn
BINH MINH TMC CO., LTD

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 125
- **Turnover:** 6 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Moulds & die; Jig; Mechanical components
- **Main technology and equipments:** Machining center (70 units); CNC Turning machine (8 units); Wire cutting machine (5 units); EDM (5 units); Lathe machine (6 units); Milling machine (7 units); Grinding machine (11 units); etc.
- **Main customers:** Yamaha; Hoya; Canon; Panasonic; Enkei; Nissin; Honda; Samsung
- **Export experience:** Japan; Korea

Binh Minh TMC Co., Ltd was established in 2008 with team of engineers having extensive experience in precision engineering. Our main products include mould, jig and precision machine parts. Our products which are manufactured on modern, high-precision equipment lines imported from Japan currently being supplied to Japanese, Korean enterprises in Vietnam and exported to Japan, Korea.

Mr. Nguyen Van Tuan
General Director
+84-904 166 268
sales@binhminhtmc.com

Mr. Nguyen Hong Quan
Vice General Director
+84-982 165 418
quannh@binhminhtmc.com

CENTRAL AREA ELECTRICAL MECHANICAL JSC.

- **Established year:** 1987
- **Number of permanent employees:** 380
- **Turnover:** 16 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Mechanical structure; Hydraulic mechanical products; Electrical material and equipments
- **Main technology and equipments:** Automatic marking punching shearing line for angles and plate; Hot dip galvanizing line - 40 tons/ day; Hydraulic mechanical equipment production line
- **Main customers:** Vietnam Electricity Cooparation
- **Export experience:** China; India

Central Area Electrical Mechanical Jsc. is a Vietnam-based manufacturer of heavy electrical equipment. It is involved in the manufacturing and trading of transformers, electrical wires, cables and other composite equipment used in electricity transmission. The Company also manufactures and trades mechanical machinery and equipment for industrial production. In addition, it provides construction and installation services of power systems, along with repair and maintenance services of vehicles. Other activities include trading of motor cycle parts and leasing of vehicles. The Company is a subsidiary of Vietnam Electricity Group.

Mr. Hoang Minh Chau
General Director
Codien@cemc.com.vn
VIETNAM CNC & TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION JSC.

Lot CN6, Center for Industrial Zone development, Minh Khai Ward, Bac Tu Liem Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-37 805 173/74 Fax: +84-24-37 805 007
www.cncvina.com.vn
cnc@cncvina.com.vn

Specializing in the machinery industry and automatic control, CNC-VINA’s staff are fully capable and qualified with years of experience in the machinery industry with Japanese companies in Vietnam. This is essential for the company mission of “Developing the machinery industry of Vietnam with expertise and intelligence of Vietnamese people”.

- Established year: 2007
- Number of permanent employees: 130
- Turnover: 9 million USD
- Standards: 5S; KPI
- Main products: Auto assembly line for Smartphone mobile speakers; Robot integrated production line; Ultrasonic washing machine; Circuit Cutting machine
- Main technology and equipments: Water cutting machine (1 unit); CNC machining center (8 units); Milling machine (8 units); Turning machine (2 units); Wire cutting machine (2 units); Grinding machine (3 units)
- Main customers: Canon Vietnam; Panasonic; Denso Vietnam; Tokai Rubber; Toyoda Gosei; Sumitomo electric; Musashi; etc
- Export experience: Japan; Indonesia

Mr. Ha Thanh Hai
Director
+84-912 390 110
haiht@cncvina.com.vn

CNS AMURA PRECISION CO., LTD

Lot I-10-1, D2 St., Saigon Hightech park; Dist. 9, Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-62 577 598 Fax: +84-28-38 753 347
www.cnsamura.com.vn
sales@cnsamura.com.vn

CNS Amura Precision Co., Ltd was established in 2012 as a joint-venture with a Singapore company. We’re a precision mold manufacturer and plastic injection molder based in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. We are capable of producing 20 molds per month, using modern machinery from Japan and 25 injection machine ranging from 30T to 860T. Beside mold making & plastic injection, we also able to make spare parts / machining parts as well.

- Established year: 2012
- Number of permanent employees: 165
- Turnover: 2.7 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Precision mold; Plastic injection; Machining spare parts
- Main technology and equipments: CNC Milling machine (7 units); EDM (5 units); CNC wire cut machine (2 units); CMM measuring machine (2 unit); Plastic injection machine (25 units); Smart scope (1 unit); 3D Plastic Printer (1 unit)
- Main customers: Mitany Sangyo Co., Ltd; Gulf Rubber Australia PTY LTD; Toho Vietnam; ITO Corporation; Mitsuba M-Tech Vietnam; Selectrona GMBH
- Export experience: Japan; EU; Australia; Germany; USA

Ms. Tan Ah Teck
Vice Director
+84-993 215 208
attan@cnsamura.com.vn

Ms. Van Thanh Tu
Vice Sale Manager
+84-918 977 180
tuvan@cnsamura.com.vn
Codo Jsc. specialises in steel structure and motorcycle parts. The main products are warehouse in the industrial zone, the brick factory, steel beam system at the restaurants, pools. We are also Yamaha motor Vietnam's supplier with main processes are wheel assembly, motorcycle parts manufacturing.

- **Established year:** 1975
- **Number of permanent employees:** 200
- **Turnover:** 3 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Motorcycle parts; Motorcycle wheel; Industrial facilities (6 units); Automatic welding line (2 units); Punching machine 40T-110T (10 units);
- **Main technology and equipments:** Motorcycle wheels assembly lines
- **Main customers:** Yamaha Vietnam

With more than 10 years of development, COSMOS has become a trusted partner of top enterprises in the field of automobile, motorcycle and electronic manufacturing such as Honda Viet Nam, Toyota Motor Viet Nam, Panasonic Viet Nam, Goshi Thang Long Auto-Parts, Nissin Brake Viet Nam, etc. Thanks to our accumulated credibility and experience throughout that path, we are aiming "To be a leading supplier of Viet Nam in the field of mechanical auxiliary industry"

- **Established year:** 2005
- **Number of permanent employees:** 1702
- **Turnover:** 48 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14000:2015
- **Main products:** Motorcycle parts; Automobile, electronics parts; Dies, Jigs
- **Main technology and equipments:** Press Machine (100 units); Robot Welding Machine (120 units); Welding machine (180 units); Wire Cutting Machine (6 units); Tapping Machine; Laser Cutting Machine (1 unit); CNC Milling Machine (7 units); 4 axis milling DMG machine (2 units)
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; Toyota Motor Vietnam; Nissin Brake Vietnam, Panasonic Vietnam, Shindegen Vietnam
- **Export experience:** Japan

**Ms. Nguyen Thi Tra**
Sale
+84-986 934 463
tra.nguyen@cosmos.com.vn

**Ms. Dang Hong Van**
Sales
+84-961 349 875
van.2291@cosmos.com.vn
DAI LOC TRADING SERVICE
MECHANICAL CO., LTD

KF15 Huynh Tan Phat St., Tan Thuan Tay Ward,
Dist.7, Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-37 801 325 Fax: +84-28-37 801 327
www.dailoc.vn
mts@dailoc.vn

Dai Loc Co., Ltd was established in 2007. We are specialized in these services: Processing by Machining Center, CNC/NC milling cutter and CNC/NC lathe Precision; Welding/Grinding; Sheet metal processing by laser cutter (AMADA FOII – 3015NT); Processing parts of automated machines; Maintenance of manufacturing machines

• Established year: 2007
• Number of permanent employees: 24
• Turnover: 1 million USD
• Main products: Motorcycle parts; Automobile parts; Mechanical parts
• Main technology and equipments: Laser cutter (1 unit); Machine center (12 units); CNC Milling machine (4 units); CNC lathing (2 unit); Drilling machine (2 units); Milling machine (3 units); Sawing machine (3 units);
• Main customers: FAPV; FAS; UACJ; MK SEIKO, TOSOK, San-ei Vietnam

Mr. Pham Quang Tu
Director
+84-913 886 951
mtstu@dailoc.vn

DAN TIEN CO., LTD

33/1D Go O Moi St., Phu Thuan Ward, Dist. 7,
Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-38 732 194 Fax: +84-28-37 730 019
www.dantien.vn
info@dantien.vn

Dan Tien Co., Ltd was established in 2001 in Hochiminh city, Vietnam. We are manufacturing mechanical equipments, spare parts, and industrial knives.

• Established year: 2001
• Number of permanent employees: 12
• Turnover: 114,000 USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: mechanical equipments, spare parts, industrial knives
• Main technology and equipments: Lather (6 units); Vertical & Horizontal milling machine (4 units); Knife grinding machine (2 units); Surface grinding machine (3 units); Grinder (7 units)
• Main customers: Nikkiso, Ojtex, Box Pak, New Toyo, Fuji, Sovi, Yuen Foong Yu, Vinatawa container, Visypack

Mr. Tran Van Loi
Director
+84-907 723 639
cokhidantien@gmail.com
SONG CONG DIESEL LIMITED COMPANY

Luong Chau, Song Cong Town, Thai Nguyen
Tel: +84-208-3 862 265 Fax: +84-208-3 862 332
www.disoco.com.vn
duong.nguyenvan@disoco.com.vn

Song Cong Diesel Co., Ltd was founded on 25 April 1980 as a member of Vietnam Engine and Agricultural Machinery Corporation (VEAM) - Ministry of Industry and Trade. Our factory covers a total area of 165,000 m². We carry modern test equipment such as Measuring 3-dimensional space; metallographic microscope; Component analyzer; Machine check magnetism; other common test equipment, etc.

Typical Technology: Embryonic forging; embryonic casting; Machining; Design (we designed and manufactured products and molds in 3D software (Catia).

- Established year: 1980
- Number of permanent employees: 929
- Turnover: 8 million USD
- Main products: die casting parts; crankshaft; Gear boxes; Other parts
- Main technology and equipments: Casting line; Pressing machine (25-315T) (5 units); CNC Lathe machine (40 units); CNC Milling machine (10 units); Grinding machine (55 units);
- Main customers: SVEAM; Honda; Nakagawa; Dorman; Sankyo;
- Export experience: USA; Germany; Japan;

Dong Anh LICOGI Mechanical Jsc. (CKDA) was established in 1963. Our main products are:

- Casting alloy products: grinding media (ball and cyped), wearing and impacting resistant alloy and various spare parts for tube and vertical mills to serve for the industries of cement, mines, coal-fired power plant, chemical fertilizer.

- Space frame and steel structure: used in constructing public projects and industrial houses such as: Sport complexes, stadium, entertainment areas, exhibition centres, super markets, storages of factories, stations,...

We also provide materials and equipments for foundry and aluminium industries such as ferrous, non-ferrous, aluminium billet, aluminium ingot,...

- Established year: 1963
- Number of permanent employees: 940
- Turnover: 6 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001: 2015
- Main products: Casting alloy; Aluminum profile; Space frame and steel structure
- Main technology and equipments: DISAMATIC line (1 unit); Fabrication system of space frame and ball nut (1 unit); Extrusion production line (2 units)
- Main customers: Cement companies; extractive companies;
- Export experience: Thailand, Japan, Korea, Namibia, UAE, Italy, Australia
DONG TIEN MECHANICAL TRADING PRODUCTION JSC.

We are a manufacturing company with more than 8 years of experience in manufacturing and processing precision mechanical products by high technology by machines imported from Japan. Advantages: machining lathe and CNC milling products with complex shapes and high precision (0.005mm).

- Established year: 2010
- Number of permanent employees: 45
- Turnover: 1.2 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Metal parts; Parts of machines
- Main technology and equipments: CNC machine (4 units); CNC Lathe Machine (9 units); CNC Milling machine (5 units)
- Main customers: JUKI; KIWA; Pepsico Vietnam; OHTA Vietnam; MATAI Vietnam;
- Export experience: Japan, USA

Mr. Nguyen Cong Tru
Director
+84-918 175 290
tru@cokhidongtien.com.vn

DUY KHANH ENGINEERING CO., LTD

Established in 1989, Duy Khanh Engineering Co., Ltd is one of the leading mechanical precision companies in Viet Nam. We specialize in designing and manufacturing molds, machinery component parts and customized mechanism as ordered. Company Motto: YOUR TRUST IS OUR SUCCESS.

- Established year: 1989
- Number of permanent employees: 120
- Turnover: 1.8 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001: 2015
- Main products: Molds; Jig; High precision parts; Machinery components; Customize machinery
- Main technology and equipments: CNC EDM (9 units); CNC Machine Center (6 units); CNC Machine Center 4 axis (18 units); CNC Lathe Machine (13 units); CNC Wire cutting machine (10 units)
- Main customers: Toshiba; Rinnai; Nagata; Mabuchi; MK Seko; MK Seiko; Furukawas; Thermtrol; Tan Hiep Phat
- Export experience: Japan; USA; Canada; Germany; Denmark

Mr. Nguyen Van Anh
Sales Manager
+84-908 163 609
anhnv@duykhanh.com

Mr. Cao Hoai Truong An
Sales
+84-369 932 933
duykhanhsale1@duykhanh.com
Duy Phong Engineering Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is one of the leading moldbase companies in Vietnam. We can provide several total solutions for customers through a self-contained procedure from initialing importing carbon steels use for moldbase fields to producing standard moldbases (Based on Japanese standard) for all customers. In the other hand, Duy Phong also proceed processing due to requirements of client’s drawings, supplying moldbase's hardwares such as: Guide pins, support pins, silvers,... (Based on Japanese standard) for moldbase market in Vietnam. We always ensure the quality and that's why delivery date is in our hands.

- **Established year:** 2009  
- **Number of permanent employees:** 160  
- **Turnover:** 5.5 million USD  
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; OHSAS 18001:2007  
- **Main products:** Mould; Mould steel; Mould part;  
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC Milling machine (24 units); Grinding machine (5 units); Lathing, drilling machine(4 units); Flaw Detector (1 unit)  
- **Main customers:** Duy Tan; Mida; Rhythm; Mitsuba; Kyocera; Kosa Vina; Boseung Vina

ECOM is one of leading sheet metal manufacturer in Vietnam. With high technology equipment and skill employees, we promise to supply to our customers with high quality products with long time corporation.

- **Established year:** 2015  
- **Number of permanent employees:** 25  
- **Turnover:** 500 000 USD  
- **Main products:** Sheet metal parts; Machinery parts (cover; frame); Furniture products; Steel fabrication  
- **Main technology and equipments:** Laser cutting machine (1 unit); Punching machine (1 unit); Pressing machine(1 unit); Welding machine (Tig, mig, spot) (9 units); Drilling & Tapping machine (1 unit)  
- **Main customers:** Kuken Japan; Fuji Impulse; Sankitech; TK Industry; Shiogai Seiki; Duy Khanh  
- **Export Experience:** Japan
ECO Vietnam Co., Ltd.

Lot II.8.1, Khai Son I.Z., Thuan Thanh Dist., Bac Ninh
Tel: +84-222-3 798 483 Fax: +84-222-3 798 484
www.ecovn.vn
ecovietnam.sales@gmail.com

ECO Viet Nam Ltd. (ECO) was established in 2010. Our company focus on metal sheet processing and fabrication mechanics with advantages in Human resources – Equipment – Finance.

We specialise in metal sheet products. ECO is located in Khai Son IZ, Thanh Khuong, Thuan Thanh, Bac Ninh, a convenient location for serving companies in Northern of Vietnam and export.

• Established year: 2010
• Number of permanent employees: 120
• Turnover: 3 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: metal parts; metal sheet products (Steel Can, Drum); Rotor & Stator; Steel Pipe;
• Main technology and equipments:
  Leveller and shear line (1 unit); Pressing machine (24 units); 250 ton High frame press 160-250 ton; Milling machine (1 unit); Grinding machine (1 unit); Drilling machine (1 unit); Wire cutting machine (1 unit)
• Main customers: Samsung; Panasonic; Idemitsu; Jarguar; Ariston; ABB;
• Export experience: Indonesia; Laos; Cambodia

Mr. Bui Dinh Hieu
Vice Director
+84-222-3 798 483
hieubd@ecovn.vn

Export Mechanical Tools Stock Company (EMTC) used to be a state-owned company. We have become a joint-stock company since 2001 with 100% capital owned by the shareholder who have been working in the company.

The company have enough equipment and adequate equipment and fabrication technology such as cold forming, hot stamping, welding robot, turning, milling, horizontal multi-step finish, thermal systems, automated coating, quality assurance ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 environmental products mainly include all kinds of instruments and accessories for motorcycles and cars, the kitchen grill with inox...

• Established year: 1960
• Number of permanent employees: 1100
• Turnover: 20 million USD
• Main products: parts of car, motorcycle; Parts mechanical appliances; charcoal grill; Household intrument by inox
• Main technology and equipments:
  Hot presses machine 1000T; Hydraulic presses machine (182 units); Metal cutting machine (lathes, drilling, milling...) (440 units); Plating, painting line (5 lines); treatment line (2 lines); welding machine (76 units)
• Main customers: Honda Vietnam; Yamaha; SYM; Suzuki; Piaggio; Toyota; Ford; Landmann
• Export experience: Germany, USA, Japan

Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Chung
General Director
+84-24-35 860 888
info@emtc.com.vn
emtc.vn@gmail.com
**FELIX VIET NAM JOINT STOCK COMPANY.**

Hoa Lac Hi-tech IZ, Km29, Thang Long avenue, Hanoi  
Tel: +84-24-73 053 356  
www.felixvietnam.com  
felixvietnam@gmail.com

- **Established year:** 2013  
- **Number of permanent employees:** 16  
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD  
- **Main products:** Heat treatment services; Precision mechanical products  
- **Main technology and equipments:**  
  - Vacuum heat treatment system (2 unit); Nitrogen permeation (1 unit); Ram treatment system (6 units)  
- **Main customers:** VPIC 1; Sakurai Vietnam

Felix Joint Stock Company transfers Heat treatment service: I vacuum, nitrogen permeation, stress reduction annealing, death reduction, cold processing. Synchronous technology system includes: German federal synchronous furnace heat treatment equipment, Japanese firm quality testing equipment, mechanical processing equipment. Our company has gradually approached and market development, from the early days of 20 to 30 customers, until now we have had the opportunity to serve nearly 400 customers.

**FISCHER ASIA CO.,LTD**

No 8 Thong Nhat St., Song Than 2 I.Z., Di An, Binh Duong  
Tel: +84-274-3 577 415 Fax: +84-274-3 577 416  
www.fischer-asia.com  
ly.nguyenhai@fischer-asia.com

- **Established year:** 2008  
- **Number of permanent employees:** 80  
- **Turnover:** 4.3 million USD  
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; IATF 16949  
- **Main products:** Digital locks; Fancover; Automotive component; Stamping parts  
- **Main technology and equipments:** Press machine (6 units); CNC machine (6 units)  
- **Export experience:** Germany, Thailand; Italy

Fischer ASIA is a contract manufacturer, specialized in customized metal stamping parts and stamping molds. We support our customers in planning and the execution of their individual requirements when it comes to complex metal operations.

**Mr. Le Gia Bao**  
Managing Director  
+84-983 055 725  
lgbao.fc@gmail.com

**Nguyen Hai Ly**  
Supply chain manager  
+84-977 717 373  
ly.nguyenhai@fischer-asia.com
Foshan ceramic machinery and mould joint stock company was founded in 2008. We are one of the leading companies in producing mould tiles and mould roof in the north of Vietnam. Our slogan is “Our Quality is our living”, we believe that we’ll bring you the best product with high quality and the most reasonable price. Our company usually improve new machinery, large size and high precision of big corporation from Japan such as: Makino, Mazak, Amata, Sumitomo...

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 55
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** 5S
- **Main products:** jig; mould for ceramic; ceramic spare parts and equipments; precision parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC Milling machine (3 units); CNC centre (2 units); Grinding machine (2 units); CNC sawing machine (2 units)
- **Main customers:** Fuji Vietnam; Mizuho; Vina taiyo Spring; Viglacera; Chiyoda Vietnam; Prime

Ms. Pham Kieu Trang
Sales Manager
+84-847 171 014
trangpk@foshanceramic.com.vn

Mr. Hoang Van Hieu
Sales
+84-357 302 468
hieuhv@foshanceramic.com.vn

FV supporting industry Jsc. specialises in Jigs; Wheel; Conveyor; Custom machine. Our customers are companies in Vietnam in motocycle; Electric-Electronics and their suppliers.

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 22
- **Turnover:** 300,000 USD
- **Standards:** -
- **Main products:** Jigs; Wheel; Conveyor; Custom machine;
- **Main technology and equipments:** -
- **Main customers:** Piaggio; ABB; Corona

Mr. Nguyen Tuan Diep
Director
+84-913 088 157
diepfrovie@frovie.com
Machinery Spare Parts No.1 Jsc. (FUTU 1) was established on 25th March 1968. Our company's main products are components, spare parts and accessories for motorcycle, engine and machinery industry. FUTU 1's main customers are Honda Vietnam, Yamaha Vietnam, Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Atsumitec Vietnam, Piaggio Vietnam, Schaeffler Vietnam, SYM, etc.

- **Established year:** 1968
- **Number of permanent employees:** 1211
- **Turnover:** 38 million USD
- **Main products:** Motorcycle parts; Engine parts; Mechanical products
- **Main technology and equipments:** Milling machine (105 units); CNC milling machine (02 units); NC, CNC Lathe (154 units); Driller (48 units); Shaping machine (12 units); Casting mould making machine (27 units)
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; Yamaha Vietnam; Sumitomo heavy Industries; Schaeffler Vietnam; etc
- **Export experience:** Japan; Thailand, Italia, Slovakia

FUVI Mechanical Technology Company specializes in plastic coppha for construction and plastic molds. FUVI is involved in the entire process of design, production and delivery. The interest which is most taken care of by FUVI regards its clients' success and effective competitive strenght. All molds are therefore strictly checked for quality by FUVI's professional engineers and technicians before being delivered. Our delivered molds are guaranteed for 1,000,000 shots. All the components are standardized and can be replaced easily and quickly.

- **Established year:** 1994
- **Number of permanent employees:** 200
- **Turnover:** 5.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** plastic coppha for construction; plastic molds
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC machine center; CNC wire cut center; CNC EDM center; Die Progressive; Robot welding
- **Main customers:** Suzuki Vietnam; Sanyo; Obayashi; Tasei
- **Export experience:** Thailand; Cambodia

---

Mr. Nguyen Van Luong
Trade Manager
+84-914 725 388
Luongnguyen8@yahoo.com

Mr. Nguyen Manh Hai
Trade Vice Manager
+84-986 980 156
haimanhkt@yahoo.com.vn

Mr. Cai Minh Giac
Sales – Technical manager
+84-908 228 010
giac@fuvimould.com; giac@fuvicoppha.com
Established 35 years ago, HAI HA Machinery and Trading company highly specializes in mechanic manufacturing. Hai Ha is now capable of making mechanic units with a high precision and offering competitive prices. In an effort to become an OEM for all customers, Hai Ha has been keeping our continuous innovation and improvement in order to supply products in high quality, competitive price and dedicated delivery.

- **Established year:** 1970
- **Number of permanent employees:** 200
- **Turnover:** 9 million USD.
- **Standards:** ISO 9001: 2015; IATF 16949:2016; 5S; KAIZEN; Lean
- **Main products:** Motorcycle parts; Automobile parts; Furniture parts; Home Appliance parts; Molds & Jigs
- **Main technology and equipments:** CMM (01 unit); Robot welding TIG/MIG/MAG (30 units); CNC Tube bending machines (2 units); CNC wire cutting machine (6 units); Center less grinding machine (04 units); CNC EDM machine (1 unit); Vertical Machining Center (06 units); CNC Lathe machine (08); Stamping machine (35 units)
- **Main customers:** SUZUKI; SYM; Daiwa; Piaggio; Steco; VS; Woochang
- **Export experience:** Germany; Japan; Italy; Netherlands; Korea

---

HANAKI Manufacturing & Trading Co., Ltd is located in Dong Van 4 Industrial Zone, Ha Nam Province, the Company was established in 2017 with a team of highly experienced and professional staff.

- The main activities are processing and manufacturing machinery, precision details, jigs
- Provide conveyor system, roller
- Maintenance maintenance
- Item of target: High progress – High Competition – Quality price

- **Established year:** 2017
- **Number of permanent employees:** 15
- **Turnover:** 200 000 USD
- **Main products:** Jig; Fixtures; Roller; Conveyor; Maintenance service
- **Main technology and equipments:** Milling machine (6 units); Lathe machine (5 units); Grinding machine (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Suzuki Vietnam; Sanyo; Obayashi; Tasei
- **Export experience:** Thailand; Cambodia

---

**Mr. Bui Manh Hop**
Director
+84-913 912 701
manhhop@haihacorp.com

**Ms. Duong Thu Huong**
Sales Manager
+84-948 313 186
duong.thuhuong@haihacorp.com;
sales@haihacorp.com

---

**Ms. Pham Thi Hai Yen**
Manager
+84-978 151 309
Salehanaki1@gmail.com

**Mr. Ta Huy Hoang**
Director
+84-975 769 981
hoang.tahuy@gmail.com
Hanoi Industry Trading Investment JSC. (Osaka Seimitsu) is an enterprise specializing in manufacturing plastic injection molds, die cast molds, hot forging molds, cold forging molds. We also manufacturing jigs and machines part with high precision machines. Beside we have plastic molding, hot forging and pressing workshop to produce parts for automotive industry and houseware products.

With a team of skilled staff and high precision equipment, we always strive to bring the best services to customers.

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 85
- **Turnover:** 1.4 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Mould & Jig: plastic molds, die cast molds, hot forging molds; Stamping parts; Plastic & Rubber injection parts
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC milling machine (9 units); EDM (3 units); Punching machine (10 units);
  - Drilling machine (6 units); Lathe machine (7 units); CNC machine (5 units)
- **Main customers:** Kai; Fukoku; Bandai; Fujipla; Ustech; Osawa; Swico; JAT, Tecomen
- **Export experience:** Japan; USA

---

Our main services are designing, manufacturing moulds (plastic injection - moulds, pressure casting die - moulds, die moulds, rubber moulds) and jigs (Assembly-Processing-Testing Jigs) made to orders. The quality of the products are enhanced, reaching more precision.

The sufficient, synchronous mechanism with high quality (milling - lathing system CNC, universal milling - lathing system, face-grinding machine, circular grinding machine, hole grinding machine, wire cutting machine, electrodisharge machining (EDM), mould testing squeezer, hardness measurer, 2D co-ordinate measurer, 3D CMM, etc.) help to ensure the self-contained processing to meet the manufacturing progress.

- **Established year:** 2004
- **Number of permanent employees:** 55
- **Turnover:** 1.5 million USD
- **Standards:**
- **Main products:** Molds; Jigs
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Milling Machine and CNC Lathe Machine (11 units); Milling machine and Lathe machine (14 units); CNC Wire Cut Machine; External Grinder; Surface Grinder; 3D CMM
- **Main customers:** Yamaha; Canon; Honda lock; Chiyoda; Showa; Hilex; Panasonic

---

Mr. Trinh Ba Ngoc
Sales Director
+84-912 509 568
Trinhbangoc.osaka@gmail.com

Mr. Hoang Van Thai
Director
+84-913 075 242
hvpe@cokhihaivan.com
Hanoi Mechanical Company Limited – HAMECO was established since 1958, serving domestic and international demands from a wide range of industries of Hydroelectricity, Thermoelectricity, Cement, Steel laminating, Irrigation, Petroleum gas, Auxiliary industry...

Hameco has a closed manufacturing process from Design, Casting, Steel structure, Machining, Heat treatment, and Assembling to Full equipment manufacture for various industries.

- **Established year:** 1958
- **Number of permanent employees:** 450
- **Turnover:** 22 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Metal parts; Metal products;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Automatic greensand iron casting line (1 unit); Furan resin sand iron casting lines (1 unit)
- **Export experience:** England; Japan; Austria; Italy; India

Ha Noi Mould Technology Company Limited. Located in Lai Xa industrial park, Kim Chung commune, Hoai Duc District, Hanoi city, Vietnam. Operates and business according to the Business Registration No. 0102021859, issued by Hanoi Department of Planning and Investment. on August 16, 2005

After more than 14 years of establishment and development, the company has built a strong mould factory, a team of highly qualified. With modern moulds, constantly improving, developing to reach the high technical moulds.

- **Established year:** 2005
- **Number of permanent employees:** 30
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD
- **Standards:** 5S
- **Main products:** Molds; Jigs; Injection Mould
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC Milling; Wire Cutting; Flat Grinding; Discharge Machining; Discharge Machining
- **Export experience:** Japan, Germany, USA
PTE was established in 2003 at Hiep Phuoc IZ, Nha Be, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. We are a manufacturer specializing in Mold Making, Plastic Injection Molding, and Plating on Metal & Plastic Parts. With our mission is to provide certain inputs to customers, we are affirming our prestige in supplying system of the famous brand names such as Toyota, Samsung, Piaggio, Panasonic, Siamp. We provide our services in many fields such as Sanitary Ware, Interior and Decorative Accessories; OEM Parts for Motorcycle, Automobile and Home Appliances.

- **Established year:** 2003
- **Number of permanent employees:** 300
- **Turnover:** 7.4 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Plastic mould; Plastic parts; Plated Parts; Plating & electroplating service
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC milling machine (4 units); CNC EDM machine (01 unit); CNC wire cutting machine (01 unit); Plastic injection machine (20 units); Electroplating Lines (7 units)
- **Main customers:** Samsung; Panasonic; Piaggio; Siamp
- **Export experience:** Italia; Japan; USA; Mexico; Russia

---

Hoang Phuc Mechanical Technology Co., Ltd specializes in designing and manufacturing molds and precision engineering products. With modern and synchronized machinery system, we guarantee to provide customers high quality products with reasonable price.

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 22
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD
- **Main products:** Mould for plastic injection, Plastic Parts, Precision mechanical parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC machine (15 units); CNC Turning machine (5 units); Wire cutting machine (1 unit); EDM (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Sanyo, Shisheido, Kao, Unilever, Siamp, Vinamilk.

---

Mr. Tong Viet Cuong  
**Director**  
+84-903 626 364  
Cuong.tong@pte.vn

Ms. Dao Nha Tam  
**Sales Manager**  
+84-938 102 968  
tam.dao@pte.vn

Mr. Vo Hoang Phuc  
**Director**  
+84-903 764 026  
hoangphuc@hpm.vn
HTF MOULD CO. LTD

45, St 53, Tan Tao Residential, Binh Tan Dist.,
Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-22 451 868 Fax: +84-28-37 543 457
www.htfmold.com
htfcom@hcm.fpt.vn

HTF Co. Ltd was established in 2003. Our scope of business: Specializing in designing and manufacturing different kinds of molds, machine accessories...
- Proficiently applying design tools to fabricate the details of mold and machine accessory.
- HTF Company constantly updates to meet the special needs of our clients
- Motto: Always willing to learn and explore to enhance the quality of our every single products.
- Objective: Customer satisfaction is our success.

VIETNAM HTMP JSC.

Lot D3, Quang Minh I.Z., Me Linh Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-35 251 113 Fax: +84-24-35 251 112
www.htmp.com.vn
htmp-mechanical@htmp.com.vn

Vietnam HTMP Mechanical Co., Ltd designs and manufactures molds and jigs. With nearly 10 years experience, Vietnam HTMP Co., Ltd become a trusted partner in mold and plastic manufacturing industry in Vietnam. With the slogan “Quality-Delivery-Cost”, HTMP Vietnam has constantly made efforts to mark on the world map of mold and plastic products by its own name and reputation.

- Established year: 2006
- Number of permanent employees: 530
- Turnover: 12 million USD
- Main products: Aluminium Die Casting mold; Plastic injection mold; Gravity die casting mold; Mold parts & Jig
- Main technology and equipments: Machining center (28 units); CNC Lathe (3 units); NC Milling Machine & Milling Machines (7 units); Electric Discharge Machine (EDM) (7 units); Wire Cut Electric Discharge (WEDM) (4 units)
- Main customers: Canon Vietnam; Honda Vietnam; Nissin Brake Vietnam; Panasonic System Networks Vietnam; Stanley Electric Vietnam; Samsung Electronics Vietnam; Tsukuba Die Casting Vietnam
- Export experience: India, Bangladesh, Brazil, Germany, Japan

---

Mr. Ton That Nhan Hao
Director
+84-903 758 739
htfcom@hcm.fpt.vn

Mr. Nguyen Huu Tuan
Director
+84-4-35 251 113
nguyen_huu_tuan@htmp.com.vn
PRODUCTION & TRADE H.V.T CO., LTD

Xuan Lam I.Z., Thuan Thanh Dist., Bac Ninh
Tel: +84-321-3791 595 Fax: +84-321-3791 605
www.sontinhdiennuoc.com
hvt@sontinhdiennuoc.com

H.V.T is a reputable brand in the field of powder coating in Vietnam. Company can coating on various material as: steel; bronze; aluminum, plastic (ABS, PP, PVC), stainless steel ... Production line is designed to run under the new technology of Japan, with a total length of 250 m closed tunnel dried before painting the 60m, long strip of heat from 0°C to 100°C, 4 rooms painted uninterruptedly, tunnel drying out nine automatically 120m, from 0°C to 150°C temperature range. With a team of engineers, young dynamic and experienced depth, H.V.T can satisfy all rigorous requirements for high quality products.

- Established year: 2000
- Number of permanent employees: 30
- Turnover: 500,000 USD
- Standards:
- Main products: Powder coating; Painting services
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Painting system
- Main customers: Viglacera; Selta; Fico Saigon; Jodo Nam Dinh; Anbico electric bicycle

IDEA TECHNOLOGY JSC.

14-16 Binh Loi St., Binh Thanh Dist., Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-62 800 555 Fax: +84-28-62 800 666
www.cadcam-vn.com
info@cadcam-vn.com

IDEA is one of companies in Vietnam develop CAD/CAM data processing, control software development and machine design in the Japanese market. Providing customers with products which are high on demand technology from customers.

- Established year: 2010
- Number of permanent employees: 175
- Turnover:
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015; JIS
- Main products: Precision parts; Sheet metal parts; Mechanical design service.
- Main technology and equipments:
  - CNC machine (65 units); CMM (1 unit)
- Main customers: Nissa; Nidec; Fujitsu; Nissin; Furukawa; Panasonic; Lixil; Nachi
- Export Experience: Japan; USA

Mr. Hoang Van Trung
Director
+84-913 215 852
Trunghvt54@gmail.com

Mr. Do Hoang Trung
Director
+84-932 013 377
trung@cadcam-vn.com

Mr. Huynh Quang Han
Sales
+84-966 623 306
sales@cadcam-vn.com
ICHI VIETNAM SUPPORTING INDUSTRY JSC.

Lot 05/9B, Hoang Mai I.Z., Hoang Mai Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-36 454 297
www.ichivietnam.com.vn
longph@ichivietnam.com.vn

Our company specializes in producing jig (assembly jig, operation jig, heat pressing jig, test jig) and precision metal parts. We have more experience in jig processing and we have good understanding of the high and multiple requirements of cutomers. Moreover, we process precision metal parts (order form 1 piece) and precision plastic part. We were supplier for more FDI companies in Vietnam and export to Japan, Korea.

• Established year: 2008
• Number of permanent employees: 120
• Turnover: 2.3 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: Jigs (assembly jig, operation jig, heat pressing jig, test jig); Precision metal parts;
• Main technology and equipments: CNC Machining center (20 units); CNC Lathe machine (8 units); CNC Drilling machine (5 units); Welding machine (4 units); Grinding machine (3 units)
• Main customers: Sumitomo Wiring Systems; Sumi Vietnam Wiring Systems; Johoku Hai Phong; LG Electronics Vietnam
• Export experience: Japan

Industrial Mechanics and Automation Co., Ltd Established in 2008
Stage of about 10 years of operation until present, IDMEA is proud of at the top of strong brand of ancillary industries in Vietnam.
IDMEA always built up confidence for customers by product with quality, delivery schedule and the best service in the market.
With qualified products, delivery time exactly with perfect service, IDMEA has won the trust of our customers, has the power to overcome the difficult economic period-forward to the future. With enthusiasm and passionate staff for the profession, with the equipment are invested modernly. We constantly make effort and strive to add value for customers.

• Established year: 2008
• Number of permanent employees: 136
• Turnover: 6 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: Industrial equipments; Automatic System; Jig; Conveyor; Structural goods Precision parts;
• Main technology and equipments: Pressing machine (6 units); Bending machine (6 units); Welding machine (6 units); Milling machine (5 units); CNC lathe machine (1 unit)
• Main customers: Vinfast; Vinsmart; Samsung; Canon; Finetek; Sumitomo
VIETNAM INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM CO., LTD

Mr. Tran Tuan Nam
Director
+84-903 431 174
Indeco@indeco.com.vn

Established year: 2003
Number of permanent employees: 145
Turnover: 7 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015; SS; JIS
Main products: Electrical panel; Enclosure switchgear; Sheet metal processing
Main technology and equipments: Lazer cutting machine; Punching machine; Bending machine; Painting line; Welding machine
Main customers: Vinakinden, Kurihara, Kandenko (Domestic); Panasonic, Aikendenko, Kojima (Export – OEM Automation cabinet); Sanmatsu, Yamada, Hakusan (OEM sheet metal processing)
Export experience: Japan

Vietnam Industrial System Co., Ltd (Indeco) specializes in manufacturing electrical panels and sheet metal processing. Our products is stability and high quality. Our engineer and worker is trained about standards and quality control systems in Japan. Our products satisfied high requiements, standards and export to Japan.

Main products of Indeco:
- Sheet metal processing: conveyor; camera cabinet for ships; electrical panel
- Automation cabinet for manufacturing processing lines
- Motor control center; Metal enclosed switchgear

VIETNAM JAPAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING JSC.

Mr. Do Quang Hung
Sale Vice Manager
+84-903 293 226
Hung_dq@romeco.com.vn

Mr. Trinh Thanh Long
Sales Manager
+84-943 660 066
Long_tt@indema.com.vn

Established year: 2014
Number of permanent employees: 150
Turnover: 2.7 million USD
Main products: Sheet metal parts; Electric box; Conveyor; Precision parts;
Main technology and equipments: Pressing machine (9 units); Punching machine (5 units); Sheet cutting machine (1 unit); Painting system (1 unit); Crome Plating system(1 unit); Welding machine (20 units);
Export Experience: Japan

Founded in April 2014, is an enterprise specializing in the field of metal processing, sheet metal and metal surface treatment. With modern machinery system, skilled staff, many years of experience, we process according to samples, drawings or designs based on customer requirements. We have been constantly producing high quality products and will bring our customers satisfaction as well as the best service quality.
INNOTEK JSC.

Lot I-4.1, Que Vo II I.Z., Que Vo Dist, Bac Ninh
Tel: +84-222-3 623 318 Fax: +84-222-3 623 319
www.innotek.com.vn
sales@innotek.com.vn

We believe that living by strong values is the key to good business. At INNOTEK, we realise values these business principles as follow:

- We comply with laws and ethical standard.
- We respect customer, shareholders and employees.
- We make a safe, friendly and creative working environment. All members will devote for their own target and for general goal of company, contributing to company’s deep integration into country’s economic as well as socials prosperity.
- We build a clean organizational culture. We care for environment, health and safety. We are a socially responsibility corporate citizen.

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 320
- **Turnover:** 20 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Automobile parts; Motorcycle parts; Metal parts;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Pressing machine (25-200 tons) (39 units); Welding machine (44 units); Turning machine (13 units); Bending machine (5 units)
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; TS Vietnam; SC; MiCro; TSC; HKRK
- **Export experience:** Denmark, Thailand, Japan

Mr. Le Thuc
R&D Manager
+84-931 919 889
Thucle.rnd@innotek.com.vn

Mr. Do Hoang Hai
Marketing Manager
+84-901 539 889
sales@innotek.com.vn

JAT AUTOPARTS & INDUSTRY EQUIPMENTS PRODUCTION JSC.

Lot II-8.2, Que Vo II I.Z., Ngoc Xa, Que Vo Dist., Bac Ninh
Tel: +84-222-3 623 069 Fax: +84-222-3 623 069
www.jat-autopart.com.vn
info@jat-autopart.com

JAT Autoparts and Industry Equipments Production JSC specializes in the field of manufacturing automobile parts, motorbike parts, industrial equipments and other mechanical products. Our current production lines and sections are (1) hot forging and cold stamping line; (2) welding lines (TIG, MIG, MAG, Robot); (3) machining section including CNC lathes, hydraulic lathes, sanga lathes; (4) other machines such as: drillings, tapping, broaching, millings, saw cutting, tube bending, pipes cold heading....

With the orientation to ensure the best quality of products and services to make customer satisfy, throughout the years, JAT has constantly improved, integrated the advanced science and technology to enhance the production capability, quality and services. (Especially, IATF 16949 is coming soon in August 2019)

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 320
- **Turnover:** 10 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; IATF 16949
- **Main products:** Automobile parts; Motorcycle parts (Bar step; Trap, punching, guard element; Drum brake; Trap comflame); Industrial equipments;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Stamping machine (20-180 tons) (53 units); Lathe machine (45 units); Welding machine (29 units); Drilling machine (16 units); Tube bending machine (1 unit); Tube head clod forming machine (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** VAP; Piaggio; Roki; Ariston; TSC; TYC
- **Export experience:** Japan, Thailand; Italy; Slovakia; Czech Rep.

Ngo Thi To Uyen
Marketing & Sales
+84-985 378 499
uyenntt@jat-autopart.com

Nguyen Thi Van Oanh
Marketing & Sales
+84-966 391 436
oanhntv@jat-autopart.com
Kim Long is a metal processing specialist that utilizes high level of processing techniques to manufacture highest level quality of products to each customer. We have long experiences in dealing with foreign enterprises. If you have any inquiry, please contact our customer support team.

Founded in 2013, KIMSEN Industrial Corporation is one of the fastest-growing companies active in the field of manufacturing aluminum extrusion, components, modules & fabrication with international standards JIS H4100:2015 and EN 755-9: KIMSEN has 03 extrusion lines, 01 anodizing line, 01 powder coating line and many CNC machines from Japan and Europe technologies, incapable of supplying 10,000 tons of aluminum extrusion and 1,000,000 components per year to national and international markets. Valuing human resources as the 1st priority, we possess well-trained and experienced specialists and employees, to serve one mission: to build trust and relationships with customer by always providing the highest quality products.

**KIM Long Production and Trading Service Co., Ltd.**

- **Lot A2CN5, Tu Liem I.Z., Tu Liem Dist., Hanoi**
- **Tel:** +84-24-37 805 063
- **www.kimlongmold.com**
- **klmcn@vnn.vn**

- **Established year:** 2005
- **Number of permanent employees:** 52
- **Turnover:** 7.7 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Metal products; plastic mould; Mould, Jig; Equipments
- **Main technology and equipments:** Milling machine (9 units); Lathe machine (1 unit); Electric Discharge (1 unit); Surface Grinder
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam

**Mr. Ha Quyet Thang**

**Director**

+84-913 531 612  
klimcn@vnn.vn

**KIMSEN Industrial Corporation**

- **14th floor; TTC Building; 19 Duy Tan St., Cau Giay Dist., Hanoi**
- **Tel:** +84-24-37 957 410/11 **Fax:** +84-24-37 957 412
- **www.kimsen.vn**
- **info@kimsen.vn**

- **Established year:** 2013
- **Number of permanent employees:** 251
- **Turnover:** 19.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Aluminum parts for conveyor, panel, automobile, light rail, heat sink, power systems, etc; Aluminium products
- **Main technology and equipments:** Aluminium Extrusion lines (920-1880T) (3 units); Anodizing line (1 unit); Powder coating line (1 unit); CNC machines (24 units)
- **Main customers:** Panasonic; Wacoh; ACE Antenna; Iwatani; Shinei Corona; Vingroup
- **Export experience:** Japan; USA; Korea

**Mr. Duong Duy Ngoc**

**General Director**

+84-913 207 481
duong-duy.ngoc@kimsen.vn

**Mr. Do Xuan Binh**

**R&D Manager**

+84-983 323 696
do-xuan.binh@kimsen.vn
KOKYO TECH FACTORY VIETNAM CO., LTD was established in 2009. Our business category is design, manufacture, installation of automatic systems, specialized machines, electrical control systems, mechanical precision, jigs ... for production factory. We strive everyday to improve our quality and service to satisfy the needs of the customers as well as to bring the prestige and brand of the company to higher level. We are always ready to listen, share and cooperate.

Established year: 2009
Number of permanent employees: 40
Turnover: 1 million USD
Main products: Mechanical parts; Automation line; Industrial equipments;
Main technology and equipments: CNC milling machine (6 units); CNC Lathe machine (4 units); Graphite machining machine (2 units);
Main customers: Toto Vietnam; Enkei Vietnam; Tsukuba Diecasting Vietnam; Yamaha Vietnam; Toshinkako;
Export experience: Japan

Mr. Nguyen Quang Vu
Director
+84-378 246 668
Kyodai.hd@gmail.com

Mr. Pham Xuan Cuong
Sale Manager
+84-912 886 232
Ceo.kyodai@gmail.com

Kyodai Production Jsc. is a unit operating in the field of machine manufacturing and automatic control (design and manufacture of products), mechanical and mechanical products, design, manufacture and installation of electrical and electronic systems, automation products). During the operation and self-improvement, affirming itself with the motto "best customer service for development", KYODAI has so far received the trust of customers in industrial zones, especially Foreign enterprises and have become one of the leading units, pioneering in the field of manufacturing supporting industrial machines. With a compact management structure, strong financial capability and stable business, with a professional, knowledgeable and skilled technical team KYODAI has constantly developed and expanded its scope of operations.

Established year: 2011
Number of permanent employees: 93
Turnover: 1.2 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Mould, Jig; Parts of Mould, Jig; Plastic injection parts;
Main technology and equipments: CNC Milling machine (5 units); Milling machine (2 units); Wire cutting machine (3 units); CNC Lathe machine (1 unit); Electric Discharge (1 unit); Surface Grinding machine (1 unit);
Main customers: Towada; Toyodenso; Ebara; Keihin; Vinh Tuong;
LAM SON CO., LTD
Lot CN3, Dong Anh I.Z., Nguyen Khe ward, Dong Anh Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-39 686 873 Fax: +84-24-39 686 785
cokhilamson.com.vn
lamsondonganh@gmail.com

- Head office and factory in Dong Anh Industrial Zone - Xa Nguyen Khe - Dong Anh District - Hanoi.
- Industry: Production of motorbike and automobile parts; Mechanical machining and precision molds ...
- Products of the enterprise are managed and guaranteed according to ISO 9001-2008

- Established year: 2000
- Number of permanent employees: 240
- Turnover: 9 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Mechanical parts; Motorcycle parts
- Main technology and equipments: Stamping machine (25 units); Lathe machine (8 units); Wire cutting machine (5 unit); Welding machine (30 units); Robot welding machine (16 units)

Mr. Ngo Van Thuyet
Vice Director
+84-24-39 686 873
lamsondonganh@gmail.com

PHAN LE BAO VIETNAM TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
BT4.07 Viglacera Xuan Phuong urban, South Tu Liem Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-37 970 579 Fax: +84-24-37 970 580
www.lbtechvina.com.vn
lbtechvina@lbtechvina.com.vn

- Head office and factory in Dong Anh Industrial Zone - Xa Nguyen Khe - Dong Anh District - Hanoi.
- Industry: Production of motorbike and automobile parts; Mechanical machining and precision molds ...
- Products of the enterprise are managed and guaranteed according to ISO 9001-2008.

- Established year: 2014
- Number of permanent employees: 100
- Turnover: 3 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Conveyor; Warehouse shelf; Jigs; Production equipment
- Main technology and equipments: CNC center machine (10 units); Lathe machine (4 units); Wire cutting machine (3 unit); Welding machine (11 units); Bending machine; Grinding machine;
- Main customers: Panasonic; Cammsys; Kyoei; Noda; Nippo; Keihin; Honda lock; Jahwa

LB Tech specialises in machining and mechanical products. We always put quality first through our works with a team of experienced engineers, workers and modern equipment. Our motto is: “Always bring the best gadgets and service for our customers”

Ms. Phan Van Anh
Director
+84-24-62 531 188
lbtechvina@lbtechvina.com.vn
Our company’s main business includes:
Machining and supplying machinery parts for maintenance and repair for clients of manufacturing factories
Mass production of high precision mechanical parts, molds by CNC machines.
Designing and supplying equipment for industrial application, packaging machinery, conveyor system for food-processing, pharmaceutical and seafood industries
Supplying machinery parts for food processing and packaging lines, beverage production lines

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 27
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD
- **Standards:** -
- **Main products:** Machinery parts; Precision mechanical parts; Machinery
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC lathe machine (6 units);
  - CNC Milling machine (7 units);
  - Taped machine (3 units);
  - NC Grinding machine (4 units)
- **Main customers:** Tsuchiya Tsco; Saigon Cigarettes Corp.; King Jim; T&T Precision,
- **Export experience:** Japan

Leanway Vietnam Co., Ltd is specialized in consulting solutions, designing, manufacturing, supplying and installing auxiliary equipment for LEAN MANUFACTURING application in manufacturing industries:
- Consulting solutions, designing and manufacturing work tables, trolleys, shelves in the factory
- Provides aluminum profile, tubes, joints and accessories for assembling work tables, trolleys, shelves
- AGV

- **Established year:** 2017
- **Number of permanent employees:** 12
- **Turnover:** 100 000 USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Pipe and Metal Joint; Aluminum Profile; Working Table; Fifo Rack; AGV
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - Horizontal Band Saw

---

**Mr. Le Van Hung**
Director
+84-903 953 495
lpvhung@yahoo.com.vn

**Mr. Le Van Giap**
Director
+84-985 534 534
giap.lv@leanway.vn

**Mr. Pham Duc Viet**
Vice Director
+84-987 899 962
viet.pd@leanway.vn
LEGROUP MANUFACTURING & TRADING JSC.
Lot 15, Quang Minh I.Z., Me Linh Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-38 182 522 Fax: +84-24-38 182 511
www.legroup.com.vn
info@legroup.com.vn

Officially incorporated with the construction of 1st factory in August 2000, and with expansion to the 2nd factory in December 2004, LeGroup history is however traced back from a cooperative, which was established in late 70s.
Our products are assembled and used in various applications including but not limited to automobile, motorcycle, appliances, furniture, electric and electronic, in various markets like ASEAN countries, Japan, England, EU, and North America.
Our Mission: Quality Innovation Performance Speed

- Established year: 2004
- Main products: Motorcycle parts; Automobile parts; Stamping parts;
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Stamping machine (45-1000T) (72 units); Robot welding machine (55 units);
  - Handling robot (26 units); MIG/ MAG welding (Semi manual) (56 units);
  - Laser cutting machine (3 units); CNC Sheet Bending machine (2 units);
  - Ni-Cr Plating Line; ED, Powder, heat resistance Painting line
- Main customers: Toyota; Honda; Goshi; Piaggio; Triumph; Ducati; Mitsubishi Electric
- Export experience: Japan; ASEAN; EU; England; North America

LIDOVIT TRADING & INDUSTRIAL JSC.
Lot D5, St. 3, Binh Chieu I.Z., Thu Duc Dist., Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-37 294 183 Fax: +84-28-37 293 929
www.lidovit.com.vn
info@lidovit.com.vn

LIDOVIT trading & industrial Jsc. provides nut, bolt and screw and similar products to wood furniture assembly, construction, electricity, electronics, machinery, automobiles, shipbuilding...
We focus on creating high-quality products with technological innovation, investment in machinery and equipment, increasing the output and capacity of factory.
We not only widely distributes screws to major domestic companies but also exports to the market of Germany, Italy, Japan, Indonesia.

- Established year: 1988
- Number of permanent employees: 350
- Turnover: 2 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015; 5S
- Main products: Fastener products (Bolt, Nut)
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Bolt former (45 units); Nut former (5 units);
  - Thread rolling (40 units); Pressing machine (4 units);
  - Taro machine (13 units); Plating line (2 units)
- Main customers: Fumitech Components; Truong Thanh Group; Toshiba; Suzuki Vietnam
- Export experience: EU; Japan

Ms. Le Thi Ngoc Lan
Vice Director
+84-904 890 028
lan@legroup.com.vn

Mr. Tran Anh Vu
Business Director
+84-903 693 039
tranvu@lidovit.com.vn
Mai Van Dang Co., Ltd is an experience manufacturer of spare parts for motorcycle and cars. Mada is well equipped with a wide range of machinery for most of metalworking process, such as stamping, bending, welding, painting, plating. We have been selected for support by JETRO, CBI from Netherland and WB, for continuos improvement in various aspects. We supply products:
- To International standards (ISO 9001: 2015)
- As competitive price
- With on time delivery
- Warranty seriously
- Build trust famous brand

- **Established year:** 1999
- **Number of permanent employees:** 150
- **Turnover:** 5.3 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Spare parts for motorcycle and cars; Mechanical products
- **Main technology and equipments:** Robot welding machine (6 units); Stamping machine (20 units); CO2 welding machine (50 units); Milling machine (2 units); Lathe machine (3 units); Ni+Cr plating lines (1 unit);
- **Main customers:** SYM, SDC Malaysia
- **Export experience:** Malaysia

Established in 1983, with a system of modern quality control and precision machinery, Manh Quang Co., Ltd has become a prestigious supplier in supporting industrial in Vietnam. We specializing in all kind of sprocket, gears, shafts and spindle, mechanical parts for vehicles, forklifts, agriculture machine and others industries with 100% process in house

- **Established year:** 1983
- **Number of permanent employees:** 250
- **Turnover:** 9 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Motorcycle parts (Gears; Shaft and spindle); Vehicles parts; Metal parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC Lathe (100 units); Press& Forging machine (50 units); Gear Hobbing Machine (40 units); CNC Machining Center (10 units); Heat treatment (10 units); Plating line (Hard Chrome, Zinc trivalent) (2 units)
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; Sumitomo Nacco Forklift
- **Export experience:** Japan, ASEAN

Ms. Tran Thi Thanh Tam
*Sales Manager*
+84-913 913 956
madavnexport@gmail.com

Mr. Mai Hoang Son Tung
*Marketing Director*
+84-978 996 728
madavnexport@gmail.com

Mr. Nguyen Manh Quang
*CEO*
+84-903 679 650
manhquangmq@manhquang.com
MEKAMIC Construction and Industrial Equipment Jsc. established on February 2012, is specialized in mechanical processing field belonging to supporting industry, including precise mechanical processing; designing and manufacturing fixtures, automatic equipments and specialized machines; constructing and installing electrical, water and gas system for factories... With diverse equipped mechanical system and active, experienced creative technical team with high sense of responsibility, MEKAMIC always bring satisfaction for customers.

• **Established year:** 2012
• **Number of permanent employees:** 87
• **Turnover:** 2.5 million USD
• **Standards:** 55
• **Main products:** Precision mechanical parts; Automatic equipments and specialized machines
• **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Milling machine (14 units); CNC Turning machine (2 units); Wire EDM Machine (1 unit); Grinding machine (4 units); Coordinate measuring machine (1 unit);
• **Main customers:** Hamaden Vietnam; Toto Vietnam; SEI Vietnam; Gentherm Vietnam; Nittan Vietnam
• **Export experience:** Japan

MEINFA Jsc. has many years in producing mechanical products. Our company successfully acquired ISO 9001:2015 and catched customer’s requires.

• **Established year:** 1975
• **Number of permanent employees:** 500
• **Turnover:** 11.3 million USD
• **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
• **Main products:** Mechanical tools; Medical instrument and mechanical parts for motocycle and automobike
• **Main technology and equipments:**
  - Tapping machine; Drilling machine; Lathe machine; Grinding machine; Milling machine; Painting machine; Ni-Cr Plating lines
• **Main customers:** KIK Tool Company; WIHA Vietnam; MANI Hanoi
• **Export Experience:** Taiwan; France; USA; Germany; Japan
MHA MACHINERY INDUSTRY, JSC

Lot 3, Di Trach I.Z., Hoai Duc Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-32 024 555
cokhimha.com
kinhdoanh@cokhimha.com

Established year: 2016
Number of permanent employees: 45
Turnover: 1.5 million USD
Main products: Precision mechanical parts; Automatic equipments; Jig; Conveyor; Working table; Trolleys; Accessories
Main technology and equipments: CNC Milling machine (5 units); CNC Wire cutting machine (2 units); Grinding machine (2 units); Engine Millings machine(3 unit);
Export experience: Japan; Korea; China

MIDA MACHINERY INDUSTRY, JSC

Lot 3, Di Trach I.Z., Hoai Duc Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-32 024 555
cokhimha.com
kinhdoanh@cokhimha.com

Established year: 2016
Number of permanent employees: 45
Turnover: 1.5 million USD
Main products: Precision mechanical parts; Automatic equipments; Jig; Conveyor; Working table; Trolleys; Accessories
Main technology and equipments: CNC Milling machine (5 units); CNC Wire cutting machine (2 units); Grinding machine (2 units); Engine Millings machine(3 unit);
Export experience: Japan; Korea; China

MIDA Precision Mold Co., Ltd

Highway 1A, My Yen Commune, Ben Luc Dist, Long An
Tel: 84-272-3 870 873 Fax: 84-272-3 870 696
www.midamold.com
info@midamold.com

Established year: 2005
Number of permanent employees: 450
Turnover: -
Main products: Plastic injection moulds; plastics parts; Gears; frames for home appliances by plastics
Main technology and equipments: Milling-machine CNC; EDM; Wire cut: Surface grinding; Conventional milling; Injection Machines; 1-axis Servo Robot; 2-axis Servo Robot; Measuring device
Main customers: Canon; Amphenol; Schneider Electrics; Amphenol ALB; Toshiba; Foster;
Export experience: USA; Denmark

Mr. Do Sy Toan
Managing Director
+84-938 382 277
dosytoan@midamold.com

Mr. Trinh Hoai Sang
R&D Manager
+84-932 719 922
info@midamold.com

Machinery Industry, JSC is a manufacturer and supplier of quality products for the supporting industry in Vietnam. The slogan “Work Together” is inculcated in the corporate culture that helps MHA grow up in harmony and sustainability.

THE MAIN PRODUCTION FIELDS
- Processing the precision machining and jigs
- Manufacturing machinery, automatic production line
- Manufacturing conveyor, conveyor system
- Processing structure products: working tables, racks, trolleys,...
- Setting up cleanroom: clean chamber, structure products for clean rooms

MIDA Precision Mold Co., Ltd was established in 2005, located in the area of 15000m2 which is clean and convenience on traffic.
We are professional in making Precision injection mould; Technical plastics parts for electronic, medic and medical devices.
Minh Hoa Investment JSC. was established in 1993.
We manufacture a comprehensive product range of brass and Zinc-Aluminum alloy valves, faucets, accessories, various kinds of plastic parts and valves, and water meters for the industries of water, gas and petrol supplies or supporting industries. We are ready to manufacture parts in the field of supporting industry, processing machine parts with copper, zinc and aluminum alloys ... according to drawings

- **Established year**: 1993
- **Number of permanent employees**: 450
- **Turnover**: 14 million USD
- **Standards**: ISO 9001: 2015
- **Main products**: Brass, Zinc, PPr-Valves and Taps; Brass Accessories
- **Main technology and equipments**: Processing machine (19 units); Lathe machine (156 units); Hot stamping machine (40-500T) (37 units); Polishing machine (10 units); Zinc casting machine (5 units); Aluminum casting machine (1 unit); Plastic injection machine (5 units); Copper production line (2 units); Tester machines
- **Export experience**: Japan, USA, Germany; Korea; Thailand; Malaysia

Minh Quang Trading & Industries Co., Ltd was established in 2004, specialises in mechanical products from single to mass production. Our main processes are lathing, milling, grinding, forming, pressing... with more than 100 machines. We keep effort for improving and changing in order to make the good products with QCD target.

With the main action target “ALWAYS TRY THE BEST TO GET THE HIGHEST SATISFACTION OF CUSTOMERS BY THE HIGH QUALITY, DELIVERY ON TIME”, Minh Quang is one of the prestige suppliers in the system of Honda and Yamaha.

- **Established year**: 2004
- **Number of permanent employees**: 150
- **Turnover**: 6 million USD
- **Standards**: ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14000:2015; 5S; Kaizen; TQM
- **Main products**: motocycle parts: steering parts; cylinder; valve; washer; spring
- **Main technology and equipments**: NC Lathing machine (12 units); Milling machine (02 units); Sawing machine (06 units); Forming machine (08 units); Pressing machine (02 units); Lathing machine (15 units);
- **Main customers**: Showa Vietnam; Showa Do Brazil; KYB Vietnam; Toto Vietnam; FCC Vietnam; Mitsuboshi MFG Vietnam
- **Export experience**: Thailand; Brazil

---

**MINH HOA INVESTMENT JSC.**

**Lot B2-4-4, Nam Thang Long I.Z., Tu Liem Dist., Hanoi**
**Tel:** +84-24-35 370 281 Fax: +84-24-35 370 283
**www.minhhoa.com.vn**
**imp_exp1@minhhoa.com.vn**

Ms. Nguyen Thi Thuy Duong
**Vice Director**
+84-983 868 209 thuyduong@vanvoiminhhoa.com.vn

Ms. Dao Mai Anh
**Export & Import Manager**
+84-983 496 006 imp_exp1@minhhoa.com.vn

---

**MINH QUANG TRADING & INDUSTRIES CO., LTD**

**Group 61, Dong Anh town, Dong Anh Dist., Hanoi**
**Tel:** +84-24-22 118 360 Fax: +84-24-39 652 536
**www.mqc.com.vn**
**info@mqc.com.vn**

Mr. Le Minh Giang
**Director**
+84-913 247 800 giang@mqc.com.vn

Mr. Nguyen Duc Thu
**Sales**
+84-912 859 969 thund@mqc.com.vn
Minh Tri mold specialize in plastic injection mold. We can make various mold for plastic products: household, Plastic products for medical & foods, automotive parts,...
All made to customer specifications & we offer full service: Design product – Make mold
Minh Tri Mold expect to supply mold products with High quality, good leadtime & competivie price.

MO TIEN established in 1997, and now with more than 10 years of manufacturing, Mo Tien is one of professional company specialized in designing and manufacturing variety of molds and plastics household wares.

Mr. Nguyen Trung Khiem
Director
+84-989 003 550
mitimold@yahoo.com.vn

Mr. Le Van Thanh
Director
+84-903 820 938
motien@hcm.fpt.vn; thanhtra_1@yahoo.com
Namson Technology – Engineering Company Limited was founded on September 12th, 2002. With over 16 years of development to become one of Vietnam’s leading experts in laser technology industry (providing laser system and related services), Namson Laser has undergone such a challenging period. Namson has gradually expanded its operation scale and cooperation relationship to obtain such considerable achievements as it is today.

- **Established year:** 2002
- **Number of permanent employees:** 59
- **Turnover:** 2.7 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; 5S
- **Main products:** Laser machines: Laser Fiber Marker; Laser Cutter; Laser Welding; Laser Cleaning
- **Main customers:** Nidec; Asuzac; Soltec; Schneider; GS battery
- **Export experience:** Japan; Thailand; Germany

Newtek Vietnam is leading storage rack and super market manufacturer with factory in Thang Long Industrial zone, Vietnam. With complete production lines consist of press-breaker, stamping, folding, welding, painting Robot automatic line European technology that ensures a uniform and high quality product. Compared with the products of foreign manufacturers, NEWTEK shelves haven’t yet reached the sophistication, form fashion. But the technical quality is not inferior. A core technical team, 20 years in the profession will accompany Customer during deployment and implementation.; monthly maintenance and repair; counseling and monitoring the quality of the product in use. Quality is our Strategy. NewTek will continue research and develop to come out products of higher quality. Fast production.

- **Established year:** 2009
- **Number of permanent employees:** 100
- **Turnover:** 4 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Gondolas; Rack; Shelves; Cabinet; Cable Cap; Metal pallet; Customized Mechanical parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Milling machine (1 unit); Sheet cutting machine (3 unit); Lathe machine (3 units); Punching machine (15-110T) (10 units); Bending machine (30-200T) (8 units); Welding machine Tig- Mig- Spot (25 unit); Rolling forming machine (3 units); Automatic Painting line (2 units)
- **Export experience:** Japan
Ngo Gia Tu is an automobile parts manufacturing company. One of our sells point is possessing Bimetal Vertas-Certification. Because of such certification, we have been process and manufacture bimetal products, especially bus parts, for countless years. We are aware of manufacturing products which can decide customers' lives. In addition, keeping such responsibility in mind, we promise to keep high end quality products.

Nhat Long mechanical engineering established in producing mechanical parts (industrial componments), spare parts. With 15 years of experiences, Nhat Long always brings satisfaction to customers. Our workshop with equipments as well as our skilled staff always meet all customers' requirements. Nhat Long updates continuously technical innovation, invests new technology and improves product quality. Nhat Long operates with JIS, 5S... aim to high quality and precise products standards.

Mr. Nguyen Ngo Long
Director
+84-903 949 238
cokhi@nhatlong.com.vn

Ms. Pham T. Anh Thu
Assistant
+84-902 949 238
cokhi@nhatlong.com.vn

Established year: 1968
Number of permanent employees: 300
Turnover: 13 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Mechanical parts:
Main technology and equipments: Pressing machine; welding machine
Main customers: Companies which manufacturing engine, engine parts, maintenance and repair

Established year: 1999
Number of permanent employees: 34
Turnover: 3 million USD
Standards: 5S; JIS
Main products: Mechanical parts for industrial machines; Spare parts for industrial machines; Mechanical parts; Mould; Jig; Industrial equipments
Main technology and equipments: Lathe machine (16 units); CNC Turning machine (7 units); Milling machine (15 units); CNC Milling machine (5 units)
Main customers: Danang Rubber; Phung Hiep; CASUMINA; Toshiba Asia; Cxtechnology Vietnam
Export experience: Japan, Korea
Nhat Minh Design Manufacturing Co., Ltd specializes in precision mold and machining of high-tech plastic parts. All of staff is a collection of experienced people. We are the same ambition to bring the mold and plastic industry to reach a new higher with a brand “Vietnam mold – plastic”

We can provide to our customers with a comprehensive solution ranging from product design, mold design, mold making, plastic molding and complete assembly of the product.

We constantly improve the technology, bring advanced production technology to the modern process of design, manufacture and production to improve the quality and reduce costs, to meet the expectations of customers.

- **Established year:** 2007
- **Number of permanent employees:** 100
- **Turnover:** 2.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Mold, Plastic and mechanical component
- **Main customers:** Samsung; Hoya; Murakami; Sanyo; Samco; Gousei; Asia; Werne; Focus
- **Export experience:** Japan; France; Korea; USA

Established in 2007, ON Precision Co., Ltd is a joint venture Vietnam – Japan. Professional production and processing of precision engineering products (“Precision miniature parts”) applications in the assembly industry and electricity production – electronics and other related industries.

ON Precision Co., Ltd. is proud to be one of the leading enterprises in Vietnam produced by mechanical precision automatic lathes and CNC machines (Automatic Lathe Machine). Our machines can produce products with small diameters (from 0.5mm) with precision tolerances (0.005mm).

ON Precision Co., Ltd. is a reliable supplier for many customers Japan, South Korea, Taiwan with factories in export processing zones and industrial parks in Vietnam.

- **Established year:** 2007
- **Number of permanent employees:** 30
- **Turnover:** 13 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** washer; screw; minium products; aluminum; antenna; connector parts; CNC parts;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Lathe machine (35 units); Grinding machine; Drilling machine
- **Main customers:** Sony; Olympus; Canon; Honda
- **Export experience:** Japan, China
OWTEK CO., LTD

No 12, Nam Thong II D Road, Dist. 7, Hochiminh City
Tel: +84-28-54 136 333 Fax: +84-28-54 137 333
www.owtek.com
conveyor@owtek.com

- Established year: 1995
- Number of permanent employees: 50
- Turnover: 1.8 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Conveyor System
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Cutting machine (2 units); Pressing machine (2 units); Lathing machine (4 units); Welding machine (14 units);
  - Milling Machine (2 units); Conveyor belt vulcanizing (2 units)
- Main customers: Pepsico, CP group, Cargill, Olam, Vinakraft, Vijachip
- Export Experience: ASEAN; EU; USA

Located in central Hochiminh city, Vietnam, Phan Vinh Seimitsu has been in business for over 12 years. Phan Vinh Seimitsu is a Custom & Precision CNC Machining Facility providing CNC machining services and the manufacturing of precision machined parts and components for many industries throughout Vietnam and the World. (10 percent of our products are supplied for auxiliary industries in Vietnam. 90 percent of our products are exported to Japan, Korea, Germany, USA.)

Your Custom Specifications, combined with our Machining Expertise ensures you receive the finished product you desire... The first time!

Mr. Phan The Vinh
Director
+84-939 698 089
thevinh@cokhiphanvinh.com

Mr. Nguyen Minh Luan
Sales Manager
+84-911 957 887
pvs.co@cokhiphanvinh.com

PHAN VINH SEIMITSU CO., LTD

32 Cau Xay 2 St., Tan Phu Ward, Dist. 9, Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-22 101 554 Fax: +84-28-37 360 469
www.cokhiphanvinh.com
thevinh@cokhiphanvinh.com

- Established year: 2007
- Number of permanent employees: 50
- Turnover: 1 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Auto parts; Mechanical parts;
- Main technology and equipments:
  - CNC Milling machine (17 units); CNC Lathe (20 units); Grinding machine (2 units)
- Main customer: Foster Electric; Nidec Vietnam; Kondo Vietnam; Yoshimoto
- Export experience: Japan; Germany

Located in central Hochiminh city, Vietnam, Phan Vinh Seimitsu has been in business for over 12 years. Phan Vinh Seimitsu is a Custom & Precision CNC Machining Facility providing CNC machining services and the manufacturing of precision machined parts and components for many industries throughout Vietnam and the World. (10 percent of our products are supplied for auxiliary industries in Vietnam. 90 percent of our products are exported to Japan, Korea, Germany, USA.)

Your Custom Specifications, combined with our Machining Expertise ensures you receive the finished product you desire... The first time!
As enterprises cooperation with Vietnam – a Japanese company specializing in providing chemicals and technical advice technology – specialized operations plating products with high technical quality standards of Japan, such as: Hard chrome; Electroless nickel; Bright Nickel; Nickel chrome; Black zinc Cr3+, blue-white zinc Cr3+, colour zinc Cr3+; Stainless steel Electropolishing

With 100% of the raw materials used are imported from Japan and Europe and America. Plated and finished water tested by machine laser performance measurement FISCHER X-RAY XDL-B. Phan Sinh Company Limited believes in the development of his are very pleased to partner with clients in the same direction to the future to meet the increasing demands of the market.

- **Established year**: 1994
- **Number of permanent employees**: 45
- **Turnover**: 1 million USD
- **Standards**: ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products**: Plating products; Plating service: Hard chrome; Electroless nickel; Bright Nickel; Nickel chrome; Black zinc Cr3+, blue-white zinc Cr3+, colour zinc Cr3+; Stainless steel Electropolishing
- **Main technology and equipments**: X-Ray machine (1 unit)
- **Main customers**: Juki Vietnam, Fujikura, Konica, Nidec Sankyo, Toyo Precision, Tazmo Vietnam, Hirot
- **Export experience**: Japan, ASEAN

Pho Yen mechanical joint-stock company (FOMECO) specialises in Ball Bearings; Motorbike parts; Construction parts with highly-skilled employees, modern equipment and machinery of which products branch always satisfy its customers' needs in terms of quality, price and delivery service as well as after-sale services. The distribution channels of company have been developed in all the country but we also focus on exporting.

With the company's strategy known as "Quality beyond expectations, power and durability to customers", FOMECO has always tried to offer perfect servicer, best quality and economical products to its customers. FOMECO is going to become a leading supplier of ball bearings and mechanical products in Vietnam.

- **Established year**: 1974
- **Number of permanent employees**: 960
- **Turnover**: 23 million USD
- **Main products**: Ball Bearings; Motorbike parts; Construction parts
- **Main technology and equipments**: Forging and Pressing Machine (130 units); Milling machine (50 units); Drilling machine (45 units); Grinding machine (150 units); Lathe machine (360 units); Welding machine (40 units)
- **Main customers**: Honda; Daiwa; Yamaha; IKO; Hilex; Nippo; Showa; Suzuki; Exedy; Stanley; Panasonic; Ulvac
- **Export experience**: EU; Japan; ASEAN
Established 1995, Phong Nam – Sinhirose Co., has been developed unceasingly, accelerating its growth rapidly, As of today, Phong Nam – Sinhirose Co., Ltd. is one of the leading plastics companies in North Vietnam. Owner capital is at 1,100,000 USD. Total revenue in 2018 reached 7,000,000 USD. Total workers and official staff are 220 people. Our main products are:
- Plastic products and mould design and producing
- Industrial plastic producing
- FOLIN trademark plastics products (Paint buckets, Food tray, plastic boxes for industry,..)
- OEM plastic products

- Established year: 1995
- Number of permanent employees: 220
- Turnover: 7 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Paint pails; Industrial containers; OEM plastic products; Food tray; Plastic mould
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Plastic Injection machine (60-850T)(30 units);
  - Machines for mould making (40 units);
- Main customers: Honda Vietnam; Ariston Vietnam; Tokaitrim Vietnam; TS Interseat Vietnam; Muto Vietnam; Jozpec
- Export experience: Japan

PHP Vietnam Create Jsc. specializes in mechanical manufacturing, main products is: (1) voltage stabilizer cover, electrical equipment cover, electrical cabinets, console; (2) Trough for cables, ventilation systems; (3) Electrical cabinets for telecommunications networks; (4) Processing pipe steel products and box steel; (5) powder coating. We can meet various requirements from design stage to assembling.

- Established year: 2009
- Number of permanent employees: 45
- Turnover: 2 million USD
- Standards:
- Main products: electrical panel; metal products
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Pressing machine (45 units); CNC Punching machine (2 units); CNC Bending machine (2 units); Cutting machine (2 units);
- Main customers: Lioa; Nhat Minh; Viettel
Phumy Co., Ltd was established on 4 July. Phumy is a small enterprise but always provides products and services which optimizes, satisfies requirements of customers. Our motto: "Prestige and quality is our existence."

- Established year: 2006
- Number of permanent employees: 35
- Turnover: 280,000 USD
- Standards: 5S
- Main products: jig & molds; machine parts;
- Main technology and equipments:
  CNC lathe, milling, cutting, welding machines (8 units); Instruments (Clock; 3D) (12 units)

The company has 30 years of experience in electronic engineering, from design to final products, good quality, reasonable prices, on-time delivery.

- Established year: 1985
- Number of permanent employees: 60
- Turnover: 1 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001
- Main products: Precision metal parts; Plastic parts for electronics industry and other industries
- Main technology and equipments:
  Plastic injection machines (7 units); CNC Milling machine (3 units); EDM (1 unit); other machines (20 units)
- Main customers: Global; Fuji Impulse; Marshall; VTB; PDI
- Export experience: Japan; Netherland; USA; Canada
PHUC ANH PRECISION MECHANICAL JSC.

Zone 153, Group 53, Dong Anh town, Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-39 655 256 Fax: +84-24-39 654 606
www.papm.com.vn
papmjsc@papm.com.vn

PAPM Jsc. is designing and manufacturing different type of moulds/dies/tools/jigs/equipments/spareparts since 2007. In addition, sheet metal forming, tube forming and Electroplating anode casting are our important business as well.

PAPM company holds many advanced and precision equipments imported from German and Japan. At present, in order to meet customer’s demands and increase our management capabilities, we are applying for ISO9001:2015 certification.

We already enjoying good reputation among our valuable customers for the high quality, competitive price, timely delivery and good after-sale service.

- **Established year:** 2007
- **Number of permanent employees:** 90
- **Turnover:** 1.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; 5S
- **Main products:** Moulds; Dies; Jig; Equipments; Spareparts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Flat grinding machine; High speed machine center; Milling machine; CNC turning machine
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; Machino Auto parts; ABB Vietnam; Enkei Vietnam; Foster Vietnam

PMTT GROUP is originated from Precision mechanics and technology transfer JSC., which was established in 2006. Currently, PMTT GROUP has had 3 subsidiaries namely PMTT, PMTT Automation, PMTT Trading.

During the group’s growth and self-positioning efforts with a motto of satisfying customers’ utmost demands, PMTT GROUP has successfully so much trustworthiness from customers in industrial zones, especially foreign enterprises and become one of the leading enterprises in processing engineering products, accurate engineering, mechanic designs, automated conveyor belts, and trading in industrial engineering products.

- **Established year:** 2006
- **Number of permanent employees:** 200
- **Turnover:** 4.7 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001
- **Main products:** Jigs; Spareparts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Punching machine (1 unit); Folding machine (1 unit); Milling machine (1 unit); Turning machine (1 unit); Wire cutting machine (6 units); CNC Milling machine (5 units)
- **Main customers:** Sumitomo; Samsung; Panasonic; Meiko; Mogami; Toyada Gosei
Prodetech joint stock company specializes in manufacturing, supplying machinical and electrical materials and becomes one of the top electrical contractors in Vietnam. With the quality management system ISO 9001:2015, our company has become a manufacturer and reputable contractors for domestic and foreign companies such as Japan, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia Laos and Cambodia.

Our company supplies products such as: cable ladder, cable tray, vents, duct, electrical cabinets, thermal insulated materials. With the design method, manufacture, package construction, along with a team of managers, engineers, good workers, Prodetech.JSC committed to satisfy high requirements of customers.

With the best effort of all employees and service structure with increasingly distribution network services expanding across the country, Prodetech.JSC will continue to confirmed its position in the market of the M&E Vietnam and international market.

Mr. Nguyen Dang Dai
Sales Director
+84-904 784 679
Dai.nguyendang@prodetech.vn

QT Manufacturing Co., Ltd specializes in precision parts, moulds & jigs. We can provide precision parts made by CNC machines with low-volume or single as the demand of customers. We always keep the improvement with Lean production system in the workshop to give our customer the best products with good QCD.

Mr. Nguyen Quoc Lam
Manager
+84- 908 536 997
lamnguyen@qtmanufacturing.com
Quang Pho technical & technology Co., Ltd, a manufacture enterprise was established in 1993 based on Quang Pho co-operative. The company’s long term target is specializing in manufacturing mechanical products to meet the demand of national economic and export. The company’s traditional product are highly accurate small group mechanical parts, many kinds of gear with small module (from watch gear size to above). The company are using Japanese, Swiss specialized machinery, equipment, technology system and skillful workers trained in foreign country with many experience years in this field.

- **Established year:** 1993
- **Number of permanent employees:** 50
- **Turnover:** -
- **Standards:** 5S
- **Main products:** Metal parts; Movement structures; Precision instruments
- **Main technology and equipments:** pressing machine (6 units); CNC Lathe Machine (3 units); Vertical Milling Machine, Horizontal Milling Machine (3 units); Grinding Machine (3 units); Lathe Machine (4 units)
- **Main customers:** V-Standa; Pegasus; Protec

Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy Joint Stock Company - SADAKIM - is a former of Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy factory belong to VietNam Steel Corporation. Our company specializes in production iron casting, carbon steel and stainless steel casting and nonderror casting in accordance with Vietnamese and other country standards. Also, its other advantages are machining, fabrication, electro-slag remelting, forging, heat treatment products for domestic and oversea customers.

- **Established year:** 1977
- **Number of permanent employees:** 265
- **Turnover:** 12 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Casting products; Mechanical products (Mill roll; Motor case; Brake disc); Fabricating products
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC Lathe machine (4 units); CNC Milling machine (5 units); Turning machine, milling machine, plating machine (50 units)
- **Main customers:** Companies in Steel, rubber, sugar industries
- **Export experience:** Japan; Canada
Established in 1979, with more than 25 years of experience, Sang Tao has contributing to the enhancement of life quality and become one of the most prestige brands in Vietnam.

Our core business:
- Solutions for low voltage power supply and automation: main switchboards, distribution boards, motor control centers, PLC panels.
- Cable management systems: cable ladder, cable tray and cable trunking systems
- Sheet metal fabrication.

Established in 1992, with more than 25 years of experience, Sang Tao has contributing to the enhancement of life quality and become one of the most prestige brands in Vietnam.

Our core business:
- Solutions for low voltage power supply and automation: main switchboards, distribution boards, motor control centers, PLC panels.
- Cable management systems: cable ladder, cable tray and cable trunking systems
- Sheet metal fabrication.

Mr. Phung Bui Sy Nguyen
Director
+84-28-37 175 486
willam.phung@sangtao.com.vn

Ms. Trinh Thi Ngoc Huong
Sales Manager
+84-918 264 806
ttn.huong@sangtao.com.vn

Mr. Nguyen Van Hong
Sales Manager
+84-913 119 651
vanhong@sameco.vn

Established year: 1992
Number of permanent employees: 104
Turnover: 4 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001: 2015
Main products: Sheet metal parts; Switchboard; Cable tray; Cable trunking; Cable ladder
Main technology and equipments: Laser cutting machine (3 units); Turret punching machine (3 units); Brake press machine (4 units); Forming machines (2 units); Static powder coating line (2 units); Welding machine (11 units)
Export Experience: Japan, Korea; Australia; Cambodia; Laos

Mr. Nguyen Van Hong
Sales Manager
+84-28-38 756 252 Fax: +84-28-38 759 656
www.sameco.vn
sameco@sameco.vn

Established year: 1979
Number of permanent employees: 250
Turnover: 1 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015; 5S
Main products: Metal products; Casting products
Main technology and equipments: CNC Lathe machine (8 units); Lathe machine (20 units); Drilling machine (10 units); CNC Drilling machine (3 units); Boring machine (2 units); CNC Milling machine (6 units);
Main customers: Moris; Nippon Daiya Valve; Toshiba; Hanshin; Scanjet
Export experience: Japan, Korea, Germany

Saigon Mechanical And Casting Joint Stock Company (Sameco) former is Saigon Machine-Building company that was established since. We have nearly 30 year making business in Vietnam’s market as well as oversea’s market such as: Japan, Korea, Germany, Australian, Switzerland......

Our manufacture is closed from casting, processing, cutting, pressing, bending... to have complete products with high precision and aesthetic in order to satisfy our customer.
Sapa Ben Thanh Aluminium is currently the only extrusion plant of Sapa Group- the world leading aluminium solutions provider from Norway- in South-east Asia. Given the 20-year experience in the local production, we are well-known as a professional partner and top-quality supplier through the sustainable and creative aluminium solutions. Sapa BTG Vietnam offers our customers the extruded aluminium profiles with a wide range of applications from building & construction, furniture, consumer, industrial, electric, electronics, transport, automotive, marine, wind tower, solar frame and so on. Besides the local market, we are also exporting to USA, Canada, Europe, Japan.

SEIKI Innovations Vietnam Co.,Ltd. is mechanical manufacture professional supplying of ancillary industries especially in precision engineering for sheet metal processing and metal bars. We’re supplying product - service in many areas: machinery, electronics, electrical, construction, medical industry, food industry... and complete manufacturing: Concepts – Engineering - Manufacturing – Coating – Assembly. We provide a variety of enclosures with various finishes. Even small order quantity we can do with the same precision. Our motto is “Global Quality with Local Price”.

Established year: 1996
Number of permanent employees: 250
Turnover: 6 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015; RoHS
Main products: Aluminium profiles for building & construction, furniture, consumer, industrial, electric, electronics, transport, marine, wind energy, solar energy
Main technology and equipments: Aluminium Pressing machine (7 inch; 8/9 inch) (2 units); Anodizing line (1 unit); Fabrication shop (1 unit)
Main customers: Siemens, Panasonic, IKEA, Phillips, Hafele
Export experience: USA, Canada, Europe, Japan

Established year: 2015
Number of permanent employees: 60
Turnover: 1.3 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015; JIS
Main products: Sheet metal parts; Metal parts; Electrical box; Machine base frame, cover
Main technology and equipments: CNC punching machine (1 unit); CNC Stamping machine (4 units); Bending machine (2 units); Welding machine (14 units); Tapping machine (1 unit); Powder painting line (1 unit)
Export Experience: Japan; Korea; Switzerland; USA; EU
Smart Vietnam is the leading supplier and manufacturer in supporting industry. Our main businesses include:

- Precisely mold making & part machining
- Plastic injection
- Sheet metal fabrication
- Fasteners trading.

Established year: 2008
Number of permanent employees: 200
Turnover: 6.5 million USD
Main products: Precision parts; Mold; Sheetmetal products; Plastic parts; Fasteners
Main technology and equipments: CNC machine (4 units); EDM (3 units); Wire cut machine (1 unit); CNC drilling machine (2 units); Punching machine (1 unit); Bending machine (1 unit); Plastic injection (9 units);
Main customers: Panasonic; Canon; Toshiba; Denso; Daikin
Export experience: USA, Japan

Mr. Nguyen Tuan Anh
Sales Department- Plastic
+84-972 599 945
qa_en01@smartpm.com.vn

Mr. Nguyen Du Huy
Sales Department- Mould
+84-981 213 019
sale01@smartpm.com.vn

Established in 1999 as a state-owned company, Nhom Song Hong got equitized in 2004. We specialize in aluminum processing. Our company provides aluminum processing for domestic market (aluminum frame, parts and components) and produce household appliances for export.
The company is equipped with modern equipment which produces 16,000 tons per year of output capacity. This factory is self-contained from billet casting, extrusion line, anodizing systems, E.D coating.
Our company’s slogan is: “Good customer service, best quality with reasonable price, high business prestige and excellent trading service”

Mr. Nguyen Minh Ke
General Director
+84-913 219 512
sha@shalumi.com.vn
Established in 2007, Shinmeido Industrial Jsc. specialises in mechanical control as plastic mold, diecasting, jig for manufacturing and automatic control. We always try to apply the latest Technology for improving productivity of manufacturing lines for the best quality products.

**SHINMEIDO INDUSTRIAL JSC.**

- **Established year:** 2007
- **Number of permanent employees:** 55
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** JIS, 5S; ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Mechanical parts; Plastic parts; Plastic mould; Mould & Jigs
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC machine (6 units); Turning machine (3 units); Milling machine (4 units); Wire cutting machine (3 units); Faro ARM; 3D Measuring CMM;
- **Main customers:** Honda, Yamaha, Toyota motor Vietnam, Canon, Panasonic, Toyota Boshoku, Nissin, FCC
- **Export experience:** Japan

Mr. Nguyen Trong Thai  
*Director*  
+84-903 211 715  
trongthai@shinmeido.com.vn

The company always sets goals: "Effective effort, optimization of security profit and quality"  
With Formula: "Customer satisfaction, expand market"

**SIGMA TECHNOLOGY AND TRADE VIET NAM CO., LTD**

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 70
- **Turnover:** 700 000 USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Motorcycle parts; Stamping mold; Guide wire
- **Main technology and equipments:** Aluminium Pressing machine (7 inch; 8/9 inch) (2 units); Anodizing line (1 unit); Fabrication shop (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** VPIC1, KMV, YAMATO

Mr. Phan Van Tan  
*Director*  
+84-972 118 523  
Pvtan2310@gmail.com
SOUTHERN VIETNAM ENGINE AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY CO., LTD

Quarter 1, Binh Da Ward, Bien Hoa City, Dong Nai
Tel: +84-2513-838 727
www.sveam.com
sveam@vnn.vn

SVEAM is specializing in manufacturing diesel engines, agricultural machinery and other equipments for agriculture, forestry and fisheries fields and processing spare parts according to customers’ orders. Annually, SVEAM supplies around 60,000 engines and 35,000 machines for agricultural field. Moreover, SVEAM still supplies all OEM products for big manufactures in Japan and Korea.

With modern equipments and advanced management system, SVEAM wishes to look for suppliers who could supply components, spare parts as well as send us orders to process spare parts on requirement.

- **Established year:** 1967
- **Number of permanent employees:** 480
- **Turnover:** 25.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001: 2015
- **Main products:** Diesel engine; Gasoline engine; Rubber roll; Rice milling machine; Agricultural Machinery
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC machining center (40 units); Universal milling machine (10 units); Drilling machine (22 units); CNC Turning machine (26 units); Presser (20 units)
- **Main customers:** Toshiba Vietnam; Honda; Bonfiglioli; Yamabiko; Juki
- **Export experience:** Japan, Singapore, Srilanka; USA; Thailand; India

Tam Hop is becoming one of Vietnam's top enterprises in processing and manufacturing metal products
- Providing high quality products to customers and getting the highest customer trust
- Building cohesion, dedication and creativity of individuals and collectives to promote sustainable development.

- **Established year:** 1995
- **Number of permanent employees:** 180
- **Turnover:** 2.5 million USD
- **Main products:** Chair’s frame for cars
- **Main technology and equipments:** Robot welding machine (2 units); Spot welding machine (5 unit); Stamping machine (25 units)
- **Main customers:** Toyota Boshoku Hanoi; VPIC 1
TAM HIEP THANH ENTERPRISE

Thanh Phu- Thien Tan I.Z., Vinh Cuu Dist., Dong Nai
Tel: +84-61-3 865 659 Fax: +84-61-3 865 659
casting-tht.com
thtcasting.vn@gmail.com

Tam Hiep Thanh Private Enterprise:
- Able to make patterns and casting design.
- Able to produce FC (150-300) & FCD (450-600)
- Experienced in exporting.
- English speaking.

• Established year: 1999
• Number of permanent employees: 100
• Turnover: 2 million USD
• Standards:
• Main products: Machinery parts and spare parts made with cast-iron; Cast-iron parts used for water section
• Main technology and equipment:
  Furan-sand Mixer (1 unit); Shot-Blasting Machine (2 units); Processing machine (8 units)
• Main customers: SVEAM; Tuan Duc; Fujiura; Daimon; STK; Shin Jung, Toyo Chuzo, Tsugihashi
• Export experience: Japan, Korea

TAM PHAT.,JSC was established with a team of employees over 15 years of experience in the field of electrical automation - controller and distributor products such as OMRON, Mitsubishi Electric, Yaskawa Electric. We specialize in manufacturing and assembling electrical panel cabinets, control cabinets, cable trays and automation solutions, system integration, technical consultancy and project implementation in the field of automation, measurement applications, application of robots in industrial production lines and production automation.

• Established year: 2014
• Number of permanent employees: 15
• Turnover: 800,000 USD
• Standards: ISO 9001: 2015; 5S
• Main products: Electric rack; Electric control panel; Electric cabinet; Electrical and automation devices
• Main technology and equipment:
• Main customers: Toto Vietnam; Toyota Vietnam; Denso Vietnam; Toyo Ink Vietnam; Almine Vietnam
• Export experience: Japan; USA; Korea

Ms. Nguyen Thi Kim Loan
Sales Manager
+84-913 669 636
thtcasting.kimloan@gmail.com

TAM PHAT ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND AUTOMATION JSC.

No 11, Co Bong Urban, Di Trach Commune, Hoai Duc Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-62 940 614 Fax: +84-24-62 940 614
www.tamphatjsc.com
info@tamphatjsc.com

Mr. Le Hien Tuan
Director
+84-902 130 103
info@tamphatjsc.com
Tan Phat Automation Jsc. specializes in design, manufacturing and supplying equipments for inspection, analysis, automation for industry and training. We have a more experience workforce in alot of fields, such as automation, electronics, industrial, design,... We ensure to provide for customers: products with good quality, high reliability, thoughtful service.

- Established year: 2006
- Number of permanent employees: 170
- Turnover: 17 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Automation system; Industrial equipments; Automatic equipments; Electric & electronic parts; Automation solution
- Main technology and equipments: Design - R&D center; CNC machine center; Robotics Application; Mechanical Assembly
- Main customers: Canon Vietnam; Denso Vietnam; Samsung Vietnam; Toyota Vietnam; Toyoda Gosei, Foster

TDH is an enterprise operating in the field of trading and manufacturing industrial supporting products. Our main business is designing, manufacturing and repairing all kinds of furnaces (metal melting furnace, drying furnace, heat treatment furnace, holding furnace...) besides supporting industrial products: seamless rollers, conveyor system, table manipulation, shelves for goods, trolley...

TDH Vietnam's products have met the requirements of domestic and foreign customers such as Belgium, Poland, Japan, Korea and China.

With a dedicated staff, constantly improving machinery and equipment system, always committed get quality to build reputation and trust with customers, actively contribute to building community development, environmentally friendly, TDH Vietnam is always ready to meet all needs from customers.

- Established year: 2014
- Number of permanent employees: 36
- Turnover: 1.2 million USD
- Main products: Industrial furnaces; Mechanical parts: Seamless rollers, conveyor system, trolley, machining parts
- Main technology and equipments: CNC Punching machine (1 unit); CNC Bending machine (1 unit); CNC Cutting machine (1 unit); CNC Milling machine (5 units); Lathe machine (1 unit); Milling machine (3 units); Welding machine (10 units); Punching machine (3 units)
- Main customers: Tokai Coporation
- Export Experience: Japan; Belgium; Poland
TECHNOKOM JSC.

TECHNOKOM JSC., specializes in manufacturing of automotive and motorcycles metal parts including stamping, welding and polishing products.
We supplied to many companies in Honda, Yamaha in Vietnam and export metal parts to Europe and America.
We have achieved ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 and are building IATF 16949: 2016 in our management system.
Our motto is always satisfy the customers with stable quality, reasonable price and on-time delivery.

- Established year: 2010
- Number of permanent employees: 485
- Turnover: 5 million USD
- Main products: Parts of motobike: Handle comp; Muffler; Parts of muffler; Parts of stand comp main; Parts of main pipe comp
- Main technology and equipments: Pressing machine (22-110 tons) (39 units); Wire cutting machine (1 unit); CNC Lathe machine (10 units); Robot welding machine (20 units)
- Main customers: Goshi Thang Long Auto parts; ITP
- Export experience: USA, Norway

TEP CO., LTD

Tep co., LTD, is a innovative business that designs and manufactures high quality products as:
- Industry-roller, conveyor
- Dust collector, Filtration equipments and accessories
- Supporting-industry equipments and accessories
We provide perfect service that includes solution, design, manufacture, supply, instalation, warranty and technical support at everytime for all customers.
Tep co., LTD has a technological leader in environmental equipment and dust collector.
We are always highly trusted and appreciated by domestic and foreign customers.

- Established year: 2008
- Number of permanent employees: 68
- Turnover: 2.6 million USD
- Main products: Mechanical parts; Rollers; Conveyor; Dust collector system
- Main technology and equipments: Grinding machine (6 units); Lathe machine (15 unit); Milling machine (9 units); Welding machine (36 units); Plasma cutting machine (10 units); Sawing machine (2 units); Painting system (1 unit);
- Main customers: Yamaha; Hoa Phat; Nghi Son
- Export Experience: Peru; Philippine; Srilanka

Mr. Nguyen Quoc Tuan
Vice Director
+84-936 163 993
congty.tep@gmail.com

Ms. Tran Thu Linh
Sale Manager
+84-961 866 801
thulinh.tep@gmail.com

Ms. Tran Thi Thu Huong
Sales
+84-964 597 928
sales@technokom.com.vn
Thang Long metal wares company is a state-owned enterprise under the Hanoi service of industry, specializing in the manufacture of household utensils and machine parts from metal sheets with the application of punching and hammering technology. The products are then protected and decorated by employing the technologies of plating, enameling, painting, polishing and other advanced technologies. Equipped with modern facilities and all-purpose production lines, the company is capable of manufacturing 15 million - 20 million complete product units of over 300 categories a year.

- **Established year:** 1969
- **Number of permanent employees:** 2029
- **Turnover:** 42 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** machine parts; motobile parts; household productions
- **Main technology and equipments:** Automatic Welding machine (30 units); Pressing Machine (100-1000 tons) (10 units); Milling machine (4 units)
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; IKEA; Goshi Thang Long
- **Export experience:** Japan

Thanh Luan Company specializes in electroplating and metal surface treating. We have over thirty years of experience in this field with our background as a former electroplating department of SONY Electronics Vietnam. With the quality management system ISO 9001 - 2008, we have established a high reputation among long term customers from Japan, Germany, South Korea, Taiwan, etc. Our services include galvanizing, multi-layered plating: Copper - Nickel - Chrome, nickel plating, tin plating, copper plating, silver plating, plastic plating, antique treatment, and colored anodized aluminum.

- **Established year:** 1999
- **Number of permanent employees:** 120
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; RoHS; JIS
- **Main products:** electroplating products and metal surface treating products; electroplating services
- **Main technology and equipments:** Automatic Plating line (8 units); PlatingTesting Equipments (1 unit); Milling machine (4 units)
- **Main customers:** ABB Industrial Vietnam; Siemens Corp Vietnam; Mitsuba M-Tech Vietnam; Lidovit; Philips Co.
- **Export experience:** Japan; Korea; USA; EU;
TP Precision Co., Ltd is a manufacturing company specialized in making high precision machined components by Swiss Automatic Lathes and CNC machines originated from Switzerland and Japan. Our machines are operated by 10 years experienced technical and qualified team that assured each of our products is built to the highest quality with competitive price and on-time delivery.

We can make small diameter parts (from 0.5 - 38mm by Swiss Automatic Lathes and from 0.5 - 20mm by CNC Machines) attained high precise tolerance (±0.01mm for Swiss Automatic Lathes and ±0.005mm for CNC machines) with quality from 100 to millions from many types of materials: Brass, Aluminum, Steel, Stainless Steel, Titan, POM...

Our Products are used in many high tech sectors, including Aerospace, Defense, Medical equipments, Automobiles, Motorcycles, Electronics, Telecommunications, Optical equipments, micro-mechanics, Household equipments,...and other industries.

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 45
- **Turnover:** 600 000 USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Swiss Type Automatic Screw Machine (1); Swiss Type Automatic Screw Machine (29)
- **Main customers:** Namilux, East West Industries, Fujikura Fiber Optics...
- **Export experience:** Japan, ASEAN, USA, EU

Established in 1986, Thu Duc Textile Garment Engineering Company (Texenco) specializes in mechanical processing; casting; plating; cooling system and installing electrical system for workshop.

The Texenco facilities:
- Machinery workshop: With the complete line - forging, stamping, welding, lathing, Milling, Plating, Grinding, CNC machine .....  
- Foundry: With medium frequency furnace twin bodies, Shell molding machine, Lost Foam Line, Core blower machine for alphaset with vibrator, sand blast, Pattern make equipment system....
- Plating shop: Chrome, Nickel decoration, hard chrome plating by electro plating. Rotate plating process. Market: 35% for domestic market, 65% for export (USA, Japan, Korea, Australia, Sri Lanca, Cambodia, Netherland...)
THUAN PHAT MECHANICAL CO. LTD

To provide the best products quality and reasonable price, Thuan Phat always focused on investment and development of machinery, equipment, human and quality management system.
For many years, Thuan Phat has designed, produced, supplied alot of high technical components and parts for manufacturing of steel, cement, paper and other industries.
The trust of customers is always a development motivation of Thuan Phat, as the motto of company: "The success of our customers is our purpose"

- Established year: 2011
- Number of permanent employees: 75
- Turnover: 2.5 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Mechanical components for steel, cement, paper industry
- Main technology and equipments:
  CNC milling center (2 units); CNC lathe center (2 units); Grinder machine; Drilling machine and other machines
- Main customers: Bai Bang Paper; Thai Nguyen Steel; Futu 1; Diesel Song Cong; Kyoei Steel

Ms. Vu Thi Quynh
Vice General Director
+84-983 317 420
quynhvt@tomeco.vn

Mr. Le Huy Hoang
Sales Manager
+84-983 921 486
sales.manager@tomeco.vn

TOAN CAU MECHANIC- ELECTRICAL JSC.

Founded in 1993, TOMECO Mechanic Electrical.,JSC now has 3 subsidiaries TOMECO An Khang.,JSC , TOMECO Mechanical Services and Southern Branch in Ho Chi Minh.
TOMECO's industrial fan and mechanical products for supporting products have provided thousands of factories, buildings in Vietnam as well as exported to important markets such as: English, USA, Australia...
Especially, since 2012, TOMECO has officially become a member in the global supply chain of the General Electric Corporation, constantly providing more than 1,000 products every year with absolute stability in quality for projects around the world of GE Corporation.

- Established year: 1993
- Number of permanent employees: 130
- Turnover: 6.4 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products:
  Industrial Fan; Industrial Centrifugal Fan; Environment Treatment Equipment; Mechanical parts
- Main technology and equipments:
  Cutting, Bending, Forming machines (10 unit); CNC Machining Center (3 units); Laser cutting machine (1 unit); Welding machine (25 units); Power coating line (2 unit);
- Main customers:
  Greens Combustion; General Electric; Eilbeck Crane; Hoa Phat; Alphanam
- Export experience: USA
Tools Joint Stock Company No.1 was established in 1968, currently is the only manufacturer in Vietnam specializing in producing cutting tools for mechanical division. With modern machinery imported from Germany, Switzerland, Australia, we commit to provide quality products with competitive price.

- **Established year:** 1968
- **Number of permanent employees:** 100
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** HSS&Carbide End Mill; Machine Taps; HSS& Carbide Drill; Chipper Knife
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC Grinding Machine 6 axes (1 unit); CNC Grinding Machine 5 axes (1 unit); CNC Grinding Machine 3 axes (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Musashi Auto Parts Vietnam; Fujico Vietnam; Thanh Thanh Dat; Hanoi Plastic; Dong Anh chain & Freewell; etc

Established in 2006 with slogan “Create your values”, Tri Cuong Industrial (TCI) Co., Ltd has been becoming a leader in designing and manufacturing various types of precision parts, factory equipment and custom automation in Vietnam. We offer full service of consultancy, design, manufacturing, installation and maintenance. To the end of 2014, we have well installed more than 800 projects for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) companies in Vietnam and exported products to Japan & Europe.

- **Established year:** 2006
- **Number of permanent employees:** 230
- **Turnover:** 6.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; Lean
- **Main products:** Designing & assembling automation system; Jigs; Machined parts;
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC milling machine (30 units); CNC lathe machine (12 units); Grinding machine (4 units); Wire cutting machine (3 unit); EDM (2 unit)
- **Main customers:** Toyota equipment; Meiko; Stanley; Yamaha; ABB; Canon; Sumitomo
- **Export experience:** Japan; Korea; EU; Malaysia; India
For over 20 years of experience, Truong Phat Joint Stock Company confirms its prestige and quality in the market and has successfully created Trade Mark of Truong Phat in the support industry. We are proud to be selected as the main supplier of big partners such as: Nhat Linh Company, ComaTel Telecom Company, Hoang Lien Son Porcelain Company, M3 Information Factory (under the Ministry of Defense), . . . Currently, with the team of nearly 200 highly professional and skilled officers and employees, the professional management system, Truong Phat Joint Stock Company was appreciated to be one of the enterprises doing business and manufacturing most effectively in the mechanic field.

- **Established year:** 2002
- **Number of permanent employees:** 200
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Mechanical Parts; Petroleum Equipments; Electric Equipments
- **Main technology and equipments:** Punching Machine; Welding Machine; Hydraulic Press; Machine folding Shock; Drilling Machine
- **Main customers:** Nhat Linh Company; ComaTel Telecom; Hoang Lien Son Porcelain; M3 Information Factory
- **Export experience:** USA

Established in year 2010 with paid up capital 45,000,000,000VND. Work force: 80 employees
Core Business:
1) Trading materials, spare parts and equipments to industry especially automotive
2) Produce and supply bolt, screw and pin for automotive industry
3) Logistics: Transportation and Warehouse
4) Fabrication and manufacturing works: tank, steel structure, trolley, jig and plastic box
5) M&E Contractor: Design, manufacture & install machine/equipment

- **Established year:** 2010
- **Number of permanent employees:** 150
- **Turnover:** 5 million USD
- **Standards:** JIS; HES; YGK; KES; DIN
- **Main products:** Bolt; Screw; Nut; Pin
- **Main technology and equipments:** Forming machine (4 units); Rolling machine (10 units)
- **Export experience:** Canada

**Mr. Nguyen Long Tin**
Marketing Manager
+84-939 037 989
kdtruongphat@gmail.com

**Mr. Pham Dong Giang**
Vice General Director
+84-914 569 811
giangpd@tunglamgroup.com
TUSON FASTENER MANUFACTRY

TuSon Fastener Manufactory belong to Viet Nam national mechanical products Export – Import Co., Ltd. Our company specializes in making threaded joints according to Vietnam Standard of JIS, DIN, ASTM, and BS... Applied the qualification system accordance with International Standard ISO 9001:2015. Its main products are include various kind of bolts, hexagonal nuts, screws, stud bolts, flat and spring washers, various electric bolts and screws. These products are made with modern technology: blackened, hot dip zinc, hot dip galvanized. These products have won approval from international partners.

- **Established year:** 1963
- **Number of permanent employees:** 255
- **Turnover:** 2.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; JIS; DIN; ASTM
- **Main products:** Bolts; Screws
- **Main technology and equipments:** Pressing machine; Bolt heat pressing machine; Thread rolling machines
- **Main customers:** Hyundai; Zamil; Vietnam; Petrolimex

Mr. Le Quang Hai
Director
+84-903 218 889
haippec@gmail.com

VINA VALVES JSC.

Vina Valves Jsc was established with the desire to apply Japanese corporate management knowledge to create Japanese quality Japanese products to contribute to the localization of the valve industry in Vietnam and export internationally.

- **Established year:** 2016
- **Number of permanent employees:** 109
- **Turnover:** 2.6 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO/IEC 17025; 5S
- **Main products:** Brass valves; Valve parts; OEM Brass parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Forging machine (8 units); CNC machine (20 units); Testing machines (Hardness Tester; OES Spectrometer; Coating thickness Gauge; Pressure Testing) (8 units)
- **Main customers:** Tien Phong; Tan A; Hoa Sen;
- **Export experience:** USA; Japan; Canada; Thailand

Mr. Nguyen Dao Vinh
Director
+84-943 437 979
Vinh@vanvina.vn

Mr. Nguyen The Long
Vice Director
+84-913 037 827
Long@vanvina.vn
Van Xuan specialises in design, making die mold and tools for accurate instruments and equipments: mould for forging; pressing; casting... Processing, testing jigs; Other special mechanical instruments.

Van Xuan is a member of MEINFA joint stock Company - who has been established in 1975, and has specialized production at medical instruments and equipments. That advantage help us great practical experience at making die-mold and tools for accurate instruments and equipments.

- **Established year:** 2005
- **Number of permanent employees:** 105
- **Turnover:** 3 million USD
- **Standards:** 9001:2015; 5S
- **Main products:** Hot Forging Mould
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Machining Center 5-Axis; Wire Cutting Machine; CNC Milling Machine; Vacuum Heat Treatment Furnace; CNC Grinder
- **Main customers:** Meinfa, Futu 1; Fujita; Kyoel; ABB; Disco

Founded in 1999, VF Décolletage Co., Ltd. is a company specializing in Swiss Screw Machine products with a registered capital around USD 1,000,000. We are the first company in Vietnam manufactured Precision Swiss type parts by Swiss Automatic Lathe and CNC machines.

Our machines can make parts with small diameter (from 0.5mm) and high precise tolerance (005mm).

Our products could be used in many Industrial applications such as: Micro mechanics, Telecommunication, Medical, Dentist Equipment, Tire molds, Household appliances, Automobile, Motorbike, Electronics, Optical. We are also a reliable supplier for many Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese companies which located at Export Processing Zone and Industrial Zone in Viet Nam.

- **Established year:** 1999
- **Number of permanent employees:** 200
- **Turnover:** 2.7 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** metal parts for Micro Mechanics, Telecommunication, Medical, Dentist Equipment, Tire molds
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - Swiss type Automatic Screw (77 units); CNC Swiss Screw (18 units); CNC Milling (6 units)
- **Main customers:** Yamaha Vietnam; Harada; Daiwa Vietnam; Toyo Denso
VI CAM TECHNOLOGY SERVICE AND TRADING CO., LTD

459 Ba Hat St., Ward 8, Dist. 10, Hochiminh city
Tel: 84-28-39 572 070 Fax: 84-28-38 563 137
www.vcam-tech.com
info@vcam-tech.com

VcamTech specializes in supplying technique, training and delivery of technology in CAD/CAM – CNC fields. We currently have the technical services of reverse design which is a process of creating a model from the physical models available. Based on the 3D scanning technology system and modern 3D printer, VcamTech products have a highly accurate, taking the standard size, including products with complex curvature, require high technology which sampling methods usually do not currently implemented. To VcamTech, you will be consulted with free of charge to find optimal solutions for products, saving time, cost and implementation ideas of your business.

- **Established year:** 2004
- **Number of permanent employees:** 16
- **Turnover:** 500 000 USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** services and training in in CAD/CAM - CNC, 3d printer and 3d scanner fields
- **Main technology and equipments:**
- **Main customers:** Nissey Vietnam; Juki Vietnam; Sanyo Di Solutions Vietnam; Dai Dong Tien Plastic; Long Thanh Plastic

VIET CHUAN JSC.

Lot B2-3-1B, South Thang Long I.Z., Tu Liem Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-37 832 374
www.vietchuan.vn
marketing@vietchuan.vn

Viet Chuan is a plastic molding and die casting specialist. We apply 3 factory system; 1st factory manufacture mold parts, 2nd factory assemble molds, and 3rd factory manufacture molds. Total numbers of workers are only 95 people; however, we have product quality control section to maintain high level of products for every product we manufacture.

- **Established year:** 2007
- **Number of permanent employees:** 168
- **Turnover:** 2,5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Plastic moulds; Mould’s parts; Jig; Die casting parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC machining center (20 units); CNC milling center (7 units); Grinding machine (4 unit); CNC EDM (3 units); Drilling machine (1 unit);
- **Main customers:** Honda; Yamaha; Canon; Panasonic; Tenma; Daiwa
- **Export experience:** Japan; Brazil

**Mr. Vu Viet Cuong**
General Director
+84-964 916 666
cuong@vietchuan.vn

**Ms. Vu Thi Quynh Anh**
Vice Director
+84-913 090 770
quynhsky65@gmail.com

**Mr. Lam Hoa Binh**
Sales Manager
+84-903 699 145
hoabinh@vcam-tech.com
VIET DUC WELDING ELECTRODE JSC.

Established year: 1967
Number of permanent employees: 260
Turnover: 14 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Welding consumables (welding electrode; welding wires)
Main technology and equipments:
Main customers: Honda, Yamaha, Dong Anh Trade and Travelling
Export experience: Taiwan

VIET EMPIRE CASTING CO., LTD

Established year: 2006
Number of permanent employees: 90
Turnover: 4 million USD
Standards:
Main products: Low pressure casting machine; Precision parts; Welding parts
Main technology and equipments: CNC milling machine (17 units); CNC lathe (5 units); CMM Mititoyo (1 unit);
Main customers: -
Export experience: USA; Mexico; China; Japan; France

The company was established in March 2006 by a group of Vietnamese Americans from California, USA. Viet Empire has 2 main businesses:

1. Providing contract manufacturing and electro-mechanical assembly services to customers worldwide. Manufacturing from small parts of precision machined single parts to assembly of modules, to manufacturing and testing of complete machines
2. Design and manufacturing of products of machines and equipment for customers: low pressure and gravity casting machines for the production of automobile aluminum parts, automatic guided vehicles, 3D printers, conveyors, ...

Mr. Ngo Ba Viet
Director
viwelco@fpt.com

Mr. Nguyen Dung Tai
Director
+84-28-37 460 670
tainguyen@vietempire.com

Viet Duc Welding Electrode Joint Stock Company (VIWELCO) manufactures and supplies various kinds of welding consumables such as covered electrodes, flux and wires on both inside and outside markets.
Established in 1995 Viet Ha Co., Ltd is specialized in manufacturing and distributing hydraulic cylinder and hydraulic system includes: Manufacturing Hydraulic Cylinder, Designing and manufacturing of hydraulic system: hydraulic mini power units Authorized distributor of pumps, valves for Rexroth Bosch (Germany), and gearbox, motor for Nord Drivesystems (Germany)

- Established year: 1995
- Number of permanent employees: 40
- Turnover: 1.4 million USD
- Standards:
- Main products: Hydraulic cylinders; Hydraulic power mini units
- Main technology and equipments: Milling machine (2 units); CNC lathe (4 units)
- Main customers: -
- Export experience: Netherland; Czech

Viet Han Electric Co. Ltd. specializes in manufacturing electric cabinet and electric equipments. Our products include cabinets, electricity devices, automation equipments, industrial equipments for electricity project, communication, industry...

- Established year: 2000
- Number of permanent employees: 34
- Turnover: 5 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Electric cabinet; Electric equipments
- Main technology and equipments: Punching machine (7 units); Welding machine (6 units); Compressor (5 units) Bending machine (2 units); Electricstatic Painting System (1 unit)
- Main customers: Viettel; Vietnam Electricity Corporation
- Export experience: Korea
Viet Standa JSC. is an enterprise of diversified business in the fields of automatic voltage stabilizer, transformer, air conditioner, home appliances and sheet metal processing. Main products of company are automatic voltage stabilizer and transformer under STANDA brand name. Our company has been one of some leading AVS and transformer manufacturer in Viet Nam.

Our sheet metal processing system used latest technology such as laser cutting machine, CNC punching machine, CNC bending, welding, etc to ensure accuracy of the sheet metal products.

- **Established year:** 2003
- **Number of permanent employees:** 400
- **Turnover:** 11 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Automatic voltage stabilizer; Transformer; Air conditioner; Home appliances; Sheet metal processing;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Pressing machine (10 units); Welding machine (9 units); Cutting machine (4 units); Bending machine (4 units); Grinding machine (4 units)
- **Main customers:** Petrolimex; Netcom
- **Export experience:** Myanmar

Viet Standa JSC.

Mr. Nguyen Vu Long
General Director
+84-903 409 849
Nguyenvulong55@yahoo.com

VIET SON MACHINERY MANUFACTORY CO., LTD

VIET SON MACHINERY

Mr. Tran Minh Tri
Director
+84-933 585 868
vietson@vietson.com.vn

Viet Son Machinery Manufactory Co., Ltd is a member of Vietsteel Group, specialize in precision machining; designing, making, supplying machine tools such as: Cut to length machines; Press brake machines; Folding, bending machines

- **Established year:** 2016
- **Number of permanent employees:** 20
- **Main products:** Precision mechanical parts; Cut to length machine; Folder machine; Press brake machine
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC milling machine (4 units);
  - Wire cutting machine (4 units);
  - Surface grinding (2 units);
  - CNC Milling machines (4 units), CNC lathing machine (3 units)
Viet Thai Electrostatic Painting Company invested and had four factories, specialized in some main sectors:
- Production of steel structures.
- Production of automobile chassis and automobile components.
- Production of motorcycle parts and electronic components.
- Production of paint & electrostatic painting service.

The company has applied management system according ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001: 2015

Mutto of company: “Satisfaction of customers is the prosperity of company”.

- **Established year:** 1998
- **Number of permanent employees:** 400
- **Turnover:** 7 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14000:2004; 5S
- **Main products:** Steel construction; Automobile parts (chassis); Motorcycle parts; Electrostatic painting services;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Stamping machine; Milling machine; Electrostatic coating line; Cold Stamping machine
- **Main customers:** Sufat; Lifan; Phuong Dong; Cuu Long Motor
- **Export experience:** Thailand

Viet T.N Mechanical Technology Co., Ltd specialises in plastic injection molds, plastic injection mold details, assorted assembly jigs, measuring with high precision.

With the slogan “let’s build the best products to customer satisfaction,” the company has constantly upgrade their skills and improve the machinery and equipment..

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 15
- **Turnover:** 300 000 USD
- **Standards:**
- **Main products:** Plastic injection molds; Plastic injection molding details, Jig assembly.
- **Main technology and equipments:** CNC machining center (4 units); EDM machine (2 units); Surface grinding (3 units) Milling machines (3 units), lathes (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Aureole Business Components & Co. Devices Inc.
VIET UC INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL JSC.

No 5 F1, Group 50, Hoang Van Thu St., Hoang Mai Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-36 814 158 Fax: +84-24-36 814 158
www.cokhivietuc.com

Viet UC Industrial & Commercial Jsc. specializes in molds manufacturing: plastic mold, pressing mold, casting mold... Moreover, our company produce precision metal parts, plastic parts, equipment and machinery for industrial manufacturing and construction.

With young and professinal staff, modern equipments, we always supply the best products for customers.

Our motto: Success and satisfaction of customers is our success.

- Established year: 2002
- Number of permanent employees: 100
- Turnover: 5 million USD
- Standards: 5S
- Main products: Molds for plastic and mechanical industry; Precision metal parts; Plastic parts
- Main technology and equipments: Drilling machine (6 units); Milling machine (5 units); Lathe machine (5 units); Punching machine (2 units);
- Main customers: Tan Phu Plastic; Jat; Technokom; LG Vietnam

VIETNAM STEEL STRUCTURES AND LIFTING EQUIPMENTS JSC.

Lot A1, Phuc Dien I.Z., Cam Dien, Cam Giang Dist., Hai Duong
Tel: +84-220-3 545 002 Fax: +84-220-3 545 001
vinalift.vn

Vietnam steel structures and lifting equipments Joint Stock Company was founded on September 15, 2006 with main products are non-standard cranes (gantry cranes, Portal Hydrolic Cranes, Goliath Crane, Overhead cranes, Underhung Cranes, Jib Cranes, Monorails...).

The ISO 9001:2015 is applied by our compan during designing and production activities.

Our products are applied in steel manufacturing, mining, oil explosion, cement, shipbuilding, thermal power plants, hydro power plants, handling materials, cargoes handling, construction site: precast yard, bridge building..

- Established year: 2006
- Number of permanent employees: 172
- Turnover: 11 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Cranes; Steel structures
- Main technology and equipments: CNC machining center (2 units); Cutting machine (9 units); Welding machine (13 units); Lathe machine (2 units); Drilling machine (3 units); Milling machines (3 units), lathes (1 unit); Grinding machine (31 units); Shotblasting machine and painting machines
- Main customers: Deal Srl.; Daido Tosio; MES; IHI Infrastructures; Samsung E&C; Hyundai E&C
- Export experience: Japan; Mexico; Argentina; USA; UAE

Mr. Tran Van Tuan
General Director
+84-912 907 927
tuanvinalift@gmail.com

Mr. Dinh Van Toan
+84-944 883 359
tovanvinalift@gmail.com
Vietnam Industrial Group Joint Stock Company (CNV Group) was established and officially went into operation in July 2005. Through a long way of building and developing, the brand CNV Group has affirmed its position in the market. Our products always show its outstanding quality. It not only suitable for many projects but also and is the optimal choice for customers.

- **Established year:** 2005
- **Number of permanent employees:** 510
- **Turnover:** 20 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; 5S
- **Main products:** Automation systems; Mechanical spare parts; Pallet; Hydraulic and pneumatic lift; Conveyor; Chain; Dry oven machine; Electric-Mechanical systems (Air ventilation, Chiller, smell removal, smoke collector, dust collector system, transfomer)
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Milling machine (6 units); Milling machine (3 units); Grinding machine (2 units); Stamping machine (4 units); Plasma cutting machine (2 units); CNC Lathe machine (3 units); Welding machine (35 units); Mig welding machine (20 units)
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; Asahi Denso Vietnam; ABB Ha Noi; Goshi Thang Long auto parts; Yamaha Moto Vietnam, Denso Vietnam

Vit Viet Industry Production & Trading Jsc. was founded in 2010 and produce the first product in 2013. We have ISO 9001:2015 quality management system certified in 2014. Vit Viet specializes in manufacturing accessories of Wood Processing Industry, Automobile & Motorcycle Assembling Industry and M&E – pipe hangers, U bolts and threaded rods, ... used on fire protection system; water supply and drainage system; and plasterboard ceiling installation; ... With the motto “Prestige, quality is the first”, Vit Viet provides customers products of high quality at reasonable price.

- **Established year:** 2010
- **Number of permanent employees:** 48
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Bolts, nuts, screws; Threaded rods; Special Bolts
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - Screw pressing machine (6 units); Screw thread rolling machine (6 units); Pressing machine (8 units); Lathe machine (2 units); Bulldozer; Shaped machine; etc.
- **Main customers:** Ree; Hoang Anh Gia Lai Corp.; Le Lumber; Le Tran; Tan Thanh; Searefico
Vietnam - Hungary Electrical Machinery Manufacturing Jsc (Vihem)
is specializes in manufacturing electric motors, industrial fans, such as:
- Electric motor 1 phase AC voltage 220V capacity from 2 to 3kW;
- AC electric motor 3Pha levels of speed, capacity from 125 to 2500 kW (with the power supply voltage: 110V, 220V, 380V, 660V, 3300V, 6000V, 10000V);
- Types of special electric motors: engine mounted from brake, engine and intelligent engine coupling from (VS);
- Industrial fans of all kinds;
- Balast fluorescent lamps (neon light tubes) 40W, 20W
The company’s products are manufactured according to IEC 60034 diagnostic targets, TCVN 1987-1994

Established year: 1978
Number of permanent employees: 300
Turnover: 9 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015; 5S
Main products: Electric motors; Industrial fans; Electrical equipments and spare parts
Main technology and equipments:
Main customers: Hai Duong Pump; Viglacera; Huong Duong Cement
Export experience: Australia

Vietnam Mechanical Casting Jsc.
produces casting products. We have good capacity and can meet customer's high requirements for any types, any shapes, any weights and any alloy materials. We apply many new technology to provoke:
- Furan Technology
- Lost foam (expandable-pattern) casting
- Die casting
- Glass sand casting
Field of Application:
Valves, Pumps, Gas Burners, Mining Equipment, Automotive, Industrial Machinery, Pharmaceutical Machinery, Agricultural equipments, Cement equipments, Textile & Sewing Machines Instrumentation & control, Defence Equipments, , Aircraft Components & Railway Parts,

Established year: 2009
Number of permanent employees: 65
Turnover: 4 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Casting parts; Casting products
Main technology and equipments:
medium-frequency furnace (3 units); CNC Milling machine (1 unit); Turning machine (1 unit); Optical sound spectral analyser (1 unit)
Export experience: Japan; Germany; Italia
VINA JAPAN ENGINEERING CO., LTD

Vat Cach, Quan Toan, Hong Bang Ward, Hai Phong
Tel: +84-225-3 850 769 Fax: +84-225-3 850 768
www.vje.com.vn
info@vje.com.vn

Mr. Do Truong Giang
Business planning Manager
+84-914 550 427
truonggiang@vje.com.vn

Vina Japan Engineering Ltd (VJE) is a joint-venture among Vietnamese and Japanese companies. In over 10 years since our establishment in 1996, VJE has built up trade mark of a leading foundry in Vietnam, who applying advanced technology together with modern and synchronous equipment system from Japan. Our quality is control by Quality Management System ISO 9001:2015 In technical side, our products are made following JIS by Furan sand molding or green sand molding process by skill full technicians and workers.
Our target is to meet all diversiform requirements on products, continuous improvement of quality to get better satisfaction of domestic and oversea customers on quality, delivery and price

• Established year: 1996
• Number of permanent employees: 226
• Turnover: 11.2 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: Casting parts; Casting products
• Main technology and equipments: Furan Sand Mounding Line; Induction Melting Furnaces; Shot Blast Machine; Continues Mixer; Geared Transfer Ladle
• Main customers: Kyoei Industrial; Toshiba Industrial Products Asia; Yamazaki Mazak Singapore; Toyota; Sumitomo
• Export experience: Japan; Germany; Italia

VINACOMIN MOTOR INDUSTRY JSC.

No. 370 Tran Quoc Tang Road, Cam Pha city, Quang Ninh
Tel: +84-203-3 865 283 Fax:+84-203-3 862 398
www.vmicauto.vn

Mr. Pham Xuan Phi
Director
+84-912 380 233
phamxuanphi@gmail.com

Mr. Vu Viet Thuy
Technical Manager
+84-912 437 029
thuyvmic@gmail.com

VMIC is located in Cam Pha - Quang Ninh, it had been designed, built and equiped a close assembly line by Russia. And now it has been investing deeply, changed and innovated, supplemented many new equipments with advance technology coming from the countries of Germany, Italy, Japan, England, Belgium, Finland, Korea, Taiwan,... in order to overhaul all kinds of mining transporting trucks from 20-91 tons; assembly, manufacture of trucks and popular vehicles; fabricate steel structure, standard mechanical products for local vehicle and national economic sections.
VMIC'creative leadearship, professional engineers and experienced workers commit to satisfy the endusers with high quality products and good services.

• Established year: 1960
• Number of permanent employees: 530
• Turnover: 14 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: Automobike; Automobile spare parts; Steel structure and mine equipments
• Main technology and equipments: Group of drillers, boring machines (21 units); Group of welding machines (37 units); Turning lathes (38 units); Bridge cranes (33 units)
• Main customers: Member companies of Vietnam Minerals and Coal Industry group
From small factory founded in 08/1998 with some lathes, milling and plastic injection machines. In 12/12/2012 We decided to use Vinamold as the name of the company. We expect Vinamold to be one of the highest precision mold making company in Vietnam producing for both the local and international market. At the present, we are making molds for the following industries:

- Plastic mold for PET, HDPE and especially PET mold upto 32 cav with Horunner.
- Closure molds for water, edible oil, medial cap...upto 32 cav with Hotrunner.
- And we are working with many Japanese customers to make Die-Casting mold.

Vinashin Precision Engineering Jsc. was established in We have model machines with EU technology and specialise in mechanical products, metal parts, steel structure...

VINAMOLD JSC.

Mr. Pham Anh Khoa
Vice Director
+84-932 770 956
anhkhoa@vinamold.com.vn

Lai Vu, Kim Thanh Dist., Hai Duong
Tel: +84-220-3 728 838 Fax: +84-220-3 728 848
www.vinashina.com.vn
info@vinashina.com.vn

VINASHIN PRECISION ENGINEERING JSC.

Mr. Le Xuan Hung
Vice Director
+84-912 655 966
Lxhung.pkt@gmail.com

Lai Vu, Kim Thanh Dist., Hai Duong
Tel: +84-220-3 728 838 Fax: +84-220-3 728 848
www.vinashina.com.vn
info@vinashina.com.vn

VINASHIN PRECISION ENGINEERING JSC.

Mr. Le Xuan Hung
Vice Director
+84-912 655 966
Lxhung.pkt@gmail.com

Established year: 2004
Number of permanent employees: 140
Turnover: 1.7 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Metal products; Metal parts; Steel structure
Main technology and equipments: Lathe machine; Drilling machine; Milling machine; Welding machine
Main customers: Dong Anh-Hyundai; Thang Long Mechanical;

Established year: 1998
Number of permanent employees: 24
Turnover: 270 000 USD
Standards: 5S
Main products: Plastic mold; Closure molds; Die-casting mold; Blow molds
Main technology and equipments: CNC Milling Machine; CNC Lathe Machine; EDM; Wire Cut; Lathe; Milling; Plate Grinding Machine; Circle Grinding Machine
Main customers: Bavico; Calofic; U.S. Plastic Int; Coca-cola; Tuong An
Export experience: Japan

Established year: 2004
Number of permanent employees: 140
Turnover: 1.7 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Metal products; Metal parts; Steel structure
Main technology and equipments: Lathe machine; Drilling machine; Milling machine; Welding machine
Main customers: Dong Anh-Hyundai; Thang Long Mechanical;
VINAVIT FASTENER CO., LTD

VINAVIT CORP founded in 1999 specialized in manufacturing and distributing fastener products: standard, tightly-tolerance, specialized parts for steel & stainless steel bolts and nuts to everything in between. We support customers to find fastener solutions by providing technical consultancy and products. Besides producing diversified product lines that meet general market’s need, we also serve customers who have customized requirements in criteria of product index and quality. Our customers come from diversified fields such as machine assembly, furniture, electric, etc., stretching from developing countries in Southeast Asia like Indonesia, Malaysia to developed countries that demand high requirements such as Japan, Italy, Germany, UK.

- Established year: 1999
- Number of permanent employees: 200
- Turnover: 6.5 million USD
- Main products: Fastener; Bolt; Nut; Screw
- Main technology and equipments: Part/bolt/nut forming machines (60 units); Threading & Tapping machines (60 units)
- Main customers: Schneider electric; Sam Sung; Toshiba; Scancom; Ikidea; Ejot; Friulsider; Hilti
- Export experience: Japan, Germany; Switzerland

Mr. Huynh Van Duc
General Director
+84-908 097 169
duc.huynh@vinavit.com

Mr. Ha Long Quoc
Chairman
+84-903 946 717
Quoc.ha@vinavit.com

VINAMETAL CO., LTD

Vinametal Co., Ltd specialises in manufacturing and providing technical products made from metal and plastic. Our products are used for machinery, construction, power, water supply and precision engineering industry. We also capable of casting cooper billet.

- Established year: 2014
- Number of permanent employees: 20
- Turnover: 600 000 USD
- Standards:
- Main products: Fastener; Brass components; Plastic box for electric
- Main technology and equipments: Lathing machine (25 units); CNC lathing machine (1 unit); Plastic injection machine (10 units); Drilling machine (10 units); Fastener punching machine (6 units); Brass furnace (1 unit)
- Export experience: England; Japan

Mr. Nguyen Dinh Loc
Vice Director
+84-902 995 223
vinametal1@gmail.com
Vnsteel Thang Long Coated Sheets Joint Stock Company is member of Vietnam Steel Corporation (VNSTEEL)- the top Steel Manufacturing and Trading Enterprise in Viet Nam. The main products of the Company are galvanized sheets and pre-painted galvanized sheets carry label “Ton Thang Long- Ton Viet -Y”. They are produced by the German and Italian most modern technology line with the capacity of 000MT galvanized products and 000 MT pre-pained galvanized products per year.

- Established year: 2010
- Number of permanent employees: 176
- Turnover: 62 million USD
- Main products: Galvanized sheets; Prepainted sheets
- Main technology and equipments: Continuous Hot-dip Galvanizing Line (1 unit); Cotinuous Color Coating Line (1 unit)
- Export experience: Laos

Vietnam precision mechanical service and trading co.,ltd (VPMS) was established in 2006 which initially specialized in producing and manufacturing the assembled jigs and the welded ones in the fields of automobile, motorbike and electronic industries. 2017 VPMS started to design the aluminum casting mold, plastic compression molds and die molds. VPMS associated with a number of Japanese companies in technology transfer to established a new factory specialized in producing completed products which are exported to international markets such as Japan and Korea then...

In addition, VPMS has also been invested more modern machines and created precision processing department which specializes in processing product with hight precision requirement.

- Established year: 2006
- Number of permanent employees: 134
- Turnover: 4,3 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Aluminum casting molds; Plastic compression molds; Die molds; Jigs and milling jigs; aluminium products.
- Main technology and equipments: Design measurement machine, Milling machine (6 units); Lathe machine (1 unit); Grinding machine (2 units); CNC machine; Electric discharge machine (EDM) (5 units); Processing center (10 units); Line cutter machine, honing machine.
- Main customers: Nissin; Honda; Yamaha; Tenma; Daiwa; Chiyoda; Roki; ABB
- Export Experience: Japan
**WELDCOM INDUSTRY JSC.**

- **Address:** 285A Ngo Gia Tu St., Duc Giang ward, Long Bien Dist., Hanoi
- **Tel:** +84-24-36 522 752 Fax: +84-24-36 522 752
- **Email:** weldcom.vn, sales@weldcom.vn

WELDCOM Industrial JSC is special for supplying the machines, equipment and technology solutions for the metal fabrication industry. We are always ready and dedicated to serving our customers with the highest responsibility. Over 14 years of development, Weldcom has been building a system of subsidiaries and representative offices throughout the three regions over nationwide North-Central-South. In addition, WELDCOM has invested in R & D activities strongly with 03 Technology Centers in Hai Phong - Hanoi - Binh Duong.

- **Established year:** 2005
- **Number of permanent employees:** 490
- **Turnover:** 34 million USD
- **Main products:** Steel structure processing line; Sheet metal processing devices; Welding & Cutting machine; Robot and automatic solutions
- **Main customers:** QH Plus; PEB Steel; SBC; Thanh Tien; Intech; Vinfast; Truong Hai; Do Thanh
- **Export experience:** ASEAN

---

**YEN LINH HYDRAULIC CO., LTD**

- **Address:** No 107, Group 13, Dong Quan, Co Loa, Dong Anh Dist., Hanoi
- **Tel:** +84-24-39 655 083 Fax: +84-24-39 655 091
- **Website:** www.yenlinh1.com
- **Email:** yen@yenlinh1.com

Established in 2002, through a long time of development with a team of experienced engineers, Yen Linh Hydraulic has accumulated a lot of experience in the field of hydraulic machines.

- **Established year:** 2002
- **Number of permanent employees:** 32
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD
- **Standards:**
- **Main products:** Hydraulic cylinder; Hydraulic Power Unit; Hydraulic equipments; Hydraulic Press machine
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Lather Machine (2 units); CNC Milling machine (2 units); Automatic welding machine (3 units); lather machine (4 units); Sawing machine (1 unit)
- **Main customers:**
  - Hydraulic Construction Institutes; Machines and Industrial Equipment Corp.; Mechanical Research Institutes

- **Established year:** 2002
- **Number of permanent employees:** 32
- **Turnover:** 1 million USD
- **Standards:**
- **Main products:** Hydraulic cylinder; Hydraulic Power Unit; Hydraulic equipments; Hydraulic Press machine
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Lather Machine (2 units); CNC Milling machine (2 units); Automatic welding machine (3 units); lather machine (4 units); Sawing machine (1 unit)
- **Main customers:**
  - Hydraulic Construction Institutes; Machines and Industrial Equipment Corp.; Mechanical Research Institutes

---

**Mr. Ta Van Tinh**
**Sales Director - Northern area**
+84-964 164 411 tinhtv@weldcom.vn

**Ms. Dong Thi Yen**
**Director**
+84-912 286 020 yen@yenlinh1.com

**Ms. Ngo Thi Nguyen**
**Sales**
+84-24-39 655 083 nguyen@yenlinh1.com
YAMAGUCHI VIETNAM JSC.

Yamaguchi Vietnam JSC was founded in 2011 and specialized in precision metal processing and manufacturing. Our vision is to become a leading manufacturer of supporting the industry in Vietnam.

About 95% of our customers are from Japan/Japanese Corporation and 15% of our productivity is exported directly to the Japanese market. Therefore, we developed the ability to communicate well in Japanese and read Japanese Technical Drawings. Adapt to both single and mass production. We plan to achieve a Certificate of quality assessment as ISO9001-2015 and ISO 2019 in 2019.

Our experience and customers’ satisfaction have enabled our company to grow fast and soon gain a high position in Vietnam market.

• Established year: 2011
• Number of permanent employees: 170
• Turnover: 6 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: Metal parts; Metal tools; Mould base; Jig;
• Main technology and equipments:
  Lathe machine (72 units); CNC Milling machine (14 units); EDM (1 unit);
  Wire cutting machine (1 unit); Surface grinding machine (3 units); Milling machine (3 units); Measuring machines
• Export experience: Japan

Mr. Do Van Dung
Vice Director
+84-947 547 097
vandung@yamaguchi.vn

Ms. Vo Thi Kim Xuyen
Overseas Division
+84-935 321 020
overseas@yamaguchi.vn

4P COMPANY

4P Company was established in 2001 with 100% Vietnamese capital. With business criteria: Passion, Professional, Productivity, Partnership, we have become one of the best EMS suppliers in Vietnam.

Based on precept "Upgrading technology together with expanding market, for the stable development, for long-term cooperation and for Customer’s satisfaction", 4P has invested latest technology: 09 SMD lines; 04 Auto Insert lines; 06 Manual Insert lines; 01 Final line.

We not only concentrate on upgrade technology but also care about system standardization. We set up quality control system (ISO 9001:2015), and environment control system (ISO 14001: 2015).

Company also focus on developing human resource. More than 10% of total employees are trained oversea.

• Established year: 2001
• Number of permanent employees: 350
• Turnover: 30 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9000:2015; ISO 14001:2015; IATF 16949
• Main products: Main board of TV (Smart, LCD, LED, 3D); Mobile Adaptor; Flexible PCBA; Mobile phone; Automobile parts
• Main technology and equipments:
  PBA (08 units); AI (4 units); SMT (9 units); Final line (1 unit)
• Main customers: LG Electronics Vietnam; Canon Vietnam; RF-Tech Vietnam; AM Telecom; Hansung Electronics; Youngjin Hitech
• Export experience: Korea; India

Ms. Le Thanh Huyen
Sales Manager
+84-904 345 323
huyenlu@4p.com.vn
ASAMLED is a LED lighting manufacture with high technology, energy saving and environmental protection used in the Industry and civil. ASAMLED is the first manufacturer of LED chips in Vietnam, applied modern technology and equipment from Germany, Japan, Netherlands ... with a team of 11 engineers in R & D department who have been trained in LED abroad, team of high technical workers with many years of experience of Viettronics Thu Duc. Our Safe-Superdurable-Energy Saving- LED lighting products are highly appreciated by the Government and the market.

- **Established year:** 2010
- **Number of permanent employees:** 50
- **Turnover:** 3 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** LED Package; LED Lightings; LED Display
- **Main technology and equipments:** LED packaging line (1 line); LED lighting assembly line (1 line)
- **Main customers:** Manufacturers in industry fields
- **Export experience:** ASEAN; Russia; Cuba

---

Asia Kinh Bac Jsc. specializes in manufacturing and supply: HDPE electrical conduit for cable; plastic pipes, composite cabinet, medium voltage and low voltage equipments, design, consultants for construction electricity.

HDPE electrical conduit for cable is produced on modern technological of Korea, accordance with the requirements of the standard: TCVN 7417-23:2004; KCS 8455:2005; JIS C3653:1994; IEC 60-1; ASTM D

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 140
- **Turnover:** 8 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** HDPE electrical conduit for cable; composite electrical cabinet; electrical equipments and spare parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** HDPE production systems; Injection molding system; Composite production system; Electric equipment processing system;
- **Main customers:** Electricity projects in Vietnam
BHT TECHNOLOGY JSC.

1050/20 Pham Van Dong St., Kp.9, Hiep Binh Chanh ward, Thu Duc dist., Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-37 262 168 Fax: +84-28-37 261 800
www.bht.vn
bht@bht.vn

BHT Technology is a specialist manufacturer of electrical panels, cable ladder, cable tray, trunking, air duct and electric grid accessories in Viet Nam. We are a team of professional engineers, Good skill workers. Our quality is assured with BHT Technology’s certification to ISO 9001:2015, ASTA-Full Typetest to provide customers quality products, good design, the best price.

- Established year: 2004
- Number of permanent employees: 230
- Turnover: 8 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Laser cutting machine (7 units); Pressing machine (7 units); Cable ladder winding machine (1 unit); Punching machine (6 units);
- Main technology and equipments: Injection machine (8 units); CNC machine (1 unit); Milling, lathe, drilling machine (6 units)
- Main customers: Yachiyo; Osawa Vietnam; Kidground; Minda Group
- Export Experience: Australia; Japan

VIETNAM ELECTRIC CABLE CORPORATION

70-72 Nam Ky Khoi Nghia St., Dist.1, Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-38 292 971/72 Fax: +84-28-38 299 437
www.cadivi.vn
cadivi@cadivi.vn

VIETNAM ELECTRIC CABLE CORPORATION (CADIVI) specializes in producing various kinds of electric wires and cables. Our products are supplied to customers in Vietnam and oversea. Products with CADIVI trade-mark have reached the high quality level. CADIVI has business relations with many Wire and cable manufacturers, Trading and Economic Groups in the world. CADIVI is an Official Member of the International Cable Makers &Cable Equipment Producers Association (INTERCABLE).
CADIVI has been certified with ISO 9001: CADIVI always has great concerns in quality, models, cost and has the capability to meet all customers’ requirements in the fastest and most satisfying manner.

- Established year: 1975
- Number of permanent employees: 825
- Turnover: 244 million USD
- Main products: Electric wire (Single cord solid wire; Single cord flexible wire; Twin cord flexible wire; Oval Shape wires; ect.); Automotive cable; Service Entrance, duplex cable; Control cable; CVV cables; CXV cables;
- Main technology and equipments: CCV lines- Troester for the production of MV cables; Drum twister system; Continuous-casting copper rod production line SCR; Henrich rod breakdown drawing machine with annealing; Pourtier 61 wires rigid frame strandar; High speed bunching machines; ect.
- Main customers: EVN
- Export experience: USA; Cambodia; Myanmar;

Mr. Tran Van Tuong
General Director
+84-908 149 514
tvtuong@bht.vn

Mr. Tran Duoc
Marketing Director
+84-919 643 364
tduoc@bht.vn

Mr. Le Quang Dinh
General Director
+84-28-38 292 971
dinhcadivi@yahoo.com.vn
Cuong Vinh produces many kinds of Electric motors (Electric Fan Motor; Exhaust Fan Motor; Industrial Fan Motor)

- **Established year:** 1995
- **Number of permanent employees:** 950
- **Turnover:** 30 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Electric motor;
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - Torque meter machine (1 unit);
  - Lifecycle products testing machine (1 unit);
  - Aluminum die-casting machine (250 T) (8 units);
  - Grinding machine (18 units);
  - Winder machine (60 units);
  - Coil Wedge Inserting Machine (18 units);
  - Belt straps machine (35 units)
- **Main customers:** Senko; Lifan; Bifan; Midea; Sensho
- **Export experience:** Southeast Asia, Asia, Africa, America & Middle East

Mr. Ly Tri Kuong
Business Manager
+84-28-62 691 241
sale@cuongvinh.com

Founded in 2004, Dai Viet Controls and Instrumentation Company Limited (Daviteq) is a provider in process automation field. Daviteq is the exclusive distributor and representative for some of the world’s famous brands. In 2009, we set up the R&D department, whose duty is researching to create new products and solutions, as well as developing the current ones. Our main kind of product is the smart sensor measuring the fuel level, which is provided to the black box company, supplier of generators, boiler to manage oil level in stationary tanks... It’s application is widely seen in the field of transport, chemical, petrochemical, oil and gas, electric power, food & beverage, fertilizer, insecticides...

Mr. Nguyen Vinh Loc
Director
+84-906 885 858
vinhloc.nguyen@daviteq.com

Ms. Tran Yen Chau
Sales
+84-985 064 432
yenchau.tran@daviteq.com
 DLG ANSEN ELECTRONICS FACTORY- BRANCH OF DUC LONG GIA LAI CONSTRUCTION INVESTMENT JSC.

Lot I3-06, Road N2, Saigon Hitech Park, Tang Nhon Phu A Ward, District 9, Hochiminh City
Tel: +84-28-37 367 186
www.duclonggroup.com
anh.ly@duclonggroup.com

DLG ANSEN ELECTRONICS FACTORY- BRANCH OF DUC LONG GIA LAI CONSTRUCTION INVESTMENT JSC.

Founded in 2017, DLG Ansen Electronics factory- Branch of Duc Long Gia Lai Construction Investment Jsc. focus on electronics parts: SMT, PCB.

- **Established year:** 2017
- **Number of permanent employees:** 50
- **Turnover:** 6 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** SMT; COB; PCBA
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - SMT line (1 unit); COB (Wirebonder) (1 unit);
  - Soldering Machine (2 units);
  - Faraday/ High Frequency test (2 units);
  - BGA rework (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Honeywell; Whirlpool
- **Export experience:** USA

---

HANEL PRODUCTION AND IMPORT - EXPORT JSC.

Lot 3, TS8 St., Tien Son I.Z., Tien Du Dist., Bac Ninh
Tel: +84-222-3 734 004 Fax: +84-222-3 734 036
hanelpt.com.vn
customerservice@hanelpt.com.vn

Hanel Production and Import Export Joint Stock Company (hereinafter referred to as “HanelPT”) established on 2000, Hanel PT has marked its present to partners by its name and prestige!

Type of production: Processing, assembling and exporting electric - electronic components.

All activities of Hanel PT are aimed at achieving the final goal of providing the ultimate benefit for its client. Over nineteen (19) years of working with international partners has given us the precious experience in terms of prestige and high precision from the smallest thing. We always aim to be the leading Vietnamese enterprise in processing and providing electric – electronic components.

- **Established year:** 2000
- **Number of permanent employees:** 280
- **Turnover:** 8.9 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Piezoelectric element: Sounder, buzzer, sensor, transformar, actuator...; Printed Circuit Board
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - Rap machine (6 units); CNC cutting machine (5 units);
  - Burn and Dry machine (6 units); Surface Printing Machine (8 units);
  - UV Bond Dry Machine (4 units); DIP line (2 units);
  - SMT line (1 unit); Solder Automatic machine (8 units)
- **Main customers:** Japanese electronics companies
- **Export experience:** Hongkong; Japan

---

**Mr. Ly Duy Anh**
Factory Director
+84-919 016 995
anh.ly@duclonggroup.com

**Ms. Tran Thi Thu Trang**
Director
+84-222-3 734 004(Ext: 13)
Tranthutrang@hanelpt.com.vn
HUNG DUNG CO., LTD

Founded in 1998, HUNG DUNG CO., LTD specialises in electric & electronics parts and devices. Our main products are OEM electronics devices: Electric motorcycle spare parts; Lighting equipments; electronic ballast; power switching supplies; automation- control equipment. With 2000m2 workshop area/15,000m2 land, We have R & D department with 5 engineers designing electronic circuits and writing software for microprocessors and 100 employees. With quality management process ISO 9001:2015 and 5S, we looking for cooperation in the field of developing and researching new products, OEM manufacturing electronics devices, electronic circuit boards (PCBA) at the request of customers.

- **Established year:** 1998
- **Number of permanent employees:** 65
- **Turnover:** 3 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Electronic parts; Wire harness for industrial products; Led Lights, Power switching supplies; Control box; Electric spare parts; Automation- control equipment
- **Main technology and equipment:** SMT line; Reflow machine (1 unit); Punching machine (1 unit); Plastic injection machine (1 unit); Wire harness making line; Testing machines;
- **Main customers:** Jaguar International Hanoi; Tam Kim; Mai Lam; Nakami
- **Export experience:** provide for FDI in Vietnam

Ms. Le Thi Thuy
Sales Manager
+84-788 427 756
thuyt.sales1@hungdunghd.com.vn

Mr. Pham Tien Thinh
Sales
+84-984 049 993
thinhpt@hungdunghd.com.vn

Manutronics Vietnam are focused on PCBA, working closely with our customers providing fast turnaround, flexible, high quality and cost effective solutions from prototype through mass production.

With aim to be a top Vietnamese enterprise in the production field of Electronic assembly, Manutronics non-stop increase the value and benefit for customers basing on modern technology, LEAN management and good quality services.

- **Established year:** 2003
- **Number of permanent employees:** 220
- **Turnover:** 6 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 14001:2015; ISO 9001: 2015
- **Main products:** Optical disc; PCBA; Wire and Cable
- **Main technology and equipments:** Optical Disc Line (10 units); SMT Line (6 units); AI Line (2 units); SPI (6 units); Mounting (18 units); Reflow machine (6 unit); A.O.I; Wave solder; PCB cleaning system...
- **Main customers:** Canon, Brother, RFTech
- **Export Experience:** Philippines; USA; Thailand

Mr. Phung Anh Tuan
Sales Director
+84-912 965 766
Tuan.pa@manutronics.vn

Ms. Nguyen Thi Xuan
Sales
+84-397 030 054
xuan.nguyen@manutronics.vn
ME TRAN BINH XUYEN ELECTRONICS CO., LTD

Lot M, Binh Xuyen I.Z., Huong Canh town, Binh Xuyen Dist., Vinh Phuc
Tel: +84-211-3 832 368
metranbx.vn
hung.nt@metranbx.vn

We are a professional wire harness manufacturer with advanced technique, high technology, and completed management system. Our mission is to Renovate the image of Vietnamese enterprise by providing high-tech products to the Vietnamese industry and Vietnamese society.

- Established year: 2017
- Number of permanent employees: 337
- Turnover: 8.7 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Wire harness
- Main technology and equipments: Automatic double crimping machine (7 units); Wire cutting machine (3 units); Semi-automatic crimping machine (37 units); Tape binding machine (9 units); Testing machines (Terminal test machine; Wire Harness Multi Checker; Digital force gauge;
- Main customers: Honda Vietnam; Vietnam Nippon Seiki

NGOC KHANH WIRE & CABLE CO., LTD

An Lac, Trung Trac ward, Van Lam Dist., Hung Yen
Tel: +84-221-3 997 669
www.ngockhanh.vn
goldcup@ngockhanh.vn

In 2008, this factory was officially put into production with key product: high level wire in automobiles. With well consulted and trained engineers and operators in oversea factories of YAZAKI group – Japan together with advanced technology line form top countries. In 2015, the advanced monthly export volume has reached 120,000,000 meters (900 tons) of automotive wire to install inside harness module of Japanese famous car-makers such as: TOYOTA, NISSAN, MAZDA, MITSUBISHI, etc

- Established year: 2004
- Number of permanent employees: 500
- Turnover: 87 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: wire and cable for electric; Automotive wirelle
- Main technology and equipments: Drawing machine (5 units); Stranding machine (14 units); Insulation machine (7 units);
- Main customers: Yazaki
- Export experience: Japan; American countries
OPTO ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL JSC.

6 floor, Building 4, Lot I-3B-1, N6 Road, Saigon HighTech park, Dist. 9, Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-71 088 858 Fax: +84-28-71 088 859
www.oeic.vn
info@oeic.vn

- **Established year:** 2015
- **Number of permanent employees:** 57
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Active Optical Cable
- **Main technology and equipments:** Optical alignment system (1 unit); Laser cleaving machine (1 unit); V-groove auto assembly system (1 unit)
- **Export experience:** USA; China

---

OPTO ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL JSC (OEIC), as a professional optoelectronics cable manufacturer, has producing customized Active Optical Cables (AOC) for a wide range of applications based on high quality, excellent service and competitive market prices. OEIC has an elite team with experienced personnel and strong technical support. Our achievements benefit by having access to know-how of micro-manufacturing engineering and our determination to exceed our clients's expectations.

---

Mr. Vo Dinh Bao Quoc
Chairman & President
+84-903 904 004
Kevin.vo@oeic.vn

Mr. Tim Vo
Vice President
+84-397 992 331
Tim.vo@oeic.vn

---

THANH LONG ELECTRONIC PRODUCTION CORP.

Hap Linh I.Z., Bac Ninh city, Bac Ninh
Tel: +84-222-3 720 668 Fax: +84-222-3 720 669
www.thanhlongpcb.com.vn
info@thanhlongpcb.com.vn

- **Established year:** 2006
- **Number of permanent employees:** 226
- **Turnover:** 27 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; UL
- **Main products:** Printed circuit board (PCB); PCB assembly; Led light
- **Main technology and equipments:** Automatic production line PCB (1 unit); Semi Production line PCB (2 units); UV PCB Exposure machine (9 units); Eching Line (4 units); DES line (2 units); CNC Drilling machine (2 units); CNC Cutting machine (3 units); Punching machine (5 units); AOI (1 unit); Tupled lamp production line (1 unit); SMT (2 units)
- **Main customers:** Chemtronics; Elentec; Seongji; LG Inotec; Seoul Semiconductor; Zaplight; Canon; Panasonic
- **Export experience:** Korea; Germany; USA

Thanh Long Electronics Production Jsc. is one of the big and reputable enterprises in the field of manufacturing printed circuit boards in PCB and electronic components. With a factory scale of 12,000 m2 and a staff of up to 290 people.

After more than 12 years of operating experience, the company has constantly affirmed its position, brand in the market and trust for customers. Currently, in addition to customers in Vietnam, the company's products have been exported to many countries and regions such as the US, Germany, Korea, Japan ....

---

Mr. Hoang Minh Duc
Chairman
+84-919 598 179
hmduc@thanhlongpcb.com.vn

Mr. Nguyen Cong Tuan
Sales Manager
+84-919 616 028
tuannc@thanhlongpcb.com.vn
TiaSang Battery Joint Stock Company (TIBACO) was established in 1960 according to Ministers Decision of Heavy Industry under the Governance of Vietnam National Chemical Corporation. We are specialized manufacture and supply of various kinds of dry-charged batteries, sealed-maintenance free batteries by advanced production technology from American, Italy and management system: ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015. The product of TIBACO have been exported to countries of Asia (Korean, Philippines, Cambodia, Myanmar, Yemen, Syria, Laos), Europe (Sweden, United Kingdom, Czech Republic), Africa (Angola), America (Venezuela),...

- **Established year:** 1960
- **Number of permanent employees:** 234
- **Turnover:** 9.4 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Dry-charged battery; Maintenance Free Battery, VLRA Battery for Industries
- **Main technology and equipments:** Grid casting machine system (1 unit), Automatic Pasting machine system (2 units), C.O.S (2 units), Automatic battery assembly system (3 units); Environmental treatment system (1 unit); Automatic acid solution system (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** FPT; TMT; EVN
- **Export experience:** Sweden; Myanmar; Cambodia; Yemen; Syria

---

Mr. Luong Van Tuyen  
**General Director**  
+84-913 246 495  
tuyentiasang@gmail.com

Ms. Pham Thi Hong Hanh  
**Sales Department**  
+84-225-3 857 080  
hanhtiasang1@gmail.com

---

Tien Thinh, leading company in SEA in Enamel Wire, we are specialize in Round Copper and Round Aluminum wire.

Our business partners are: SAMSUNG, TOYOTA, CANON, BROTHER, ...

Application: Various type of motors (AC&DC), Fan motor, Forklift motor, and lots of electrical devices.

Quality standards: NEMA, JIS, IEC, UL
Vcoils Electric Joint Stock Company was established in 2015. Vcoils products are designed and manufactured based on international standards, brings to customers high quality products, respond to price requirement, delivery on and convenience in production line.

- **Established year:** 2015
- **Number of permanent employees:** 90
- **Turnover:** 1.7 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9000:2015; QMS; EMS
- **Main products:** High frequency transformer; Low frequency transformer; Choke coils; Common mode choke; DC cable
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - CNC Winding Machine (4 units); CNC Solder Machine 4 units; Automatic Core Machine (4 units); Semi – Automatic Winding Machine (24 units)

Viet An Joint Stock Company (JSC) is established in 2008, is located in Phung Industrial Zone, Dan Phuong District, Hanoi. The major product are the electric wiring systems, which is used for motorcycle, automobile, household such as air conditioner, and civil electrical machines such as excavator, crawler bulldozer.

- **Established year:** 2008
- **Number of permanent employees:** 270
- **Turnover:** 4.6 million USD
- **Main products:** Wire harness systems for motorbike, automobile, electronic
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  - Automatic wire cutting machine (4 units); Semi-automatic wire cutting machine (10 units); Tensile testing machine (2 units); Terminal crimping machine (1 unit); In-circuit testers (4 units)
- **Export experience:** EU
VIET LINH MANUFACTURING AND TRADING ELECTRIC - ELECTRONIC CO., LTD
83/24 Bach Dang St., Ward 2, Tan Binh Dist., Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-38 955 408 Fax: +84-28-38 941 670
www.ast-vn.com
viettelinh@ast-vn.com

From a small production workshop, now Viet Linh company has nearly 30 years of experience, operating in the design, manufacture power equipment and automation with the AST brand. In the spirit of finding stuff, creative, dynamic, the company has developed a team of engineers, technical workers with specialized high skill. Along with the policy after sales business, flexible satisfied maximum requirements expected by customers in all fields of civil and require specific functionality and quality such as telecom, military, medical, industrial, ect.

AST has distribution network throughout the country. Addition products have been exported to countries in Europe, America, Australia and ect.

• Established year: 1986
• Number of permanent employees: 50
• Turnover: 1 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: power equipments and automation
• Main technology and equipments:
• Main customers: Customers in various sectors as telecom; military; medical; electric power; industrial;
• Export experience: EU; USA; Australia

Mr. Luong Tan Trung
Sales Manager
+84-913 615 662
lttrung@ast-vn.com

VIETRONICS BINH HOA JSC.
204 No Trang Long St., Ward 12, Binh Thanh Dist., Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-38 432 472 Fax: +84-28-38 432 460
www.viettronics-binhhoa.com
vbh@viettronics-binhhoa.com

Viettronics Binh Hoa Joint Stock Company (VBH) was established in 1979 as a member of Vietnam Electronics and Informatics Corporation (Viettronics). The main business of our Company are production, assembly via consign there components, products, devices in electric, electronics, informatic, telecommunication. Our Company has got the Quality Management System of ISO 9001:2015 Certification.

• Established year: 1979
• Number of permanent employees: 224
• Turnover: 2.5 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: transformer; choke coil; converter; cover for TV
• Main technology and equipments:
• Main customers: TDK- Lambda Malaysia; TOHO ZINC; NEXUS Electronics
• Export experience: Japan; China; Malaysia; Indonesia

Mr. Do Doan Nam
Sales Manager
+84-938 941 501
ddnam@viettronics-binhhoa.com
3H Plastic., JSC specialises in Precision Moulding and Plastic Products. We have modern factory and machinery system, a proficient board directors, professional technicians and skilled workers.

Our products have been exporting to: Japan, USA, England, Australia... Our products are produced from original plastic and comply with the safety standards of International Technical Standards as ROHS, ASTM, EN71, ST. We commit to satisfy all of you by the good quality and the most competitive price. Please contact us, we assure that you will satisfy with us.

• Established year: 2010
• Number of permanent employees: 52
• Turnover: 1.7 million USD
• Standards: ASTM; EN71; ST
• Main products: Injection mould; Plastic product: Motorcycle parts; Educational toy; Automotive parts
• Main technology and equipments: Injection machine (12 units)
• Main customers: Yachiyo; Kidground; Minda Group
• Export Experience: Australia; Japan

An Phu Viet group are including 3 members:

An Phu Viet Plastic Co., Ltd specializes in plastic products such as electronic components, phones, motorcycles; assembling electronic equipment accessories

An Phu Viet High-tech Co., Ltd. specializes in plastic bags that self-cancel export to Japan.

An Phu Viet mold joint stock company specializes in designing, processing, repairing mold, jig, jig...

With modern equipment lines, advanced technology, highly skilled technical staff of Japan and Korea, An Phu Viet group is possible the ability to produce plastic products rich in form, variety of types, fully meet customer demand.

• Established year: 2011
• Number of permanent employees: 250
• Turnover: 6 million USD
• Main products: plastic components for mobile, automotive, furniture; Plastic bags self-destruct; Mold
• Main technologies & equipments: Injection machine (65 units); Mechanical machine for mold (CNC, EDM, WC, etc) (15 units); Cutting, blowing machines (10 units)
• Main customers: Samsung Vietnam; Panasonic; Brother; Honda Vietnam; Vinfast; Kyocera; Canon
• Export experience: EU; USA; Japan
AVIATION HIGH - GRADE PLASTIC JSC.

Being established in 1989, Aviation High Grade Plastic JSC. (Aplaco) previous was a state-owned enterprise under the Management of Vietnam Airlines Corporation. Aplaco has become Joint Stock Company from June With many years doing business in plastic industry, Aplaco has expanded its business to become one of the leading companies in Vietnamese plastic industry. We have owned high advanced technologies from Europe, USA, Japan... producing high quality products plastic industry.

Major products of Aplaco:
- High quality plastic products for domestic and oversea Airlines
- Plastic disposable items for export
- Plastic items for packaging
- Plastic items for industrial purpose
- Plastic items for family’s use

Beside domestic market, Aplaco exported to more 20 nation in the world, such as America, France, Germany, Sweden, Australia, Japan...

- Established year: 1989
- Number of permanent employees: 300
- Turnover: 22 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2004; SA 8000; HACCP, Kaizen; 5S
- Main products: Plastic products; plastic components
- Main technology and equipments: Hydraulic Punching; 2-Colour Jet Presses; Film Blowing Machine; Vacuum Machine; Printer on a Circular Plastic Products
- Main customers: Ford Vietnam, Takanichi, Toyota, Honda, Yamaha, Nestle, Canon, Fujikin...
- Export experience: EU; USA; Japan; Korea

BAC VIET TECHNOLOGY JSC.

Bac Viet provides its valued customers with a comprehensive solution for the production of precision injection molds and precision plastic parts used in the electric-electronics industry. With modern and synchronous machinery system, highly qualified human resources and successful application of quality management system ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015, Bac Viet has met the demands of Japanese and Korean customer such as Canon Vietnam, Samsung Vietnam, Kyocera Vietnam, Seowon Intech and other large corporations.

- Established year: 2008
- Number of permanent employees: 240
- Turnover: 6.5 million USD
- Main products: Injection plastic parts
- Main technology and equipments: Injection Molding Machine 60-360T (35 units); Zoller Presetter (1 unit); Vision Measuring Machine (1 unit); Coordinate measuring machine (1 unit)
- Main customers: Canon Vietnam; Muto Vietnam; Kyocera; Brother; Korg Vietnam; Panasonic; Hanoi Seowon Intech; Estec Phu Tho Co.ltd
- Export experience: Japan, Korea

Ms. Nguyen Lan Huong
Export Sales
+84-904 000 194
lanhuong.export@aplaco.vn; kinhdoanh2@aplaco.vn

Mr. Vu Huu Thang
Director
+84-982 283 886
thang.vh@bacvietgroup.com

Mr. Trang Quang Huy
Vice Technical Director
+84-949 301 560
huy.tq@bacvietgroup.com
BINH THUAN PLASTIC MECHANICAL JSC.

18 Nui Truc St., Ba Dinh Dist., Hanoi
www.nhuabinhthuan.com.vn
thuy tt@nhuabinhthuan.com.vn

Binh Thuan plastic formed as a small-scale plastic produc factory in 2015 and grew up with 3 factories in 2019. Binh Thuan Jsc. aims to become a leading plastic company in the country with comprehensive capabilities and close supply process.

Mission: Binh Thuan Jsc. is proud to bring essential plastic products with the best quality for people's daily life, industrial production, cultivation and husbandry, contributing to the quality of life as well as to economic development of country.

- Established year: 2008
- Number of permanent employees: 160
- Turnover: 4.6 million USD
- Standards: ISO 9001:2015
- Main products: Plastic parts; Plastic moulds
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Plastic injection machine (260-2800T) (8 units);
  - Plastic blowing machine (1 unit)
- Main customers: Phu An; Duc Anh; Tropical plastic;

Cathaco is one of leading companies in Vietnam supporting industry. Our strategy focuses to supply customer a "one-stop solution" which satisfies all customer's demand and requirement with QCDEF (Quality-Cost-Delivery-Environment-Finance)

- Established year: 1999
- Number of permanent employees: 900
- Turnover: 72 million USD
- Main products: Plastic injection molding parts; Metal stamping parts; Rubber parts; Molding & machining parts; Painting & printing parts, surface treatment
- Main technology and equipments:
  - Injection molding machine (154 units);
  - CNC machines (Milling, EDM, Wire cutting, grinding) (18 units);
  - Press & multi slide machine (9 units); Painting & printing line (11 units)
- Main customers: Konica Minolta; Schneider Electric; Nidec; Haier; Furukawa
- Export experience: China; Australia; USA; Japan; Korea

Mr. Nguyen Hoai Anh
Assistant of BOD
+84-983 828 987
hoaianh.nguyen@catthaicorp.com

Mr. Le Tuan Anh
Director
+84-908 006 399
tuananh.le@catthaicorp.com
DAI AN ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY JSC.

Lot D4, Hapro I.Z., Le Chi, Gia Lam Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-32 004 657

DAI AN ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY JSC is a manufacturer of Plastic product, Metal stamping products and complete assembly products for supporting industry. With policy "the customer is the centre pointing the way for all activities of the company". Each customer is a brick built into the company’s value. We carry out our social responsibility with the goal of steady growth. We try to meet the need of all customers, our employees through the strategy towards the future and responsible business activities.

- **Established year:** 2010
- **Number of permanent employees:** 30
- **Turnover:** 750 000 USD
- **Standards:** 5S
- **Main products:** precision plastic parts (Prolonged socket; Plastic Pile)
- **Main technology and equipments:** Vertical plastic molding machine (1 unit); Horizontal plastic molding machine (4 units); Stamping machine (2 units)
- **Main customers:** Yamato; Hashimoto Industry

DAI KIM JSC.

No 2 Kim Giang St., Thanh Xuan Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-38 584 583 Fax: +84-24-38 583 721
www.nhuadaikim.com
daikimjointstock@nhuadaikim.com

Dai Kim is a private enterprise with two outstanding technologies: injection molding and polyurethane molding. Injection molding technology is mainly used for manufacturing Printer parts, bicycle parts, etc.; polyurethane molding technology is mainly used for manufacturing cushions (mainly chairs) from ordinary furniture to high quality furniture.

- **Established year:** 1999
- **Number of permanent employees:** 95
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** EPS; plastic parts for printer
- **Main technology and equipments:** Injection Molding Machine, Styrene Block Forming, Coordinate Measuring Machine, Polyurethane Forming
- **Main customers:** Canon Vietnam

Ms. Ngo Thi Thu Trang
+84-988 985 589
Thutrang.daian@gmail.com

Ms. Mai Thanh Tung
+84-982 361 155
tungmt.daian@gmail.com

Ms. Pham Thi Dinh
Chief Accountant
+84-912 310 839
dinh_dk@yahoo.com
Established in 1975, till now Da Nang Rubber Jsc. (DRC) has been continuously developing and becomes a leading manufacturer of tyres and tubes in Vietnam. With 1600 skilled employees, DRC always provides to markets the best products of heavy-duty, wear-resistance, good performance and together with best service and warranty.

In 2013, DRC inaugurated a new Radial tyre factory with capacity of 600,000 pcs p.a. This will meet the higher demand of both domestic and international markets.

- **Established year:** 1975
- **Number of permanent employees:** 1600
- **Turnover:** 140 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; JIS; DOT; E-Marks (EU)
- **Main products:** Truck and bus tires (Bias & Radial); Motorcycle tyres and tubes; Bicycle tyres and tubes
- **Main technology and equipments:** Inner Mixer; Steel Cord Calendering Line; Tire Building Machine; Tire Curing Machine; Tire X-ray inspection system
- **Main customers:** Chu Lai Truong Hai auto; Becamex Corp.; Stamford Tyres International; Team Group Inc
- **Export experience:** EU; USA; Japan

Dat Hoa Plastic specializes in manufacturing, supplying uPVC pipes and fittings; HDPE pipes, plastic pipes, pipe networks, water PVC pipe load, aluminum plastic composite pipe, sewer HDPE bearing, for supply water, in addition to several inserted, the ceiling just brace, splint making curtains, plastic film, PVC shrink film .... Dat Hoa Plastic Co., Ltd. has 03 factories in Vietnam and constantly invest in modern equipment for the workshop with the technology chain automation, self-contained manufacturing process from input materials until the product such as Germany, Italy, Korea, Taiwan, China...

- **Established year:** 1993
- **Number of permanent employees:** 600
- **Turnover:** 11.8 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** uPVC pipes and fittings; HDPE pipes; Plastic film; PVC shrink film; molds
- **Main technology and equipments:** Machinery and equipment manufacturing uPVC; Achinery and equipment manufacturing strength HDPE sewer (150 mm - 000 mm); Mechanic workshop
- **Main customers:** About 100 distributors and dealers in Vietnam
- **Export experience:** Europe; Australia; Cambodia
Do Thanh Technology Corp. has more than 20 years experience in manufacturing plastic products and molds. With modern machines and tools, professional engineers and staffs, serious apply management standard ISO 9001:2015, we control well the process and ensure customers' satisfaction.

• Established year: 1994
• Number of permanent employees: 200
• Turnover: 7 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: Plastic products; Plastic bottle; Precision plastic parts; Plastic moulds
• Main technology and equipments: Injection molding machine (25 units); PET bottle stretch-blow molding machine (19 units); CNC machining center (5 units)
• Main customers:
• Export experience: USA; Canada; Thailand; Cambodia

Dong Tam Tech Vietnam JSC is a leading Vietnamese Manufacturer of Rubber & Silicone Molded Parts for Industrial and Customised Parts such as Automobile, Motor bike, Home Appliances, Food Contact..in Domestic and Export market (USA, EU, Japan, Korea...). We drive excellence in molding solutions focused on performance, cost controls, services, delivery safety, quality and environment friendly.

• Established year: 2016
• Number of permanent employees: 28
• Turnover: 210 000 USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015
• Main products: Rubber parts; Silicon Part& Product;
• Main technology and equipments: Vacuum Rubber Molding machine (200-250 T) (8 units); Rubber & Silicone Injection Molding machine 300 tons (1 unit)
• Export experience: Europe; Korea; USA
Duy Tan Plastic Corp. early founded as a small group of manufacturing plastic products named DUYTAN, was established in October, 1987. Being one of the leading plastic companies in Vietnam and in a few of among the companies, we can provide our customers perfect solution through closed processes from the mold design, making mold, testing samples, manufacturing plastic products with injection and blowing processes, printing, labeling and delivery. With those advantages, we assure the perfect quality and delivery on time.

- **Established year:** 1987
- **Number of permanent employees:** 2600
- **Turnover:** 127 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; 5S; ISO 14000:2015; ISO 15378
- **Main products:** Plastic products; Plastic containers; Plastic parts for electronic products; Plastic mould
- **Main technology and equipments:** CLF; JSW; KM; SMC; Kami
- **Main customers:** Ajinomoto; Unilever; Nestle
- **Export experience:** USA; Japan; EU, ASEAN

Mr. Nhan Khon Hung  
Sales Manager  
+84-903 956 337  
nhankhonhung@duytan.com

Mr. Dao Cat Khanh  
ISO Expert  
+84-938 175 345  
daocatkhanh@duytan.com

Ecotek Co., Ltd. is a partner of the famous Japanese companies, specialises in molds and precision plastic components, 100% for export products.

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 150
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Precision plastic components; Jigs, molds for precision plastic components
- **Main technology and equipments:** Injection Machines (50 -230 T) (21 units); Pipe extruder (2 units)
- **Main customers:** Uniden; Sumi; Tenma; Nisei; Minda; Honda lock
- **Export experience:** Japan

Mr. Bui Xuan Hai  
Director  
+84-902 026 168  
hai-bui@eco-tek.vn

Mr. Tran Ngoc Duong  
Manager  
+84-982 192 286  
Prod1@eco-tek.vn
Phong Nam - Sinhirose Company specializes in the design, processing, molding and production of industrial plastic products.

- **Established year:** 1995
- **Number of permanent employees:** 220
- **Turnover:** 5.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Paint Pails; Industrial Containers; OEM Plastic Products; Plastic mould
- **Main technology and equipments:** Plastic Injection Machine (20-850T) (47 units); Milling, cutting, pulsing and grinding machines (28 units);
- **Main customers:** Dong A Viglacera; TS Interseat; Sin Hirose Shoji; Nagara
- **Export experience:** Japan

HANPO VINA is major in manufacturing about injection of plastic products and includes other stages of processing (include assembling); we serve range from industrial electronics, telecommunications, motorcycle, home appliance...

- **Established year:** 2017
- **Number of permanent employees:** 100
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; 5S
- **Main products:** Plastic products: Telephone part; Computer Part; Motorcycle part; Vacuum part
- **Main technology and equipments:** Injection machine (20 units); Robot for injection mold machine line (20 units); Laser Graving (1 unit); Hot melt (1 unit); Ultra welding machine (1 unit);
- **Main customers:** Samsung Vietnam; LG Vietnam; ASUS; Sony; HJC; Jtech; P&H
- **Export experience:** Japan; USA
Giai Phong Rubber is the leading manufacturer of supporting industry in Viet Nam. We are a specialist in manufacturing rubber parts. Owning synchronous quality management system and modern manufacturing engineering with advanced machineries, we constantly improve and develop our operation in order to provide products to our customers with requirement’s quality, competitive price and professional services.

- **Established year:** 2004
- **Number of permanent employees:** 150
- **Turnover:** 4.6 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; OHSAS 18001:2007; CE; UL
- **Main technology and equipments:** Rubber Compression machine (32 units), Rubber injection machines (2 units), Plastic Injection machines (7 units); CNC machines (3 unit)
- **Main products:** Rubber and soft PVC parts for motorcycle, automobile and home appliance..
- **Main customers:** ASTI Electronic Ha Noi; Nissin Brake Vietnam
- **Export experience:** Japan, Thailand

Vietnam HTMP Company, with 10 years of presence in the market, has contributed to promoting Vietnamese mold and plastic products to international customers. HTMP Vietnam have 3 factory specializing in manufacture for injection mold and part. With its machinery and equipment systems and professional operating workers, HTMP Vietnam has become a trusted partner of the world’s leading corporations such as Honda, Canon, Panasonic, Yamaha, Nissin, Anam, Tsukuba ...

With the motto “Quality - Delivery - Cost”, HTMP Vietnam has constantly made efforts to mark on the world map of mold and plastic products by its own name and reputation!

- **Established year:** 2009
- **Number of permanent employees:** 424
- **Turnover:** 19 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; 5S
- **Main products:** Plastic products: Printer Part; Motorbike and Automobile part; Amplifier & Sound bar part; Telephone part
- **Main technology and equipments:** Injection machine (50-1050T) (63 units)
- **Main customers:** Canon Vietnam; Honda Vietnam; Nissin Brake Vietnam; Panasonic System Networks Vietnam; Stanley Electric Vietnam; Samsung Electronics Vietnam; Tsukuba Die Casting Vietnam
- **Export experience:** Japan; USA
Hanoi Plastic Joint Stock Company (HPC) was established in 1972. HPC is equipped with modern production plant and production lines, modern equipment systems imported from the USA, Western European countries, Japan and some new industrial countries (NICs) with mechanized qualifications and relatively high automation. HPC is considered as the leading modern and advanced plastic manufacturing company in Vietnam, being the leader of North Vietnam in the technology of producing high quality industrial engineering plastic products according to international standards.

- **Established year:** 1972
- **Number of permanent employees:** 1200
- **Turnover:** 46 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Plastic moulds; Plastic parts for motobike & car, electronics; Plastic boxes, Pallets
- **Main technology and equipments:** Plastic Injection Machine (50-2500 tons) (120 units); Metallic mould manufacturing machines (CNC) (17 units); Inspection & Measuring Equipment (Scan 3D, CMM, ...)( 10 units)
- **Main customers:** Honda Vietnam; Toyota Vietnam; Ford Vietnam; Vinfast, Piaggio, Panasonic Appliances, Panasonic System Network, Toto Vietnam
- **Export experience:** Japan

Passing through development progress, Hanel Plastics, by now, has three modern production units valued at approximately 18 million USD, including a styrofoam production workshop, a high-grade plastics production workshop and an affiliated company. By building and applying the Quality Management System ISO 9001:2015 and the Environment Management System 14001:2004, Hanel Plastics JSC at any time clearly defined its objective as directing toward the customers on the basis of “Thoroughly understanding the customers’ demand in order to supply them the suitable products and service”.

- **Established year:** 1994
- **Number of permanent employees:** 350
- **Turnover:** 18 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2000; HACCP
- **Main products:** EPS packing for printer; EPS packing for washing machine; Plastics for printer; Plastics for vacuum cleaner; Plastics for washing machine
- **Main technology and equipments:** Shape moulding machine (18 units); Injection (42 units)
- **Main customers:** Canon Vietnam; Panasonic; LG; Samsung

---

**HANOI PLASTIC JSC.**

Group 12, Phuc Loi, Long Bien Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-38 756 885 Fax: +84-24-38 756 884
www.hanoiplastics.com.vn
info@hpcvn.vn

**HANEL PLASTIC JSC.**

B15-Rout 6, Saidong B I.Z., Long Bien Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-38 753 213 Fax: +84-24-38 752 436
www.hanelplastics.com.vn
sales@hanelplastics.com.vn

Mr. Bui Thanh Nam
General Director
+84-913 276 020
nam@hpcvn.vn

Ms. Pham Thi Thanh Hien
Vice General Director
+84-913 270 816
hien@hpcvn.vn

Mr. Nguyen Quoc Cuong
Director
+84-24-38 753 213

Mr. Pham Quoc Nam
Sales Manager
+84-904 197 521
sales@hanelplastics.com.vn
Hiep Hoa specialise in plastic products, plastic parts.
Our products are used in sewing machine; refrigerator; motobike.

Ms. Duong Thi Thanh Ngan
Sales Manager
+84-356 397 406
nganhiephoa123@gmail.com

Established year: 2014
Number of permanent employees: 85
Turnover: 2.5 million USD
Main products: Plastic parts for sewing machine; refrigerator; motobike
Main technology and equipments:
Plastic injection machine (60-850T) (22 units); Blowing machine (2 units)
Main customers: Jaguar Hanoi; Thien My
Export experience: Japan

MINH HUNG PLASTIC JSC.

Mr. Dang Nguyen Duc
Marketing Vice Director
+84 98 524 4701
ducnguyendang45@gmail.com

Established year: 1007
Number of permanent employees: 160
Main products: uPVC pipes; PP- R pipes; HDPE pipes
Main technology and equipments:
Extrusion pipe (6 units); Injection machine (4 units)
Main customers: Hoa Binh Corporation, Obayashi Vietnam
Export experience: Australia; New Zealand

With the newest lines of extrusion technology, from Germany (Battenfeld, MTI), Japan and Korea, with engineers and trained workers, Minh Hung Plastics can produce high quality products of uPVC pipes, fittings and solvent cement for Upvc pipe which used for drainage, water supply, electricity, postal service, industrial building and civil – engineering.
MINH NGUYEN INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT JSC.

Lot HT-1-1, D2 St., Saigon Hi-Tech Park, Dist. 9, Hochiminh city
Tel: +84-28-62 568 585
www.minhnguyenpm.com.vn
info@minhnguyenpm.com.vn

Minh Nguyen’s core business: Precision plastic parts. With more than 50 Plastic Injection machines and machines for molding, we can get all of customer’s demand.

- Established year: 2015
- Number of permanent employees: 350
- Turnover: 13 million USD
- Main products: Precision plastic parts; Plastic injection molds
- Main technology and equipments: Plastic Injection machines (54 units); CNC machines (5 units); Injection molding Q.M.C System (51 units); EDM (1 unit); Grinding machine (3 units); Lathe machine (1 unit); Milling machine (1 unit)
- Main customers: Daeyoung Electronics Vina; Hansung Tech; Samsung Electronics; Tchibo GMBH
- Export experience: Singapore; America; China

Nhat Minh is a pioneer in mechanical processing, we specialize in designing, processing molds and manufacturing precision plastic parts for automobiles, motorcycles, printers, telephones...

- Established year: 2004
- Number of permanent employees: 210
- Turnover: 3.7 million USD
- Main products: Plastic moulds; Precision plastic parts; Plastic box; Pallet; Industrial packaging
- Main technology and equipments: Injection machine (25 units); CNC machine (05 units); EDM&WC (07 units)
- Main customers: Canon; Uniden; Rhythm; Kuroda; Hondalock; Futu1

Mr. Chau Ba Long
CEO
+84-982 396 655
cblong@minhnguyenpm.com.vn

Mr. Truong Hong Minh
CEO
+84-913 015 407
Minh_truong@nhatminhist.com

Mr. Nguyen Cong Hieu
Production Director
+84-93 964 774
Hieu_nguyen@nhatminhist.com
NHI BINH PLASTIC CO., LTD

38/5A Hamlet 4, Nhi Binh Ward, Hoc Mon Dist., Hochiminh City
Tel: +84-28-37 123 748 Fax: +84-28-37 123 749
www.nibiplastic.com
sales@nibiplastic.com

Mr. Hoang Thanh Doan
Director
+84-913 644 457
doanht@nibiplastic.com

Nhi Binh specialize in plastic products. We provide many kinds of plastic products for: household, medical & foods, automotive, electrical & electronic. All made to customer specifications & we offer full service: Design product - Make mold - Produce finished products.

Nhi Binh Plastic expect to supply plastic products with high quality, good lead-time & competitive price.

Established year: 2009
Number of permanent employees: 75
Turnover: 2 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Plastic products; Engineering plastic parts
Main technology and equipments: injection molding machine (18 units), Grinder machine (4 units), Pad Printing machine (1 unit)
Main customers: Sanyo Vietnam, Guidecraft, Mitsugiron, Mitoi
Export experience: USA, EU, Japan

QUAN SON PLASTIC CO. LTD.

345 Khuong Trung, Thanh Xuan Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-35 636 713 Fax: +84-24-35 637 984
www.nhuaquanson.vn
nhuaquanson@yahoo.com

Mr. Nguyen Van Quan
Director
+84-913 223 460
nhuaquanson@yahoo.com

Quan Son Plastic specializes in manufacturing motorcycle plastic parts, plastic products for construction and household plastics. Company supplied for a lot of customers which is FDI companies in Vietnam.

Slogan of the company is: “Standards and quality is committed of Quan Son Plastic”

With the trend in international trade and economic integration, Quan Son Plastic Company look forward to cooperation with all partners in Vietnam and over the world.

Established year: 1999
Number of permanent employees: 205
Turnover: 2 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015; 5S
Main products: Motorcycle plastic parts; Plastic products for construction; Household plastics
Main technology and equipments: Injection molding machine (80 - 350 tons) (35 units); Bottle blowing machine (2 units); CNC machine; Milling machine;
Main customers: VAP; Chiuyi Vietnam; Asahi Denso Vietnam, Daiwa Plastic Thang Long; EMTC; Honda Vietnam
Export experience: Japan
SAIGON PLASTIC JSC.

242 Tran Phu St., Ward 9, Dist.5, Hochiminh City
Tel: +84-28-38 358 999 Fax: +84-28-38 308 530
www.saigonplastic.com.vn
info@saigonplastic.com.vn

Mr. Cao Van Sang
Director
+84-28-38 358 999
cvsang.nsg@gmail.com

Mr. Le Dien Trung
Marketing Manager
+84-903 681 859
ledientrung@gmail.com

Established year: 1989
Number of permanent employees: 110
Turnover: 6 million USD
Standards: ISO 9001:2015
Main products: Plastic Pallet; Mobile garbage bins; Plastic Containers; Traffic barriers; Traffic piles, anti-glare panels
Main technology and equipments: injection molding equipment (100T-3000T); Plastic recycling equipment
Main customers: NIDEC, DAIWA Plastic, ROHTO Vietnam, STADA Vietnam
Export experience: ASEAN

Sao Vang Rubber Jsc. (SRC) established in 1960, specialize in producing tubes and tyres for Aircraft, Automotive, Tractor, Motocycle, Bicycle and other Technical rubber products. Company applies the quality management system according to ISO 9001:2015 and enviromental management system ISO 14001:2004 certification. With a sales network spreds all the city and province and thoughtful after-sales service, SRC brand products have received trust and attention of customer. The company’s product have exported to many countries such as: USA, Belarus; Malaysia; Pakistan; Tanzania; Bangladesh...

SAV VANG RUBBER JSC.

No 231 Nguyen Trai Str., Thuong Dinh ward, Thanh Xuan Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-38 583 656 Fax: +84-24-38 583 644
www.src.com.vn
coulosaovang@hn.vnn.vn

Mr. Nguyen Quyet Chien
Marketing Manager
+84-913 226 368
nqchiensrc@gmail.com

Established year: 1960
Number of permanent employees: 1105
Turnover: 45 million USD
Main products: Airplane Tire and tube; Automotive Tire and tube; Motocycle Tires; Bicycle Tires; Motocycle tubes
Main technology and equipments: Internal mixer line; Duplex extruder line; Closed Smelter Machine (3 units); Rolling Mill Machine (1 unit); Formation Machine (2 units); Vulcanizing machine (15 units)
Main customers: TMT Auto; ChienThang Auto; QuangVinh Contraction Investment Jsc.; Chu Lai Auto; Lorry Auto Assembling
Export experience: USA; Pakistan; Bangladesh; Malaysia; Belarus
Shengli Vietnam established in 2000
Our factory is located at Lot D9-D10, Dinh Tram Industrial Zone, Bac Giang province. Main products are OEM parts of motorcycle by EPDM rubber, NBR synthetic rubber, NBR / PVC, CR foam rubber, CR / SBR, etc, different types of air filter intake manifold, buffers, foam washer, etc, fittings by PVC, PVC (F), PP, ABS, Nylon6, etc, like duct, lock cover, ... the steel parts such as plate, clip, etc...

- **Established year:** 2000
- **Number of permanent employees:** 220
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Motorcycle parts by plastic & rubber: Tube Air/C Connecting; Rubber Seal;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Measuring Projectors (1 unit); Ozon Aging Tester (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Honda VN, Yamaha VN, Piaggio VN, Nissin VN, Roki VN, Tokaitrim VN, GSK VN
- **Export experience:** EU; Asia

Sunpla was established on Jan 5, 2012 with 100% Vietnamese capital. Factory is located at Lot E1, E2 Dinh Tram Industrial Zone, Hoang Ninh, Viet Yen, Bac Giang with the area of 10000 m², equipped with Japanese modern equipments and machines. The main business scopes: Designing, processing molds and dies and manufacturing engineering plastic products, plastic gears, and precise plastics serving for industrial and medical field. Providing service of assembling and finishing plastic products after processing. Current customers are FDI enterprises and big foreign corporations such as Canon, Brother, Tenma, Nidec, Nissei Technology...

- **Established year:** 2012
- **Number of permanent employees:** 280
- **Turnover:** 3.5 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Plastic parts; Plastic mould
- **Main technology and equipments:** Injection machine (30-220T) (50 units); Wire cutting machine (2 unit); CNC machine (7 units); EDM (4 units); Grinding machine (3 units); Milling machine (2 units); Drilling machine (2 units)
- **Main customers:** Canon; Brother; Sato; Aiden
We are leading manufacturer of plastics injection part in Vietnam supporting Industries. Our mission: "Renovate the image of Vietnamese companies by providing high-tech products to the Vietnamese industry and Vietnamese society"

People are the root of our enterprise. Improvement to standard of living and environment will reduce mental stress and result in greater work outcome. We always improve SQCDE and increase customer satisfaction by applying Lean management.

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 90
- **Turnover:** 4.6 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Plastic products: Plastic parts for motobike (speedmeter, harness wire); Plastic water tap conector; Plastic parts for house holds; DVD parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Plastic injection machine (25 units); Extrusion line (1 unit); Dipp Moulding (1 unit); Pad Printing (1 unit);
- **Main customers:** Nippon Seiki; Me Tran Binh Xuyen; FC Wire

Mr. Nguyen The Hung
Director
+84-936 608 899
hung.nt@ssp-moulding.vn

Ms. Do Thi Hang
Manager
+84-972 828 894
hang.dt@ssp-moulding.vn

Tan Phat Plastic specialises in EPS products: packing for electronic products (refrigerator; washing machine; etc); machines; Head-insulating. We can design and make moulds of EPS products, too.

- **Established year:** 2005
- **Number of permanent employees:** 70
- **Turnover:** 3 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001: 2001; 5S; RoHS
- **Main products:** EPS packing for electronic & machine;
- **Main technology and equipments:** Pre- expandable Machine (2 units); Shape molding machine (12 units); Block molding machine (1 unit)
- **Main customers:** Brother Vietnam; Tohoku Pioneer Vietnam; Jarguar Vietnam

Mr. Nguyen Tuan Anh
Sales Manager
+84-912 308 936
tuananh@tanphongjsc.com.vn
**STM CO., LTD**

Established year: 2004  
Number of permanent employees: 116  
Turnover: 2.5 million USD  
Main products: Danpla box; Plastic tray; Painted plastic parts  
Main technology and equipments: Pneumatic presses (1 unit); Pneumatic Stamping Machine (1 unit); Drying conveyor (1 unit); Paint spraying line (1 unit)  
Main customers: VNS; Honda Vietnam; Piaggio Vietnam; Hamaden

STM manufactures stainless metal, plastic storage boxes and plastic trays (with vacuum forming). Our company can support manufacturing from tools to automatic equipments within on flow; storing manufactured products to trays and then storing to boxes for shipments. We can answer customer's demands and needs, such as only one production, because our company takes cares everything from manufacturing to shipping.

---

**TAN Y PLASTIC & MOULD CO., LTD.**

Established year: 1998  
Number of permanent employees: 30  
Turnover: 3 million USD  
Standards: 5S  
Main products: Plastic moulds, Molds; Plastic product; Precisive parts; machining design and making  
Main technology and equipments: CNC machines (5 units); EDM (3 units); Milling, lather, Planar (6 units); Injection machine (120-600 tons) (8 units)  
Main customers: From USA, Japan, Korea, Europe  
Export experience: USA; Japan, Europe

Established in 1998, Tan Y specialises in Plastic moulds and precise parts, plastic products, 3-D design, EDM spark, CNC metal works. As the perfect combination between skill, human resource and the newest technology, we can meet the rising request for high quality molds, to the domestic and overseas market. The rapid delivery system, on time service and the quality of products are very important for us. We are ready to serve you the best products and services.
THIEN MY INDUSTRIES CO., LTD

Thien My is a Plating professional company, current we supplying for big companies as: HONDA, YAMAHA, PIAGGIO (motor cycle) LG, PANASONIC (Washing machine) with Plating line- plating on plastic, plating on metal. Our slogan “REACHING TO PERFECTION” we always improvement to service customer is better and get more new customer.

★ Established year: 1999
★ Number of permanent employees: 300
★ Turnover: 8,9 million USD
★ Main products: Plating services; Chrome plating on ABS plastic/Brass/Steel; Zinc Plating: Alkaline/Acid/ Zinc-Nickel Alloy/Zinc-Iron Alloy
★ Main technology and equipments: Chrome Plating on ABS Plastic (4 units); Chrome Plating on Brass/Steel (1 unit); Zinc Plating (Rack system) (3 units); Zinc Plating (Barrel system) (2 units)
★ Main customers: Honda; Yamaha; Piaggio; LG; Panasonic
★ Export experience: Indirect by customers

Mr. Vu Quoc Thuan
Vice Director
+84-919 455 966
quocthuan@thienmy.com.vn

THONG NHAT RUBBER COMPANY

The quality of products, customer credibility and a worldwide fabrication networking have been proved for years of experience that Ruthimex dedicates to the development, manufacture and supply rubber, rubber-metal products for all industries.

Be proactive in new ideas and in searching at highest level the perfect quality of products with reasonable cost for the benefit of our clients and for the continuos development of the company.
Enjoying the power of experience, the art of precision, in combination with leading technologies and modern fabrication process, we can fabricate and meet higher customer’s expectation.

★ Established year: 1978
★ Number of permanent employees: 2300
★ Turnover: 30 million USD
★ Main products: Rubber products; rubber parts for automobile; electronics;
★ Main technology and equipments: compression moulding, transfer moulding, injection moulding, extrusion line and tool center
★ Main customers: Gulf Rubber, Desk, Tumedei, Gold Star, Sanyo, Harada, Sony, Fujikura, Suziki, Misubishi, Isuzu
★ Export experience: USA; EU; Japan; Canada; Korea; China

Mr. Nguyen Duc Hong
Vice Director
+84-903 361 965
duchong@ruthimex.com.vn
Our company specializing in producing gears, plastic bottles, processing plastic equipments. With plastic bottle manufacturing, we complete all the stages until the bottle gets labeled. Our equipments are made in Japan, xylon is also imported from Japan.

**TROPICAL PLASTIC JSC.**

- **Phung I.Z, Dan Phuong Dist., Hanoi**
- **Tel:** +84-24-33 637 236 Fax: +84-24-33 637 241
- **www.troplast.vn**
- **info@troplast.vn**

- **Established year:** 2006
- **Number of permanent employees:** 100
- **Turnover:** 5 million USD
- **Standards:** 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Plastic bottles for cosmetics, pharmaceutical; Plastic component for railway; Recycling plastic
- **Main technology and equipments:** Blowing Machine (12 units); Injection Molding Machine (5 units); Plastic Recycling line
- **Main customers:** IKEA; B.Braun; Vietnam Railway; Hoa Linh company;

**TTV TECH CO., LTD**

- **D23/626A1 Trinh Quang Nghi St., Group 4, Phong Phu Binh Chanh Dist., Hochiminh city**
- **Tel:** +84-28-38 757 043 Fax: +84-28-38 757 041
- **nguyenxuankhanh@ttvtech.com.vn**

- **Mr. Nguyen Xuan Khanh**
  - **Business Director**
  - nguyenxuankhanh@ttvtech.com.vn
- **Mr. Ngo Nhat Van**
  - **President**
  - ngonhatvan@ttvtech.com.vn

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 80
- **Turnover:** 2 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Petri dish; Advance Public; technical plastic parts; electric plastic parts
- **Main technology and equipments:** Plastic Injection Machine (25 units); CNC Milling Machine (5 units); WC Machine (1 unit); EDM Machine (1 unit);
- **Main customers:** CourtFlex Group Limited; Biosolutions Inc.; Melennec Asia; Rheem Vietnam Co.; Siamp Co., Ltd;
- **Export experience:** Canada; Germany; Netherland; Hongkong

TTV was established in November 2011, located in the area of 000m² which is large, clean and convenient on traffic. + TTV products have high quality and high precision due to professional working, skill staffs and all equipment systems were modern plastic injection molding machines, precision measure equipments. + TTV staffs, management boards, QC are engineers, technician have good experiments, good skills in mold making, plastic molding engineering. + TTV manufacturing process and managements are operating on standard systems which are management system ISO 9001:2015
This base make sure to our products after delivery have best quality.
TUONG LAI RUBBER & PLASTIC MANUFACTURING TRADING CO., LTD

Thanh Binh Hamlet, Loc An Village, Long Thanh Dist., Dong Nai
+84-251-3 525 199; +84-251-3 535 200
www.tuonglai.vn
info@tuonglairubber.com

Tuong Lai established in 2005
Nowaday, we become one of big companies with many kind of products with a lot of advantages in plastic and rubber field.

• Established year: 2005
• Number of permanent employees: 110
• Turnover: 4.4 million USD
• Standards: ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; ITCi-Care; 5S
• Main products: Plastic and rubber parts and components for motocycle, automobike, medical, food industry
• Main technology and equipments:
  Plastic Injection machine (17 units);
  Rubber compression molding machine (17 units);
  CNC machine (3 units);
  EDM (1 unit); Grinding machine (1 unit);
  Drilling machine (1 unit);
  Rubber injection machine (1 unit);
  Lathe machine;
• Main customers: Piaggio; Peugeot; SYM Motor; Sanyang; Thaco; ASTI
• Export experience: Japan; USA; EU; Taiwan

CLOUD & DRAGON CO., LTD

Van Long Plastics Company was established in 1999. With modern technology and management system according to Japanese standards, we specialize in manufacturing high-end products for the household goods, industry, such as: Vacuum Cleaner, washing machine, air conditioner, speaker of car .... The main customers are: LG Electronic VN, Pioneer Tohoku, Idemitsu lube , JX Nippon ... We provide high quality products, good services, short delivery time, satisfy all customers.

• Established year: 1999
• Number of permanent employees: 310
• Turnover: 12 million USD
• Main products: Plastic parts; Plastic products;
• Main technology and equipments:
  Plastic injection machine (34 units);
  Plastic blowing machine (9 units)
• Main customers: LG Electronic Vietnam; Tohoku Pioneer; Idemitsu; Chevron; Vinfast
• Export experience: Japan

Mr. Pham Xuan Dinh
Staff
+84-962 301 692
rd01@vanlongplastic.com.vn

Ms. Nguyen Thi Hop
Staff
+84-352 540 948
marketing01@vanlongplastic.com.vn

Mr. Truong Quoc Cuong
CEO
+84-983 811 812
cuong-ceo@tuonglairubber.com
Cao Su Viet Company specializes in manufacturing of technical rubber products and Polyurethane (PU) products on Orders: Rubber/Polyurethane rollers, gaskets, seals, tubes, sheets, O-rings, wheels or other rolls, etc. with many types of materials: NR, NBR, Silicone, EPDM, Viton, Polyurethane...
The main products are rubber and polyurethane products for packaging, printing and food industries. Many of these are manufactured for exporting: PU wheels, PU cushions, Bone separators belt, Food grade seals and gaskets.

Vietnam precision mechanical service and trading co.,ltd (VPMS) was established in 2006 which initially specialized in producing and manufacturing the assembled jigs and the welded ones in the fields of automobile, motorbike and electronic industries. 2017 VPMS started to design the aluminum casting mold, plastic compression molds and die molds. VPMS associated with a number of Japanese companies in technology transfer to established a new factory specialized in producing completed products which are exported to international markets such as Japan and Korea then...

In addition, VPMS has also been invested more modern machines and created precision processing department which specializes in processing product with hight precision requirement.

Ms. Thai Thi Lan Dai
Export Sales Manager
+84-973 448 440
thaithilandai@caosuviet.vn

Mr. Ho Ngoc Tan
Technical Manager
+84-983 807 553
hongoctan@caosuviet.vn

Mr. Nguyen Huy Hau
Sales Manager
+84-914 082 068
huyhau176@gmail.com

Mr. Nguyen Xuan Huy
Production Director
+84-913 222 718
huy.nx@vpms.com.vn
220- PLASTIC AND RUBBER ENGINEERING

VINH PHAT MANUFACTURING AND COMMERCIAL CO., LTD

No. 36, Vanh Dai 1 St., VSIP 2 I.Z., Hoa Phu Ward, Thu Dau Mot City, Binh Duong
Tel: +84-28-38 050 896 Fax: +84-28-38 410 034
www.vinhphatvn.com.vn
sales@vinhphatvn.com.vn

Vinh Phat Manufacturing & Commercial Co., Ltd was established in 1998. We specialize in designing and manufacturing molds; producing and selling high-tech plastic products in the field of cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, etc. To work in high demand markets, Vinh Phat has built and maintained a quality management system based on international standards.

We have invested and developed 2 factories:
Truong Phu Manufacturing & Trading Company Limited
Vinh Phu JSC

- **Established year:** 1998
- **Number of permanent employees:** 195
- **Turnover:** 3 million USD
- **Standards:** OHSAS 18001; ISO 9001:2015; CSR; SS
- **Main products:** Injection mould;
  Precision plastic product for Electronics;
  Plastic packages; Garment accessories; etc.
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  Injection machine (37 units);
  CNC machine (6 units)
- **Main customers:** Aqua; EWI; Wutech;
  Semco; Yuuki; Kobayashi
- **Export Experience:** Australia; Japan;
  Denmark; Australia

Ms. Nguyen Thi Ngoc Hau
General Manager
+84-908 564 158
hauntn@vinhphatvn.com.vn

THE LONG AIRTECH JSC.

144 Viet Hung St., Group 3, Viet Hung ward, Long Bien Dist., Hanoi
Tel: +84-24-38 737 717
airtechthelong.com.vn
info@thelong.com.vn

The Long Airtech JSC provides professional design and manufacture services, installation of cleanroom equipment, cleanroom for the hospital, pharmaceutical, electronic, food and beverage industries. Besides, we design and produce mechanical products which meet the demand of customers. With great effort to continuously improve our manufacturing process and production quality, we were awarded ISO9001:2015 and ISO140001:2015 certifications for quality system management in manufacturing.

- **Established year:** 2007
- **Number of permanent employees:** 175
- **Turnover:** 9 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Air Shower; Pass box; Air shower; Cleaning air equipment:
  FFU, BFU, HFU; Industrial cabinet;
  Clean booth; Filters;
- **Main technology and equipments:**
  Salvagnini production system (1 unit);
  Automatic Electrostatic Painting Line (1 unit); Automatic Robot Welding machine (1 unit);
  Filter Producing Line (1 unit);
- **Export Experience:** Japan; EU

Mr. Nguyen Khac Long
General Director
+84-914 727 228
info@thelong.com.vn
Development Joint Stock Company Additives and Petroleum Products (Company APP) is one of the leading companies in the manufacturing and trading of oil products and liquid lubricants dedicated.

**ADDITIVES AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS JSC.**

- Phu Thi I.Z., Phu Thi, Gia Lam Dist., Hanoi
- Tel: +84-24-36 785 060 Fax: +84-24-36 784 978
- app.com.vn
- pgdm-app@vnn.vn

- **Number of permanent employees:** 100
- **Turnover:** 5.3 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015
- **Main products:** Lubricant; Grease
- **Main technology and equipments:** Grease line (1 unit); Lubricant line (1 unit); Metal working oil (1 unit)
- **Export Experience:** Japan

Azuma Vietnam Joint Stock Company specialized import-export business and provide all kinds of bolts, screws, nuts ... products related to lace.

Founded in 1961 in Japan, over 58 years of operation and development, Azuma has become a trusted partner of many domestic and foreign companies. Formally established in Vietnam since 2011, so far we have gradually developed and supplied various kinds of bolts, fasteners imported from Japan and domestic processing.

**AZUMA VIETNAM JSC.**

- 609 Linh Nam St., Hoang Mai Dist., Hanoi
- Tel: +84-24-36 436 054 Fax: +84-24-36 436 055
- www.azumavietnam.com
- admin@azumavietnam.com

- **Established year:** 2011
- **Number of permanent employees:** 10
- **Turnover:** 1.2 million USD
- **Main products:** Bolts; Screws; Mechanical processing products

**Mr. Hoang Trung Dung**
General Director  
+84-977 889 977
dunght@app.com.vn

**Mr. Nguyen Duy Tuong**
Sales Vice Director  
+84-983 852 768
Tuong.app@gmail.com

**Mr. Nguyen Hoang Tung**
Director  
+84-913 373 367
tung@azumavietnam.com
Ecotech company is located in the central point of the Red River Delta, easily accessible to key industrial zones, with a total of 1 hectares of Ecotech Hung Yen. Industrial Plant support Ecotech is an industry of manufacturing garments, handling and cleaning garment products... used in the clean room, production of super clean plastic bags, manufacturing mechanical accessories, equal support by metal parts,... goods and services, catering to the industry exactly as industrial production of automobiles, motorcycles, textiles, leather shoes, electronics industry, high technology. Currently, ECOTECH clean room laundry factory provides specialized clean room services, capacity up to 50,000 cleaned room clothes / boots / shoes per day. Each type of product, material, and category is processed and washed separately on specialized machine with super clean RO & EDI water. ECOTECH is the optimal solution for domestic and foreign companies - especially FDI enterprises.

• Established year: 2018
• Number of permanent employees: 200
• Turnover: 1.1 million USD
• Main products: Clean room clothes; Equal support by metal; Handling and cleaning garment products services; Ultra – clean plastic bags
• Main technology and equipments: Industrial washing machine (30 units); Industrial drying machine (60 units); Water treatment equipment system (2 units); AHU air treatment & cleaning system (10 units)

Ecotech Vina has gathered a team of various capable experts with a lot of experience in both the profession and practice of electric automation, cleaning technology, environment protection, chemicals and working environment safety to develop the strengths and stably grow the cleaning service for equipment used in clean room, equipment, details and machines supporting industrial manufacture in general and electronic industry in particular. ECOTECH VINA commits to deliver the leading products and services to our customers. With the significant effort from our customers and the support with ECOTECH VINA service, we strongly believe our customer will successfully build up an effective, eco-friendly and safe working environment with zero NC that is complied with the Law of Vietnam as well as international regulations.

• Established year: 2009
• Number of permanent employees: 150
• Main products: Cleaning equipments and facilities for clean room: filter, tray, valve; Cleaning service for clean room
• Main technology and equipments: Tray Cleaning machine (5 units); Convection de-humififying (5 units); Main customers: Samsung Display Vietnam; Shinsung C&T Vina; Samju Vina; CDL Precision Technology Vietnam
• Export Experience: Japan; EU
On 12/24/2007, Hifill holding company was officially established in accordance to the Business Registration Certificate No. 32221000105 issued by the Department of Planning and Investment of Da Nang City. After more 10 years, Hifill company are one of the leading company in Vietnam specializing in filters manufacture and supply: Oil, Fuel, Air filters for types of cars and mechanic vehicles for works. Hifill filters brand are manufactured in lines of modern technology and equipment, 100% newly imported from Korea. With a capacity of more than 500,000 units/month, Hifill products are distributed in domestic market and exported to many countries.

- **Established year:** 2007
- **Number of permanent employees:** 30
- **Turnover:** 600,000 USD
- **Main products:** Filter for Automotive: Air filter; Fuel filter; Oil filter
- **Main technology and equipments:** Painting line (1 unit); Punching line (1 unit); Feeding line (1 unit); Paper bending line (1 unit); Urethane, PVC Foaming line (1 unit); Filter Assembly line (1 unit)
- **Export Experience:** Cambodia; Laos; Pakistan

Our company specializes in manufacturing and supplying steel products and providing high quality steel machining services to many customers in various fields such as automobile, household & office appliances... The most popular products in the market are steel pipes, industrial stainless steel pipes; high-strength steel purlins; high quality carbon steel and stainless steel in coils and sheets. All products are tested according to JIS, ASTM, BS EN standard, on advanced production lines, not only exported to Japan, USA, Europe, but also to many companies with capital foreign investment in Vietnam.

- **Established year:** 1999
- **Number of permanent employees:** 337
- **Turnover:** 5.3 million USD
- **Standards:** ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015
- **Main products:** Steel Pipe; Steel Purlin; Steel in sheet, plate and coil; Industrial Stainless Steel Pipe; Coil center services
- **Main technology and equipments:** Carbon steel tube forming line (13 units); Stainless steel tube forming line (3 units); Leveler line (4 units); Shearing machine (1 unit); Slitting line (5 units); Zinc Galvanized line for coil (2 units); Stainless tube annealing equipment (1 unit); Testing machines
- **Main customers:** Canon Vietnam; Honda Trading Vietnam; GE Vietnam; Hanoi Steel Center
- **Export Experience:** Australia; Japan; USA
Phuong Trang Special Steel Co., Ltd. was established in March 2009 which the aim is trading special steel and mold steel. Currently, beside of some foreign companies, Phuong Trang is the only Vietnamese company that represents genuine import and distribution for a major steel company in the world which is SeAH (POSCO) Korea. With 10 years of experience, Phuong Trang has become a professional supplier of mold steel and fabricated steel which has highly reputation in Vietnam. We provide some the steel grades include (mainly according to JIS standards) : With nearly 1200m2 warehouses, goods are diversified in types and full sizes for both flat bar steel and round steel, many bend saw machines, milling machines and grinding machines help to cut goods and process quickly. In addition, we also have many partner company to creat the perfect supply chain such as rough machining and detailed machining, heat treatment units. All of that can help customer feel comfortable with our service

**Established year:** 2009  
**Number of permanent employees:** 30  
**Turnover:** 3 million USD  
**Main products:** Special steel; mold steel  
**Main technology and equipments:** Band Saw Machines (7 units); Milling Machines (7 units); Grinding Machines (2 units)  
**Main customers:** Kishin Vietnam; Hong Dang Vietnam; FUTU 1; Vina Taiyo Spring; Samsung Eletronics Vietnam and suppliers; Lg Electronics Vietnam and suppliers

Vietnam Pros Technology is an expert in providing specialty materials and manufacturing solutions in electronics, automotive, lighting, renewable energy, medical, battery and general assembly industries. We are carrying a wide range of adhesives, sealants, lubricants, coatings, encapsulants, tapes, soldering products, surface preparations, specialty chemicals, maintenance and repair products and dispensing, 3D printing equipment.

**Established year:** 2015  
**Number of permanent employees:** 17  
**Turnover:** 1.1 million USD  
**Standards:** ISO 9001:2015  
**Main products:** Conformal coating; Potting compound; Thermal Interface Materials; VHB tapes  
**Main technology and equipments:** Selective Coating Machine; Metering & Mixing system; Plasma Surface Treatment; Low Pressure Molding Machine  
**Main customers:** GE Vietnam; Panasonic Home Appliance Vietnam; Samsung Vietnam; Foxconn; Vinfast
Our consulting services:
• Feasibility study (FS) for automobile assembling and manufacturing projects.
• Feasibility study (FS) for automobile support industry projects.
• Business plan (BP) on automobile assembling and manufacturing projects.
• Business plan (BP) on automobile support industry projects.
• Automobile assembling manufacturing licensing.
• Automobile Import licensing.
• Vehicle type approval (VTA) and automobile homologation.
• Vietnam automobile market research.
• Vietnam automobile market entry plan.
• Investment certificate on automobile manufacturing and automobile support industry projects.

- Established year: 2018
- Number of permanent employees: 8
- Turnover: 70,000 USD
- Main field: Automotive Investment consultant

ViHoth Corporation is a prestigious consulting firm and provides the total solutions for CAD/CAM/CAE/PLM/CNC in Vietnam. Is a distribution representative of many world-renowned software and equipment companies, ViHoth has a technical team trained with experience in supporting customers in many industries. ViHoth supports customers nationwide, providing CAD/CAM solutions for many big enterprises of Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam ... including global companies. With the motto “Professional from the smallest”, ViHoth always strives to improve service quality to better meet the needs of customers.
## THE MOST RECENT POLICIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number/Symbol</th>
<th>Issued date</th>
<th>Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Law on Investment</td>
<td>67/2014/QH13</td>
<td>26/11/2014</td>
<td>National Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Law amendments to Tax law</td>
<td>71/2014/QH13</td>
<td>26/11/2014</td>
<td>National Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Decree on elaboration of the law on amendments to tax laws and amendments to some articles of decrees on taxations</td>
<td>12/2015/ND-CP</td>
<td>12/2/2015</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Decree on Development of Supporting Industry</td>
<td>111/2015/ND-CP</td>
<td>3/11/2015</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Decree guiding the law on investment</td>
<td>118/2015/ND-CP</td>
<td>12/11/2015</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Circular regulation on procedures for incentive certification and verification of projects for supporting industry on the list of prioritized supporting industry products</td>
<td>55/2015/TT-BCT</td>
<td>30/12/2015</td>
<td>Ministry of Industry and trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Circular guiding the development policy loan for supporting industry</td>
<td>01/2016/TT-NHNN</td>
<td>4/2/2016</td>
<td>State Bank of Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Circular guiding on declaration of value added tax and priorities of enterprise income tax as stipulated under the Decree No. 111/2015/ND-CP dated November 03, 2015 on development of supporting industries</td>
<td>21/2016/TT-BTC</td>
<td>5/2/2016</td>
<td>Ministry of Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Decision on Approving supporting industry development program from 2016 to 2025</td>
<td>68/QD-TTg</td>
<td>18/1/2017</td>
<td>Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Incentive for supporting industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incentive</th>
<th>Incentive level</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment incentives</td>
<td>Supporting industry is special investment incentives sector, eligible for investment incentives specified.</td>
<td>- Law on Investment 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Decree No. 118/2015/ND-CP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Corporate income tax incentive | - Incentive tax rate of 10% within 15 years  
- Tax exemption for 4 years, reduction of 50% of tax payable for the next 9 years.                                                                 | - Law No. 71/2014/QH13  
- Decree No. 12/2015/ND-CP  
- Decree No. 218/2013/ND-CP  
- Circular No. 96/2015/TT-BTC  
- Circular No. 21/2016/TT-BTC |
| Value - added tax incentive | Value - added tax of revenue from supporting industry products on the list of prioritized products may be declared monthly, quarterly or yearly.                                                                 | - Law No. 71/2014/QH13  
- Circular No. 21/2016/TT-BTC                                                                                                                                          |
| Import duties incentive | Imported commodities that are imported to create fixed assets shall be exempted from import duties; Raw materials and components which cannot be domestically manufactured and are imported serving the manufacturing. | - Law on Export and import duties 2016                                                                                                                                |
| Credit incentive     | - Supporting industry projects shall be granted loans at investment credit rate from the source of investment credit of the State.  
- SMEs may take loans of up to 70% its investment on the basis of guarantee provided by the organization permitted to guarantee for SMEs. | - Decree No. 75/2011/ND-CP;  
- Circular No. 01/2016/TT-NHNN                                                                                                                                          |